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1.

You must arrange the papers in numerical order of
the questions. If more than one page is required for
an answer, write “ continued” at the bottom o f the
page. Number pages consecutively. For instance, if
12 pages are used for your answers, the multiplechoice answer sheet is page 1 and your other pages
should be numbered 2 through 12.

2.

Computation sheets should identify the question to
which they relate, be placed immediately following
the answer to that question, and be numbered in
sequence with the other pages.

3.

For Question Number 4, be sure to include the com
pleted tear-out worksheet in the proper sequence with
other answer sheets.

4.

Answer all multiple-choice items on the printed
multiple-choice answer sheet. You should attempt to
answer all multiple-choice items. There is no penalty
for incorrect responses. Since the multiple-choice
items are computer-graded, your comments and
calculations associated with them are not considered
and should not be submitted. Be certain that you have
entered your answers on the multiple-choice answer
sheet before the examination time is up. The multiplechoice portion of your examination will not be graded
if you fail to record your answers on the multiplechoice answer sheet.

5.

answer was derived. Failure to enclose supporting
calculations may result in loss of grading points
because it may be impossible to determine how your
amounts were computed.

Support all problem-type answers with properly
labeled and legible calculations that can be identified
as sources of amounts in formal schedules, entries,
worksheets, or other answers, to show how your final

6.

A CPA is continually confronted with the necessity
o f expressing opinions and conclusions in written
reports in clear, unequivocal language. Although
the prim ary purpose o f the examination is to test
candidates’ knowledge and application of the subject
m atter, the ability to organize and present such
knowledge in acceptable written language may be
considered by the examiners.

7.

W rite your 7-digit candidate number in the space pro
vided at the upper right-hand com er o f this page.

8.

You must hand in your examination question booklet,
multiple-choice answer sheet, and green problem
answer worksheets. Your examination will not be
graded unless your examination question booklet,
multiple-choice answer sheet, and green problem
answer worksheets are handed in before leaving the
examination room.

9.

If you want your examination question booklet mailed
to you, write your name and address on the back
cover, and place 52 cents postage in the space pro
vided, unless otherwise instructed. Also, unless
instructed otherwise, write your name and address
in the return address space in the upper left-hand
com er on the back cover. Examination question
booklets will be distributed no sooner than the day
following the administration of this examination,
unless instructed otherwise.

Prepared by the Board o f Examiners o f the American Institute o f Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the
examining boards o f all states, the District o f Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands o f the United States.
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Examination Questions — November 1991
2.
King C orp.’s trial balance for the year ended
December 31, 1990, included the following:

Instructions
Q uestions N um ber 1, 2, and 3 each consist of 20
multiple-choice items. Select the best answer for each of
the items relating to a variety of financial accounting
problem s. Use a soft pencil, preferably No. 2, to blacken
the appropriate circle on the separate printed answer sheet
to indicate your answer. M ark only one answ er fo r each
item . A nsw er all item s. Your grade will be based on the
total number of correct answers.
The following is an example of the manner in which
the answer sheet should be marked:

Item
97. Gross billings for merchandise sold by Baker Co. to
its customers last year amounted to $5,260,000; sales
returns and allowances reduced the amounts owed by
$160,000. Net sales were
a. $4,800,000
b. $5,100,000
c. $5,200,000
d. $5,260,000

Other information
Finished goods inventory:
January 1, 1990
December 31, 1990

$120,000
30,000
18,000
20,000
10,000
6,000
20,000
6,000
$220,000

$310,000

$200,000
180,000

In King’s 1990 multiple-step income statement, the cost of
goods manufactured was
a. $100,000
b. $106,000
c. $140,000
d. $146,000

Answer Sheet

97.

3.
The following information pertains to Park Co. at
December 31, 1990:
Bank statement balance
Checkbook balance
Deposit in transit
Outstanding checks

N um ber 1 (E stim ated tim e ----- 45 to 55 m inutes)

1. Gar, Inc.’s trial balance reflected the following
liability account balances at December 31, 1990:
Accounts payable
Bonds payable, due 1991
Deferred income tax payable
Discount on bonds payable
Dividends payable on 2/15/91
Income tax payable
Notes payable, due 1/19/92

Credit
$300,000

Debit
Sales
Cost of sales
Administrative expenses
Loss on sale of equipment
Sales commissions
Interest revenue
Freight out
Loss on early retirem ent of
long-term debt
Bad debt expense
Totals

$10,000
14,000
5,000
1,000

In Park’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, cash should
be reported as
a. $ 9,000
b. $10,000
c. $14,000
d. $15,000

$19,000
34,000
4,000
2,000
5,000
9,000
6,000

4.
Hull Co. bought a trademark from Roe Corp. on
January 1 , 1990, for $224,000. Hull retained an indepen
dent consultant who estimated the tradem ark’s remaining
useful life to be 50 years. Its unamortized cost on Roe’s
accounting records was $112,000. Hull decided to amor
tize the trademark over the maximum period allowed. In
Hull’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, what amount
should be reported as accumulated amortization?
a. $5,600
b. $4,480
c. $2,800
d. $2,240

The deferred income tax payable is based on temporary
differences that will reverse in 1992 and 1993.
In Gar’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet, the current
liabilities total was
a. $71,000
b. $69,000
c. $67,000
d. $65,000
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Accounting Practice — Part I
6. Net cash used in investing activities was
a. $1,005,000
b. $1,190,000
c. $1,275,000
d. $1,600,000

Item s 5 through 7 are based on the following:
The differences in Beal In c.’s balance sheet accounts at
December 31, 1990 and 1989, are presented below:
Increase
(Decrease)
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable, net
Inventory
Long-term investments
Plant assets
Accumulated depreciation

$

7. Net cash provided by financing activities was
a. $ 20,000
b. $ 45,000
c. $150,000
d. $205,000

120,000
300,000
—

80,000
(100,000)
700,000
$1,100,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Dividends payable
Short-term bank debt
Long-term debt
Common stock, $10 par
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

8.
On December 3 1 , 1990, Ott Co. had investments in
marketable equity securities as follows:

$

(5,000)
160,000
325,000
110,000
100,000
120,000
290,000
$ 1, 100,000

Man Co.
Kemo, Inc.
Fenn Corp.

Net income was $790,000.

•

Cash dividends o f $500,000 were declared.

•

Building costing $600,000 and having a carrying
amount of $350,000 was sold for $350,000.

•

Equipment costing $110,000 was acquired through
issuance of long-term debt.

•

A long-term investment was sold for $135,000. There
were no other transactions affecting long-term
investments.

•

10,000 shares of common stock were issued for $22
a share.

Market
value
$ 8,000
11,000
9,000
$28,000

Lower o f cost
or market
$ 8,000
9,000
9,000
$26,000

O tt’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet should report the
marketable equity securities as
a. $26,000
b. $28,000
c. $29,000
d. $30,000

The following additional information relates to 1990:
•

Cost
$10,000
9,000
11,000
$30,000

9.
On March 15, 1990, Ashe Corp. adopted a plan to
accumulate $1,000,000 by September 1 , 1994. Ashe plans
to make four equal annual deposits to a fund that will earn
interest at 10% compounded annually. Ashe made the first
deposit on September 1, 1990. Future value and future
amount factors are as follows:
Future value of 1 at 10% for 4 periods
Future amount of ordinary annuity of 1
at 10% for 4 periods
Future amount of annuity in advance of
1 at 10% for 4 periods

In Beal’s 1990 statement of cash flows,
5. Net cash provided by operating activities was
a. $1,160,000
b. $1,040,000
c. $ 920,000
d. $ 705,000

1.46
4.64
5.11

Ashe should make four annual deposits (rounded) of
a. $250,000
b. $215,500
c. $195,700
d. $146,000
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14. On July 1, 1990, Glen Corp. leased a new machine
from Ryan Corp. The lease contains the following
information:

10. M r. & M rs. Dart own a majority of the outstanding
capital stock of Wall C orp., Black C o., and W est, Inc.
During 1990, Wall advanced cash to Black and West in the
amount of $50,000 and $80,000, respectively. West
advanced $70,000 in cash to Black. At December 3 1 , 1990,
none of the advances was repaid. In the combined
December 31, 1990, balance sheet of these companies,
what amount would be reported as receivables from
affiliates?
a. $200,000
b. $130,000
c. $ 60,000
d. $0

Lease term
Useful life of the machine
Present value of the minimum lease
payments
Fair value of the machine
Executory costs

$120,000
200,000
3,000

No bargain purchase option is provided, and the machine
reverts to Ryan when the lease expires. What amount should
Glen record as a capitalized leased asset at inception of the
lease?
a. $0
b. $120,000
c. $123,000
d. $200,000

11. On July 1, 1989, Gee, Inc. leased a delivery truck
from M arr Corp. under a 3-year operating lease. Total rent
for the term of the lease will be $36,000, payable as follows:
12 months at $ 500= $ 6,000
12 months at $ 750= 9,000
12 months at $1,750= 21,000

15. On January 1 , 1990, Dix Co. replaced its old boiler.
The following information was available on that date:

All payments were made when due. In M arr’s June 30,
1991, balance sheet, the accrued rent receivable should be
reported as
a. $0
b. $ 9,000
c. $12,000
d. $21,000

Carrying amount of old boiler
Fair value of old boiler
Purchase and installation price
of new boiler

$

8,000
2,000

100,000

The old boiler was sold for $2,000. W hat amount should
Dix capitalize as the cost o f the new boiler?
a. $ 92,000
b. $ 94,000
c. $ 98,000
d. $100,000

12. On December2 8 , 1990, Kerr Manufacturing Co. pur
chased goods costing $50,000. The term s were F.O .B .
destination. Some o f the costs incurred in connection with
the sale and delivery of the goods were as follows:
Packaging for shipment
Shipping
Special handling charges

10 years
12 years

16. On January 1 , 1989, Bay Co. acquired a land lease
for a 21-year period with no option to renew. The lease
required Bay to construct a building in lieu o f rent. The
building, completed on January 1, 1990, at a cost of
$840,000, will be depreciated using the straight-line
method. At the end o f the lease, the building’s estimated
m arket value will be $420,000. What is the building’s
carrying amount in Bay’s December 31, 1990, balance
sheet?
a. $798,000
b. $800,000
c. $819,000
d. $820,000

$1,000
1,500
2,000

These goods were received on December 31, 1990. In
K err’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, what amount of
cost for these goods should be included in inventory?
a. $54,500
b. $53,500
c. $52,000
d. $50,000
13. In 1989, Cobb adopted the dollar-value LIFO inven
tory method. At that tim e, Cobb’s ending inventory had
a base-year cost and an end-of-year cost o f $300,000. In
1990, the ending inventory had a $400,000 base-year cost
and a $440,000 end-of-year cost. W hat dollar-value LIFO
inventory cost would be reported in Cobb’s December 31,
1990, balance sheet?
a. $440,000
b. $430,000
c. $410,000
d. $400,000

17. On July 1 , 1991, Lee Co. sold goods in exchange for
a $200,000,8-month, noninterest-bearing note receivable.
At the time of the sale, the note’s market rate o f interest
was 12%. What amount did Lee receive when it discounted
the note at 10% on September 1, 1991?
a. $194,000
b. $193,800
c. $190,000
d. $188,000
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Number 2 (Estimated tim e----- 45 to 55 minutes)

18. On January 1 , 1986, Lane, Inc. acquired equipment
for $100,000 with an estimated 10-year useful life. Lane
estimated a $10,000 salvage value and used the straightline method of depreciation. During 1990, after its 1989
financial statements had been issued, Lane determined that,
due to obsolescence, this equipment’s remaining useful life
was only four more years and its salvage value would be
$4,000. In Lane’s December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet, what
was the carrying amount o f this asset?
a. $51,500
b. $49,000
c. $41,500
d. $39,000

21. A tD ecem ber31,1990, Cain, Inc. owed notes payable
of $1,750,000, due on May 1 5 , 1991. Cain expects to retire
this debt with proceeds from the sale of 100,000 shares of
its common stock. The stock was sold for $15 per share on
March 1 0 ,1991, prior to the issuance of the year-end finan
cial statements. In Cain’s December 31, 1990, balance
sheet, what amount of the notes payable should be excluded
from current liabilities?
a. $0
b. $ 250,000
c. $1,500,000
d. $1,750,000

19. A state government condemned Cory Co.’s parcel of
real estate. Cory will receive $750,000 for this property,
which has a carrying amount of $575,000. Cory incurred
the following costs as a result of the condemnation:
Appraisal fees to support a $750,000 value
Attorney fees for the closing with the state
Attorney fees to review contract to acquire
replacement property
Title insurance on replacement property

22. W olf Co.’s grant o f 30,000 stock appreciation rights
enables key employees to receive cash equal to the
difference between $20 and the market price of the stock
on the date each right is exercised. The service period is
1989 through 1991, and the rights are exercisable in 1992
and 1993. The market price o f the stock was $25 and $28
a t December3 1 , 1989 and 1990, respectively. What amount
should W olf report as the liability under the stock apprecia
tion rights plan in its December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet?
a. $0
b. $130,000
c. $160,000
d. $240,000

$2,500
3,500
3,000
4,000

What amount of cost should Cory use to determine the gain
on the condemnation?
a. $581,000
b. $582,000
c. $584,000
d. $588,000

23. On June 1 , 1988, W ard Corp. established a defined
benefit pension plan for its employees. The following
information was available at May 31, 1990:

20. On January 1 , 1990, Neal Co. issued 100,000 shares
o f its $10 par value common stock in exchange for all of
Frey Inc.’s outstanding stock. This business combination
was accounted for as a pooling o f interests. The fair value
o f N eal's common stock on December 3 1 , 1989, was $19
per share. The carrying amounts and fair values of Frey’s
assets and liabilities on December 31, 1989, were as
follows:

Cash
Receivables
Inventory
Property, plant, and
equipment
Liabilities
Net assets

Carrying
amount
$ 240,000
270,000
435,000

Fair value
$ 240,000
270,000
405,000

1,305,000
(525,000)
$1,725,000

1,440,000
(525,000)
$1,830,000

Projected benefit obligation
Accumulated benefit obligation
Unfunded accrued pension cost
Plan assets at fair market value
Unrecognized prior service cost

$14,500,000

12,000,000
200,000

7,000,000
2,550,000

To report the proper pension liability in W ard’s May 31,
1990, balance sheet, what is the amount o f the adjustment
required?
a. $2,250,000
b. $4,750,000
c. $4,800,000
d. $7,300,000
24. On September 1, 1991, Hall Corp. redeemed
$500,000 of its 12%, 15-year bonds. Related unamortized
bond premium and issue costs at that date were $8,000 and
$10,000, respectively. W hat amount should Hall use to
determine gain or loss on redemption?
a. $518,000
b. $508,000
c. $502,000
d. $498,000

What is the amount of goodwill resulting from the business
combination?
a. $175,000
b. $105,000
c. $ 70,000
d. $0
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29. Winn Co. sells subscriptions to a specialized direc
tory that is published semiannually and shipped to
subscribers on April 15 and October 15. Subscriptions
received after the March 31 and September 30 cutoff dates
are held for the next publication. Cash from subscribers
is received evenly during the year and is credited to deferred
subscription revenue. Data relating to 1990 are as follows:

25. Dunn Co.’s 1990 income statement reported $90,000
income before provision for income taxes. To compute the
provision for federal income taxes, the following 1990 data
are provided:
Rent received in advance
Income from exempt municipal bonds
Depreciation deducted for income tax
purposes in excess of depreciation re
ported for financial statement purposes
Enacted corporate income tax rate

$16,000
20,000

Deferred subscription revenue, 1/1/90
Cash receipts from subscribers

10,000
30%

$ 750,000
3,600,000

In its December 31, 1990, balance sheet, Winn should
report deferred subscription revenue of
a. $2,700,000
b. $1,800,000
c. $1,650,000
d. $ 900,000

If the alternative minimum tax provisions are ignored, what
amount of current federal income tax liability should be
reported in Dunn’s December 31, 1990, balance sheet?
a. $18,000
b. $22,800
c. $25,800
d. $28,800

30. Bart, Inc., a newly organized corporation, uses the
equity method of accounting for its 30% investment in Rex
Co.’s common stock. During 1990, Rex paid dividends of
$300,000 and reported earnings o f $900,000. In addition:

26. On the first day of each month, Bell M ortgage Co.
receives from Kent Corp. an escrow deposit o f $2,500 for
real estate taxes. Bell records the $2,500 in an escrow
account. Kent’s 1990 real estate tax is $28,000, payable
in equal installments on the first day of each calendar
quarter. On December 3 1 , 1989, the balance in the escrow
account was $3,000. On September 3 0 , 1990, what amount
should Bell show as an escrow liability to Kent?
a. $ 1,500
b. $ 4,500
c. $ 8,500
d. $11,500
27. Each of Potter Pie Co.’s 21 new franchisees contracted
to pay an initial franchise fee of $30,000. By December 31,
1991, each franchisee had paid a non-refundable $10,000
fee and signed a note to pay $10,000 principal plus the
market rate o f interest on December 31, 1992, and
December 31, 1993. Experience indicates that one fran
chisee will default on the additional payments. Services for
the initial fee will be performed in 1992. What amount of
net unearned franchise fees would Potter report at
December 31, 1991?
a. $400,000
b. $600,000
c. $610,000
d. $630,000

•

The dividends received from Rex are eligible for the
80% dividends received deduction.

•

All the undistributed earnings of Rex will be distributed
in future years.

•

There are no other temporary differences.

•

Bart’s 1990 income tax rate is 30%.

•

The enacted income tax rate after 1990 is 25 %.

Bart elected early application of FASB Statement No. 96,
Accountingfo r Income Taxes. In Bart’s December 3 1 , 1990,
balance sheet, the deferred income tax liability should be
a. $10,800
b. $ 9,000
c. $ 5,400
d. $ 4,500
31. On January 1, 1990, Dell, Inc. contracted with the
city of Little to provide custom built desks for the city
schools. The contract made Dell the city’s sole supplier and
required Dell to supply no less than 4,000 desks and no more
than 5,500 desks per year for two years. In turn, Little
agreed to pay a fixed price of $110 per desk. During 1990,
Dell produced 5,000 desks for Little. At December 31,
1990,500 of these desks were segregated from the regular
inventory and were accepted and awaiting pickup by Lit
tle. Little paid Dell $450,000 during 1990. What amount
should Dell recognize as contract revenue in 1990?
a. $450,000
b. $495,000
c. $550,000
d. $605,000

28. On October 1, 1990, Brock, Inc. issued 200 of its
10%, $1,000 bonds at 101 plus accrued interest. The bonds
are dated July 1 , 1990, and mature on July 1 ,2000. Interest
is payable semiannually on January 1 and July 1. At the time
of issuance, Brock received cash of
a. $207,000
b. $205,000
c. $202,000
d. $197,000
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32. Lake C orp., a newly organized company, reported
pretax financial income o f $100,000 for 1990. Among the
items reported in Lake’s 1990 income statement are the
following:
•
•

Premium on officer’s life insurance
with Lake as owner and beneficiary

$15,000

Interest received on municipal bonds

20,000

35. In its 1990 income statement, Tow, Inc. reported pro
ceeds from an officer’s life insurance policy of $90,000 and
depreciation of $250,000. Tow was the owner and
beneficiary of the life insurance on its officer. Tow deducted
depreciation of $370,000 in its 1990 income tax return when
the tax rate was 30%. Data related to the reversal of the
excess tax deduction for depreciation follow:

Lake elected early application of FASB Statement No. 96,
Accountingfo r Income Taxes. The enacted tax rate for 1990
is 30% and 25% thereafter. In its December 31, 1990,
balance sheet, Lake should report a deferred income tax
liability of
a. $28,500
b. $ 4,500
c. $ 3,750
d. $0

Year
1991
1992
1993
1994

Reversal o f excess
tax deduction
$50,000
40,000
20,000
10,000

Enacted
tax rates
35%
35%
25%
25%

There are no other temporary differences. Tow elected early
application of FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting fo r
Income Taxes. In its December 31, 1990, balance sheet,
what amount should Tow report as a deferred income tax
liability?
a. $36,000
b. $39,000
c. $63,000
d. $66,000

33. On December 31, 1990, Day Co. leased a new
machine from Parr with the following pertinent infor
mation:
Lease term
6 years
Annual rental payable at beginning
of each year
$50,000
Useful life of machine
8 years
Day’s incremental borrowing rate
15%
Implicit interest rate in lease (known by Day)
12%
Present value of an annuity o f 1 in
advance for 6 periods at
12%
4.61
15%
4.35

36. On January 1 , 1990, Celt Corp. issued 9% bonds in
the face amount of $1,000,000, which mature on January 1,
2000. The bonds were issued for $939,000 to yield 10%,
resulting in a bond discount of $61,000. Celt uses the
interest method of amortizing bond discount. Interest is
payable annually on December 31. At December 3 1 , 1990,
C elt’s unamortized bond discount should be
a. $51,000
b. $51,610
c. $52,000
d. $57,100

The lease is not renewable, and the machine reverts to Parr
at the term ination of the lease. The cost of the machine on
Parr’s accounting records is $375,500. At the beginning
o f the lease term , Day should record a lease liability of
a. $375,500
b. $230,500
c. $217,500
d. $0

37. Clay Corp. had $600,000 convertible 8% bonds
outstanding at June 30, 1990. Each $1,000 bond was
convertible into 10 shares of Clay’s $50 par value common
stock. On July 1 , 1990, the interest was paid to bondholders,
and the bonds were converted into common stock, which
had a fair market value of $75 per share. The unamortized
premium on these bonds was $12,000 at the date of con
version. Under the book value method, this conversion
increased the following elements of the stockholders’ equity
section by

34. On December 3 1 , 1989, Adam Co. leased a machine
under a capital lease for a period of ten years, contracting
to pay $50,000 on signing the lease and $50,000 annually
on December 31 of the next nine years. The present value
at December 31, 1989, of the ten lease payments over
the lease term discounted at 10% was $338,000. At
December 3 1 , 1990, Adam’s total capital lease liability is
a. $303,980
b. $266,800
c. $259,200
d. $243,000

a.
b.
c.
d.
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Common
stock
$300,000
$306,000
$450,000
$600,000

Additional
paid-in capital
$312,000
$306,000
$162,000
$ 12,000

Examination Questions — November 1991
38. M ill, which began operations on January 1, 1988,
recognizes income from long-term construction contracts
under the percentage-of-completion method in its financial
statements and under the completed contract method for
income tax reporting. Income under each method follows:

Year
1988
1989
1990

Completed
contract
$

400,000
700,000

Number 3 (Estimated tim e----- 45 to 55 minutes)
41. On January 1, 1989, Mega Corp. acquired 10% of
the outstanding voting stock of Penny, Inc. On January 2,
1990, Mega gained the ability to exercise significant
influence over financial and operating control of Penny by
acquiring an additional 20% of Penny’s outstanding stock.
The two purchases were made at prices proportionate to
the value assigned to Penny’s net assets, which equaled their
carrying amounts. For the years ended December 3 1 , 1989
and 1990, Penny reported the following:

Percentageof-completion
$300,000
600,000
850,000

The income tax rate was 30% for 1988 through 1990. For
years after 1990, the enacted tax rate is 25%. There are no
other temporary differences. Mill elected early application
o f FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting fo r Income Taxes.
Mill should report in its December 3 1 , 1990, balance sheet,
a deferred income tax liability of
a. $ 87,500
b. $105,000
c. $162,500
d. $195,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

1990

$100,000
105,000
122,000
100,000

$300,000
192,000
364,000
420,000

1990
investment
income
$195,000
$195,000
$195,000
$105,000

Adjustment to
1989 investment
income
$160,000
$100,000
$ 40,000
$ 40,000

42. Cap Corp. reported accrued investment interest
receivable of $38,000 and $46,500 at January 1 and
December 31, 1990, respectively. During 1990, cash
collections from the investments included the following:
Capital gains distributions
Interest

$145,000
152,000

What amount should Cap report as interest revenue from
investments for 1990?
a. $160,500
b. $153,500
c. $152,000
d. $143,500

40. State Co. recognizes construction revenue and
expenses using the percentage-of-completion method.
During 1989, a single long-term project was begun, which
continued through 1990. Information on the project follows:
1989

1990
$300,000
650,000

In 1990, what amounts should Mega report as current year
investment income and as an adjustment, before income
taxes, to 1989 investment income?

39. East Corp. manufactures stereo systems that carry a
tw o-year w arranty against defects. Based on past
experience, warranty costs are estimated at 4% of sales for
the warranty period. During 1990, stereo system sales
totaled $3,000,000, and warranty costs of $67,500 were
incurred. In its income statement for the year ended
December 3 1 , 1990, East should report warranty expense of
a. $ 52,500
b. $ 60,000
c. $ 67,500
d. $120,000

Accounts receivable from
construction contract
Construction expenses
Construction in progress
Partial billings on contract

1989
$200,000
600,000

Dividends paid
Net income

43. During 1990, Colt Co. experienced financial dif
ficulties and is likely to default on a $1,000,000, 15%,
3-year note dated January 1 , 1989, payable to Cain National
Bank. On December 3 1 , 1990, the bank agreed to settle the
note and unpaid 1990 interest o f $150,000 for $820,000
cash payable on January 3 1 , 1991. W hat is the amount of
gain, before income taxes, from the debt restructuring?
a. $0
b. $150,000
c. $180,000
d. $330,000

Profit recognized from the long-term construction contract
in 1990 should be
a. $ 50,000
b. $108,000
c. $128,000
d. $228,000
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44. In 1990, Neil Co. held the following investments in
common stock:
•

25,000 shares o f B & K, Inc.’s 100,000 outstanding
shares. N eil’s level of ownership gives it the ability to
exercise significant influence over the financial and
operating policies o f B & K.

•

6,000 shares of Amal C orp.’s 309,000 outstanding
shares.

46. On September 1 , 1990, Cano & C o., a U.S. corpora
tion, sold merchandise to a foreign firm fo r 250,000 francs.
Terms o f the sale require payment in francs on February 1,
1991. On September 1 , 1990, the spot exchange rate was
$.20 per franc. At December 3 1 , 1990, Cano’s year end,
the spot rate was $.19, but the rate increased to $.22 by
February 1 , 1991, when payment was received. How much
should Cano report as foreign exchange gain or loss in its
1991 income statement?
a. $0.
b. $2,500 loss.
c. $5,000 gain.
d. $7,500 gain.

During 1990, Neil received the following distributions from
its common stock investments:
November 6 — $30,000 cash dividend from B & K.
November 11 —$1,500 cash dividend from Amal.
December 26 — 3% common stock dividend from Amal.
The closing price of this stock on a
national exchange was $15 per share.

47. In 1990, Ball Labs incurred the following costs:
Direct costs o f doing contract research and
development work for the government
to be reimbursed by governmental unit
$ 400,000

What amount of dividend revenue should Neil report for
1990?
a. $ 1,500
b. $ 4,200
c. $31,500
d. $34,200

Research and development costs not included above were:
Depreciation
Salaries
Indirect costs appropriately allocated
M aterials

45. Munn Corp.’s income statements for the years ended
December 31, 1990 and 1989, included the following,
before adjustments:

Operating income
Gain on sale of division
Provision for income
taxes
Net income

1990
$ 800,000
450,000
1,250,000

1989
$600,000
—
600,000

375,000
$ 875,000

180,000
$420,000

What was Ball’s total research and development expense
in 1990?
a. $1,080,000
b. $1,380,000
c. $1,580,000
d. $1,780,000

48. Leer Corp.’s pretax income in 1990 was $100,000.
The temporary differences between amounts reported in
the financial statements and the tax return are as follows:

On January 1, 1990, Munn agreed to sell the assets and
product line of one of its operating divisions for $1,600,000.
The sale was consummated on December 31, 1990, and
resulted in a gain on disposition of $450,000. This division’s
net losses were $320,000 in 1990 and $250,000 in 1989.
The income tax rate for both years was 30%. In preparing
revised comparative income statements, Munn should
report which o f the following amounts o f gain (loss) from
discontinued operations

a.
b.
c.
d.

1990
$130,000
$130,000
$ 91,000
$ 91,000

$300,000
700,000
200,000
180,000

•

Depreciation in the financial statements was $8,000
more than tax depreciation.

•

The equity method of accounting resulted in financial
statement income of $35,000. A $25,000 dividend was
received during the year, which is eligible for the 80%
dividends received deduction.

Leer’s effective income tax rate was 30% in 1990. In its
1990 income statement, Leer should report a current provision for income taxes of
a. $26,400
b. $23,400
c. $21,900
d. $18,600

1989
$0
$(250,000)
$0
$(175,000)
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52. In 1985, May Corp. acquired land by paying $75,000
down and signing a note with a maturity value of
$1,000,000. On the note’s due date, December 3 1 , 1990,
May owed $40,000 of accrued interest and $1,000,000 prin
cipal on the note. May was in financial difficulty and was
unable to make any payments. May and the bank agreed
to amend the note as follows:

49. Seldin Co. owns a royalty interest in an oil well. The
contract stipulates that Seldin will receive royalty payments
semiannually on January 31 and July 31. The January 31
payment will be for 20% o f the oil sold to jobbers between
the previous June 1 and November 30, and the July 31 pay
ment will be for oil sold between the previous December 1
and May 31. Royalty receipts for 1990amounted to $80,000
and $100,000 on January 31 and July 31, respectively. On
December 3 1 , 1989, accrued royalty revenue receivable
amounted to $15,000. Production reports show the follow
ing oil sales:
June 1, 1989 — November 30, 1989
December 1, 1989 - May 31, 1990
June 1, 1990 - November 30, 1990
December 1, 1990 — December 31, 1990

$400,000
500,000
425,000
70,000

W hat amount should Seldin report as royalty revenue for
1990?
a. $179,000
b. $180,000
c. $184,000
d. $194,000

•

A steel forming segment suffered $255,000 in losses
due to hurricane damage. This was the fourth sim ilar
loss sustained in a 5-year period at that location.

•

A segment o f Fuqua’s operations, steel transportation,
was sold at a net loss o f $350,000. This was Fuqua’s
first divestiture o f one o f its operating segments.

•

The principal of the note was reduced from $1,000,000
to $950,000 and the maturity date extended 1 year to
December 31, 1991.

•

May would be required to make one interest payment
totaling $30,000 on December 31, 1991.

53. During 1990, Pard C orp. sold goods to its
80% -owned subsidiary, Seed Corp. At December 3 1 , 1990,
one-half of these goods were included in Seed’s ending
inventory. R eported 1990 selling expenses w ere
$1,100,000 and $400,000 for Pard and Seed, respectively.
Pard’s selling expenses included $50,000 in freight-out
costs for goods sold to Seed. W hat amount of selling
expenses should be reported in Pard’s 1990 consolidated
income statement?
a. $1,500,000
b. $1,480,000
c. $1,475,000
d. $1,450,000

During 1990, Fuqua Steel Co. had the following unusual
financial events occur:
Bonds payable were retired five years before their
scheduled m aturity, resulting in a $260,000 gain.
Fuqua has frequently retired bonds early when interest
rates declined significantly.

The $40,000 of interest due on December 31, 1990,
was forgiven.

As a result of the troubled debt restructuring, May should
report a gain, before taxes, in its 1990 income statement of
a. $40,000
b. $50,000
c. $60,000
d. $90,000

Item s 50 and 51 are based on the following:

•

•

54. Loeb Corp. frequently borrows from the bank in order
to maintain sufficient operating cash. The following loans
w ere a t a 12% interest rate, with interest payable at maturi
ty. Loeb repaid each loan on its scheduled maturity date.

50. Before income taxes, what amount o f gain (loss)
should be reported separately as a component of income
from continuing operations in 1990?
a. $260,000
b. $ 5,000
c. $(255,000)
d. $(350,000)

Date o f
loan
11/1/89
2/1/90
5/1/90

51. Before income taxes, what amount should be disclosed
as the gain (loss) from extraordinary items in 1990?
a. $260,000
b. $ 5,000
c. $( 90,000)
d. $(350,000)

Loeb records interest expense when the loans are repaid.
As a result, interest expense of $1,500 was recorded in
1990. If no correction is made, by what amount would 1990
interest expense be understated?
a. $540
b. $620
c. $640
d. $720
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Amount
$ 5,000
15,000
8,000

M aturity
date
10/31/90
7/31/90
1/31/91

Term o f
loan
1 Year
6 Months
9 Months
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58. On August 1 , 1990, M etro, Inc. leased a luxury apart
ment unit to Klum. The parties signed a 1-year lease begin
ning September 1 , 1990, for a $1,000 monthly rent payable
on the first day of the month. At the August 1 signing date,
M etro collected $540 as a nonrefundable fee for allowing
Klum to sign a 1-year lease (the normal lease term is three
years) and $1,000 rent for September. Klum has made
timely payments each month, but prepaid January’s rent
on December 20. In M etro’s 1990 income statement, rent
revenue should be reported as
a. $4,000
b. $4,180
c. $4,540
d. $5,180

55. On January 1, 1990, Moul Mining Co. (lessee),
entered into a 5-year lease for drilling equipment. Moul
accounted for the acquisition as a capital lease for $120,000,
which includes a $5,000 bargain purchase option. At the
end of the lease, Moul expects to exercise the bargain
purchase option. Moul estimates that the equipment’s fair
value will be $10,000 at the end of its 8-year life. Moul
regularly uses straight-line depreciation on sim ilar equip
ment. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1990, what amount
should Moul recognize as depreciation expense on the
leased asset?
a. $13,750
b. $15,000
c. $23,000
d. $24,000

56. Goddard has used the FIFO method o f inventory
valuation since it began operations in 1987. Goddard
decided to change to the weighted-average method for deter
mining inventory costs at the beginning of 1990. The
following schedule shows year-end inventory balances
under the FIFO and weighted-average methods:
Year

FIFO

Weighted-average

1987
1988
1989

$45,000
78,000
83,000

$54,000
71,000
78,000

59. Shear, Inc. began operations in 1990. Included in
Shear’s 1990 financial statements were bad debt expenses
of $1,400 and profit from an installment sale of $2,600.
For tax purposes, the bad debts will be deducted and the
profit from the installment sale will be recognized in 1992.
The enacted tax rates are 30% in 1990 and 25% in 1992.
Shear elected early application of FASB Statement No. 96,
Accountingfo r Income Taxes. In its 1990 income statement,
what amount should Shear report as deferred income tax
expense?
a. $300
b. $360
c. $650
d. $780

What amount, before income taxes, should be reported in
the 1990 income statement as the cumulative effect of the
change in accounting principle?
a. $5,000 decrease.
b. $3,000 decrease.
c. $2,000 increase.
d. $0.

60. Strauch Co. has one class of common stock outstand
ing and no other securities that are potentially convertible
into common stock. During 1989,100,000 shares of com
mon stock were outstanding. In 1990, two distributions of
additional common shares occurred: On April 1, 20,000
shares of treasury stock were sold, and on July 1, a 2-for-1
stock split was issued. Net income was $410,000 in 1990
and $350,000 in 1989. What amounts should Strauch report
as earnings per share in its 1990 and 1989 comparative
income statements?

57. E & S partnership purchased land for $500,000 on
May 1 , 1987, paying $100,000 cash and giving a $400,000
note payable to Big State Bank. E & S made three annual
payments on the note totaling $179,000, which included
interest of $89,000. E & S then defaulted on the note. Title
to the land was transferred by E & S to Big State, which
cancelled the note, releasing the partnership from further
liability. At the time of the default, the fair value of the land
approximated the note balance. In E & S’s 1990 income
statement, the amount of the loss should be
a. $279,000
b. $221,000
c. $190,000
d. $100,000

1990
a.
b.
c.
d.
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$1.78
$1.78
$2.34
$2.34

1989
$3.50
$1.75
$1.75
$3.50

Examination Questions

5. On signing the new lease for the retail store on
October 1, 1990, Dey paid $16,800 for one year’s
advance rent for the lease year ending September 30,
1991. The $15,000 annual rent under the previous lease
was paid on October 1 , 1989, for the lease year ended
September 30, 1990.

Number 4 (Estimated tim e----- 45 to 55 minutes)
The following information pertains to Dey Toys, a
calendar-year sole proprietorship, which maintained its
books on the cash basis during the year.
Dey Toys
T rial Balance
December 3 1 , 1990

Cash
Accounts receivable, 12/31/89
Inventory, 12/31/89
M achinery & equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation,
12/31/89
Accounts payable, 12/31/89
Payroll taxes withheld
Dey, drawings
Dey, capital, 12/31/89
Sales
Purchases
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
D ey's living expenses
Rent
U tilities

Dr.
8,200
9,000
40,000
70,000
28,800

November 1991

6. In anticipation of signing a new lease, Dey constructed
storage space that cost $28,800. The improvements
were completed on October 1, 1990, and have an
estimated useful life of 10 years. No provision for
depreciation or amortization has been recorded.
Depreciation on machinery and equipment was
$10,600 for 1990.

Cr.

7. Unpaid invoices for toy purchases totaled $18,600 at
December 31, 1990.
18,000
9,600
1,700

8. Accrued expenses at December 31, 1989 and 1990,
were as follows:

—

67,300
374,000
165,400
107,000
5,800
4,800
7,800
16,800
7,000
470,600

Utilities
Salaries
Payroll taxes

1989

1990

$ 500
500
600

$ 850
770
900

$1,600

$2,520

9. Dey is being sued for $175,000. The coverage under
the comprehensive insurance policy is limited to
$100,000. D ey's attorney believes that an unfavorable
outcome is probable and a reasonable estimate o f the
settlement is $135,000.

470,600

During 1990, Dey signed a new 8-year lease for its retail
store and is in the process o f negotiating a loan to remodel
the premises. The bank requires Dey to present 1990 finan
cial statements on the accrual basis o f accounting. During
the course o f a review engagement, Dey’s accountant
obtained the following additional information:

10. The salaries account includes $4,000 per month paid
to the proprietor. Dey also receives $150 per week for
living expenses.
R equired: Detach and complete the tear-out worksheet on
page 13. Turn in the worksheet in the proper sequence with
other answer sheets.
a . Complete the tear-out worksheet to convert the
trial balance o f Dey Toys to the accrual basis o f account
ing for the year ended December 3 1 , 1990. Formal journal
entries are not required to support your adjustments.
However, use the numbers given with the additional infor
mation to cross reference the postings in the adjustment
columns on the worksheet.

1. Amounts due from customers totaled $17,800 at
December 31, 1990.
2. An analysis o f the above receivables revealed that an
allowance for uncollectible accounts of $2,100 should
be provided.
3. The inventory totaled $46,000 based on a physical
count o f the goods at December 3 1 , 1990. The inven
tory was priced at cost, which approximates market
value.
4. On April 1 , 1990, Dey paid $4,800 to renew its com
prehensive insurance coverage for one year. The
premium was $4,320 on the previous policy that
expired on M arch 31, 1990.

b . Prepare a statement o f changes in Dey ’s capital
for the year ended December 31, 1990.
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N um ber 4 (continued)
U niform C ertified Public A ccountant Exam ination
A ccounting P ractice — P a rt I
Novem ber 1991

C andidate No. ______
S tate________________
Q uestion No. 4 Page

Dey Toys
W ORKSHEET TO CONVERT
TRIA L BALANCE TO ACCRUAL BASIS
December 3 1 , 1990

Account Title
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Machinery & equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation & amort.
Accounts payable
Payroll taxes withheld
Dey, drawings
Dey, capital

Sales
Purchases
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Dey’s living expenses
Rent
Utilities

Cash Basis
Dr.
Cr.
8,200
9,000
40,000
70,000
28,800
18,000
9,600
1,700
67,300

374,000
165,400
107,000
5,800
4,800
7,800
16,800
7,000

470,600

470,600

DETACH, CO M PLETE, AND TURN IN TH IS
TEA R-O U T W ORKSH EET IN TH E PR O PER
SEQUENCE W ITH O TH ER ANSW ER SH EETS.
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Adjustments
Dr.
Cr.

Accrual Basis
Dr.
Cr.

Examination Questions — November 1991
Number 5 (Estimated tim e----- 40 to 50 minutes)
Pine Corp. issued 200,000 shares of its $10 par
common stock on March 31, 1990, to acquire all of the
outstanding $25 par value common stock o f Strand, Inc.
The business combination meets all conditions for a pool
ing of interests. On March 31, 1990, the market price of
Pine’s common stock was $35 a share. Both corporations
continued to operate as separate businesses, maintaining
sep arate accounting reco rd s w ith years ending
December 31.
On March 3 1 , 1990, immediately before the combina
tion, the stockholders’ equities were

Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings

Pine
$ 5,500,000
4,200,000
7,360,000
$17,060,000

Strand
$2,500,000
470,000
2,430,000
$5,400,000

Additional information
• During March 1990, Pine paid $720,000 for expen
ditures relating to the business combination with
Strand.
•
•

•

On March 1 0 , 1990, Strand paid a cash dividend total
ing $250,000 on its common stock.

•

On November 15, 1990, Pine paid a cash dividend
totaling $1,500,000 on its common stock.

•

During August 1990, Pine sold merchandise to Strand
at a profit of $800,000. At December 3 1 , 1990, onefourth of this merchandise remained in Strand’s
inventory.

•

For the period April 1 through December 31, 1990,
Strand paid Pine management fees totaling $150,000.

•

Strand’s 1990 net income was $1,450,000. Pine’s 1990
income was $2,240,000, before considering equity in
Strand’s net income.

•

The balances in retained earnings at December 31,
1989, were $6,820,000 and $2,290,000 for Pine and
Strand, respectively.

R equired:
a. Prepare Pine Corp.’s journal entries to record the
business combination with Strand, Inc. and the expenditures
relating to the business combination.

Pine accounts for its investment in Strand using the
equity method.

b . Prepare a schedule to compute the investment in
Strand, Inc., at equity, at December 31, 1990.

On M arch 3 1 , 1990, the fair values of Strand’s assets
and liabilities equaled their book values, except for its
long-term investment in marketable equity securities,
for which the aggregate market value exceeded
aggregate cost by $600,000.

c. Prepare a formal consolidated statement of changes
in retained earnings o f Pine Corp. and its subsidiary Strand,
Inc. for the year ended December 31, 1990.
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WRITE YOUR 7-DIGIT CANDIDATE
NUMBER HERE. ONE DIGIT PER BOX.

EXAM INATION IN ACCOUNTING PRA CTICE - PART II
November 7, 1991; 1:30 P.M . to 6:00 P.M .
The point values for each question, and estimated time allotments based prim arily on point value, are as follows:
Point
Value
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Estimated Minutes
Minimum
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3. Hoyt Corp.’s current balance sheet reports the follow
ing stockholders’ equity:

Instructions
Questions Num ber 1 , 2, and 3 each consist of 20 multiplechoice items. Select the best answer for each of the items.
Use a soft pencil, preferably No. 2, to blacken the
appropriate circle on the separate printed answer sheet
to indicate your answer. M ark only one answ er for each
item . Answer all item s. Your grade will be based on the
total number of correct answers.
N um ber 1 (Estim ated tim e ----- 45 to 55 m inutes)
Select the best answer for each of the following items
relating to a variety of financial accounting problem s.

January 1 through October 31 — 13,000 treasury shares
were distributed to officers as part of a stock com
pensation plan.
November 1 — A 3-for-1 stock split took effect.
December 1 — Vey purchased 5,000 of its own shares to
discourage an unfriendly takeover. These shares were
not retired.

2. During 1990, Dale Corp. made the following account
ing changes:

W eighted-average
for inventory
valuation

First-in, first-out for
inventory valuation

Additional paid-in capital in excess of
par value of common stock

125,000

Retained earnings

300,000

$178,000
54,000
120,000
12,000

The only charge to retained earnings during 1990 was for
a dividend payment of $26,000. Net income for 1990
amounted to
a. $34,000
b. $26,000
c. $18,000
d. $ 8,000

Outstanding
334,000
324,000
334,000
324,000

M ethod used in 1990
Straight-line
depreciation

350,000

Assets
Liabilities
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital

Shares

Method used in 1989
Sum-of-the-years’
digits depreciation

Common stock, par value $3.50 per share;
100,000 shares issued and outstanding

4. At December 31, 1990, Salo Corp.’s balance sheet
accounts increased by the following amounts compared with
those at the end of the prior year:

At December 31, 1990, how many shares of Vey’s com
mon stock were issued and outstanding?

a.
b.
c.
d.

$250,000

Dividends in arrears on the preferred stock amount to
$25,000. If Hoyt were to be liquidated, the preferred
stockholders would receive par value plus a premium of
$50,000. The book value per share of common stock is
a. $7.75
b. $7.50
c. $7.25
d. $7.00

1. O f the 125,000 shares of common stock issued by
Vey C orp., 25,000 shares were held as treasury stock at
December 31, 1989. During 1990, transactions involving
Vey’s common stock were as follows:

Issued
375,000
375,000
334,000
324,000

5% cumulative preferred stock, par value
$100 per share; 2,500 shares issued and
outstanding

5.
A rp C o rp .’s outstan d in g cap ital stock at
December 15, 1990, consisted of the following:

After-tax
effect

•

30,000 shares o f 5% cumulative preferred stock, par
value $10 per share, fully participating as to dividends.
No dividends were in arrears.

•
98,000

200,000 shares of common stock, par value $1 per
share.

What amount should be classified in 1990 as prior period
adjustments?
a. $0
b. $ 30,000
c. $ 98,000
d. $128,000

On December 15, 1990, Arp declared dividends of
$100,000. What was the amount o f dividends payable to
A rp’s common stockholders?
a. $10,000
b. $34,000
c. $40,000
d. $47,500

$30,000
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6.
Ole Corp. declared and paid a liquidating dividend
of $100,000. This distribution resulted in a decrease in Ole’s

a.
b.
c.
d.

Paid-in capital
No
Yes
No
Yes

10. Beni Corp. purchased 100% of C arr C orp.’s out
standing capital stock for $430,000 cash. Immediately
before the purchase, the balance sheets of both corporations
reported the following:

Retained earnings
No
Yes
Yes
No

Assets
Liabilities
Common stock
Retained earnings
Liabilities and
stockholders’ equity

7.
In 1989, Seda Corp. acquired 6,000 shares o f its $1
par value common stock at $36 per share. During 1990,
Seda issued 3,000 of these shares at $50 per share. Seda
uses the cost method to account for its treasury stock trans
actions. What accounts and amounts should Seda credit in
1990 to record the issuance o f the 3,000 shares?

Treasury
stock
a.
b.
c. $108,000
d. $108,000

Additional
paid-in
capital
$102,000
$144,000
$ 42,000

Retained
earnings
$42,000

Carr
$750,000

$ 750,000
1,000,000
250,000

$400,000
310,000
40,000

$2,000,000

$750,000

At the date of purchase, the fair value o f C arr’s assets was
$50,000 more than the aggregate carrying amounts. In the
consolidated balance sheet prepared immediately after the
purchase, the consolidated stockholders’ equity should
amount to
a. $1,680,000
b. $1,650,000
c. $1,600,000
d. $1,250,000

Common
stock
$6,000
$6,000

$42,000

11. The partnership agreement of Axel, Berg & Cobb pro
vides for the year-end allocation of net income in the follow
ing order:

8. Jay & Kay p a rtn e rsh ip ’s balance sheet at
December 31, 1990, reported the following:
Total assets
Total liabilities
Jay, capital
Kay, capital

Beni
$2,000,000

$100,000
20,000
40,000
40,000

On January 2 , 1991, Jay and Kay dissolved their partner
ship and transferred all assets and liabilities to a newlyformed corporation. At the date o f incorporation, the fair
value o f the net assets was $12,000 more than the carry
ing amount on the partnership’s books, o f which $7,000
was assigned to tangible assets and $5,000 was assigned
to goodwill. Jay and Kay were each issued 5,000 shares
o f the corporation’s $1 par value common stock. Im
mediately following incorporation, additional paid-in
capital in excess o f par should be credited for
a. $68,000
b. $70,000
c. $77,000
d. $82,000

•

First, Axel is to receive 10% o f net income up to
$100,000 and 20% over $100,000.

•

Second, Berg and Cobb each are to receive 5% o f the
remaining income over $150,000.

•

The balance of income is to be allocated equally among
the three partners.

The partnership’s 1990 net income was $250,000 before
any allocations to partners. W hat amount should be
allocated to Axel?
a. $101,000
b. $103,000
c. $108,000
d. $110,000
12. Yola C orp., a diversified company, is required to
report the operating profit or loss for each o f its industry
segments. For the year ended December 3 1 , 1990, segment
W y’s sales to segment Zee were $100,000. Segment W y’s
share o f Yola’s allocated general corporate expenses was
$20,000. In the computation o f W y’s 1990 operating pro
fit or loss, the amount o f the aforementioned items to be
included is
a. $120,000
b. $100,000
c. $ 80,000
d. $ 20,000

9. Pine City owned a vacant plot o f land zoned for
industrial use. Pine gave this land to Medi Corp. solely as
an incentive for Medi to build a factory on the site. The land
had a fair value o f $300,000 at the date of the gift. This non
monetary transaction should be reported by Medi as
a. Extraordinary income.
b. Additional paid-in capital.
c. A credit to retained earnings.
d. A memorandum entry.
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13. Kell Corp.’s $95,000 net income for the quarter ended
September 30,1990, included the following after-tax items:

15. At December 3 1 , 1990, Ryan had the following noncancelable personal commitments:

•

A $60,000 extraordinary gain, realized on April 30,
1990, was allocated equally to the second, third, and
fourth quarters of 1990.

•

Pledge to be paid to County W elfare Home
30 days after volunteers paint the walls and
ceiling of the Home’s recreation room
$ 5,000

•

A $16,000 cumulative-effect loss resulting from a
change in inventory valuation method was recognized
on August 2, 1990.

•

Pledge to be paid to City Hospital on the
recovery of Ryan’s comatose sister

What amount should be included in liabilities in Ryan’s per
sonal statement of financial condition at December 31,
1990?
a. $0
b. $ 5,000
c. $25,000
d. $30,000

In addition, Kell paid $48,000 on February 1, 1990, for
1990 calendar-year properly taxes. Of this amount, $12,000
was allocated to the third quarter of 1990.
For the quarter ended September 30, 1990, Kell should
report net income of
a. $ 91,000
b. $103,000
c. $111,000
d. $115,000

16. The following information pertains to Smith’s per
sonal assets and liabilities at December 31, 1990:

14. Ely had the following personal investments at
December 31, 1990:
•

•

Realty held as a limited business activity not conducted
in a separate business entity. Mortgage payments were
made with funds from sources unrelated to the realty.
The cost of this realty was $500,000, and the related
mortgage payable was $100,000 at December 31,
1990.

Assets
Liabilities

The costs o f both investments equal estimated current
values. The balances of liabilities equal their estimated
current amounts.

Liabilities

820,000

b. Investment in real estate
Investment in sole
proprietorship
Mortgage payable

$ 500,000

c. Investment in real estate
Investment in sole
proprietorship
Mortgage payable
Accounts payable

$ 500,000

d. Investments
Accounts and mortgage
payable

$1,400,000

Estimated
current
values
$900,000

Estimated
current
amounts
$80,000

17. M ill Corp. acquired Vore Corp. in a business com
bination. At the acquisition date, V ore’s plant and equip
ment had a carrying amount o f $750,000 and a fair value
o f $875,000. W hat amount should the combined entity
report for V ore’s plant and equipment under each o f the
following methods at the date of acquisition?

How should the foregoing information be reported in Ely’s
statement of financial condition at December 31, 1990?

a. Investment in real estate
Investment in sole
proprietorship

Historical
cost
$500,000
100,000

Smith’s 1990 income tax rate was 30%. In Smith’s personal
statement of financial condition at December 3 1 , 1990, what
amount should be reported as Smith’s net worth?
a. $294,000
b. $420,000
c. $694,000
d. $820,000

Sole proprietorship marketable as a going concern. Its
cost was $900,000, and it had related accounts payable
o f $80,000 at December 31, 1990.

Assets
$ 400,000

25,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

820,000
$100,000

Pooling o f interests
$750,000
$750,000
$875,000
$875,000

Purchase
$875,000
$750,000
$875,000
$750,000

18. Tod Corp. wrote off $100,000 o f obsolete inventory
at December 3 1 , 1990. The effect of this w rite-off was to
decrease
a. Both the current and acid-test ratios.
b. Only the current ratio.
c. Only the acid-test ratio.
d. Neither the current nor the acid-test ratios.

900,000
$100,000
80,000

$180,000
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19. Gil Corp. has current assets of $90,000 and current
liabilities of $180,000. Which of the following transactions
would improve G il’s current ratio?
a. Refinancing a $30,000 long-term mortgage with
a short-term note.
b. Purchasing $50,000 of merchandise inventory
with a short-term account payable.
c . Paying $20,000 of short-term accounts payable.
d. Collecting $10,000 of short-term accounts
receivable.

22. Kent qualified for the earned income credit in 1990.
This credit could result in a
a. Refund even if Kent had no tax withheld from
wages.
b. Refund only if Kent had tax withheld from wages.
c. Carryback or carryforward for any unused
portion.
d . Subtraction from adjusted gross income to arrive
at taxable income.
23. The federal estate tax may be reduced by a credit for
state
a. Death taxes.
b . Gift taxes on gifts made two years before death.
c. Income taxes paid in the year of death.
d. Intangible property taxes.

20. Wall Corp.’s employee stock purchase plan specifies
the following:
•

For every $1 withheld from employees’ wages for the
purchase of W all’s common stock, Wall contributes $2.

•

The stock is purchased from W all’s treasury stock at
market price on the date of purchase.

24. The 1990 standard deduction for a trust or an estate
in the fiduciary income tax return is
a. $0
b. $650
c. $750
d. $800

The following information pertains to the plan’s 1990
transactions:
•

Employee withholdings for the year

•

M arket value of 150,000 shares issued

•

Carrying amount o f treasury stock
issued (cost)

$ 350,000
1,050,000

25. Which of the following fiduciary entities are required
to use the calendar year as their taxable period for income
tax purposes?

900,000

Before payroll taxes, what amount should W all recognize
as expense in 1990 for the stock purchase plan?
a. $1,050,000
b. $ 900,000
c. $ 700,000
d. $ 550,000

a.
b.
c.
d.

Select the best answer for each o f the following items
relating to the federal taxation of individuals, estates, and
tru sts. The answ ers should be based on the In tern al
Revenue Code and Tax Regulations in effect fo r the tax
period specified in the item . If no tax period is specified,
use the current In tern al Revenue Code and Tax
R egulations.
21. Which o f the following requirements must be met in
order for a single individual to qualify for the additional
standard deduction?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Trusts (except those
that are tax exempt)
Yes
No
No
Yes

26. During 1990, Blake transferred a corporate bond with
a face amount and fair m arket value of $20,000 to a trust
for the benefit of her 16-year old child. Annual interest on
this bond is $2,000, which is to be accumulated in the trust
and distributed to the child on reaching the age o f 21. The
bond is then to be distributed to the donor or her successorin-interest in liquidation o f the trust. Present value o f the
total interest to be received by the child is $8,710. The
amount o f the gift that is excludable from taxable gifts is
a. $20,000
b. $10,000
c. $ 8,710
d. $0

N um ber 2 (E stim ated tim e ----- 45 to 55 m inutes)

M ust be age 65
or older or blind
Yes
No
Yes
No

Estates
Yes
No
Yes
No

M ust support
dependent child
or aged parent
Yes
No
No
Yes

27. Within how many months after the date of a decedent’s
death is the federal estate tax return (Form 706) due if no
a.
b.
c.
d.
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30. W hat was H all’s reportable gain or loss in 1990 on
the sale o f the 100 shares o f stock gifted to her?
a. $0.
b. $ 500 gain.
c. $ 500 loss.
d. $1,000 loss.

Item s 28 through 36 are based on the following:
H all, a divorced person and custodian o f her 12-year old
child, filed her 1990 federal income tax return as head o f
a household. She submitted the following information to
the CPA who prepared her 1990 return:
•

•

31. H all’s lottery transactions should be reported as
follows:

The divorce agreement, executed in 1983, provides for
Hall to receive $3,000 per month, o f which $600 is
designated as child support. After the child reaches 18,
the monthly payments are to be reduced to $2,400 and
are to continue until rem arriage or death. However,
for the year 1990, Hall received a total o f only $5,000
from her former husband. Hall paid an attorney $2,000
in 1990 in a suit to collect the alimony owed.

a.
b.
c.
d.

In June 1990, Hall’s m other gifted her 100 shares o f
a listed stock. The donor’s basis for this stock, which
she bought in 1970, was $4,000, and market value on
the date of the gift was $3,000. Hall sold this stock in
July 1990 for $3,500. The donor paid no gift tax.

•

During 1990, Hall spent a total of $1,000 for state lot
tery tickets. Her lottery winnings in 1990 totaled $200.

•

Hall earned a salary o f $25,000 in 1990. Hall was not
covered by any type of retirement plan, but contributed
$2,000 to an IRA in 1990.

•

In 1990, Hall sold an antique that she bought in 1980
to display in her home. Hall paid $800 for the antique
and sold it for $1,400, using the proceeds to pay a courtordered judgment.

•

Hall paid the following expenses in 1990 pertaining to
the home that she owns: realty taxes, $3,400; mort
gage interest, $7,000; casualty insurance, $490; assess
ment by city for construction of a sewer system, $910;
interest of $1,000 on a personal, unsecured bank loan,
the proceeds o f which were used for home improve
ments. Hall does not rent out any portion o f the home.

32.
as

Other
income
on page 1
$0
$200
$200
$200

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions
Other miscellaneous deductions
Not subject to
Subject to
2% AG Iflo o r 2% AG Iflo o r
$0
$0
$200
$0
$200
$0
$0
$0

Hall’s $2,000 contribution to an IRA should be treated
a. An adjustment to income in arriving at adjusted
gross income.
b. A deduction from adjusted gross income subject
to the 2% o f adjusted gross income floor.
c. A deduction from adjusted gross income not sub
ject to the 2% o f adjusted gross income floor.
d. Nondeductible, with the interest income on the
$2,000 to be deferred until withdrawal.

33. The $600 gain that Hall realized on the sale of the
antique should be treated as
a. Ordinary income.
b. Long-term capital gain.
c. An involuntary conversion.
d. A nontaxable antiquities transaction.

28. What amount should be reported in Hall’s 1990 return
as alimony income?
a. $36,000
b. $28,800
c. $ 5,000
d. $0

34. What amount should be claimed in Hall’s 1990 return
as an itemized deduction for interest?
a. $7,000
b. $7,100
c. $7,200
d. $8,000

29. The $2,000 legal fee that Hall paid to collect alimony
should be treated as
a. A deduction in arriving at adjusted gross income.
b. An itemized deduction subject to the 2% of
adjusted gross income floor.
c. An itemized deduction not subject to the 2% of
adjusted gross income floor.
d. A nondeductible personal expense.

35. The $910 sewer system assessment imposed by the
city in 1990 is
a. Allowed with the realty taxes as an itemized
deduction for taxes.
b. Allowed as an itemized deduction subject to the
2% o f adjusted gross income floor.
c. Deductible in arriving at adjusted gross income.
d. Not deductible in 1990.
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36. The casualty insurance premium of $490 is
a. Allowed as an itemized deduction subject to the
$100 floor and the 10% of adjusted gross income
floor.
b. Allowed as an itemized deduction subject to the
2% o f gross income floor.
c. Deductible in arriving at adjusted gross income.
d. Not deductible in 1990.

Number 3 (Estimated tim e----- 45 to 55 minutes)
Select the best answer for each of the following items
relating to the federal taxation o f corporations, p artn er
ships, and exem pt organizations. The answ ers should
be based on the Internal Revenue Code and Tax Regula
tions in effect fo r the tax period specified in the item .
If no tax period is specified, use the current In tern al
Revenue Code and Tax R egulations.
41. A corporation’s capital loss carryback or carryover is
a. Not allowable under current law.
b. Limited to $3,000.
c. Always treated as a long-term capital loss.
d. Always treated as a short-term capital loss.

37. Under the unified rate schedule,
a. Lifetime taxable gifts are taxed on a noncumulative basis.
b . Transfers at death are taxed on a noncumulative
basis.
c . Lifetime taxable gifts and transfers at death are
taxed on a cumulative basis.
d. The gift tax rates are 5 % higher than the estate
tax rates.

42. Lyle Corp. is a distributor of pharmaceuticals and sells
only to retail drug stores. During 1990, Lyle received
unsolicited samples o f nonprescription drugs from a
m anufacturer. Lyle donated these drugs in 1990 to a
qualified exempt organization and deducted their fair market
value as a charitable contribution. What should be included
as gross income in Lyle’s 1990 return for receipt of these
samples?
a. Fair market value.
b. Net discounted wholesale price.
c. $25 nominal value assigned to gifts.
d. $0

38 . The generation-skipping transfer tax is imposed
a. Instead of the gift tax.
b. Instead of the estate tax.
c. As a separate tax in addition to the gift and estate
taxes.
d. On transfers of future interest to beneficiaries
who are more than one generation above the
donor's generation.

43. Which of the following entities must include in gross
income 100% of dividends received from unrelated taxable
domestic corporations in computing regular taxable
income?

39. Ordinary and necessary administration expenses paid
by the fiduciary of an estate are deductible
a. Only on the fiduciary income tax return (Form
1041) and never on the federal estate tax return
(Form 706).
b. Only on the federal estate tax return and never
on the fiduciary income tax return.
c. On the fiduciary income tax return only if the
estate tax deduction is waived for these expenses.
d. On both the fiduciary income tax return and on
the estate tax return by adding a tax computed on
the proportionate rates attributable to both
returns.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Personal service
corporations
Yes
No
Yes
No

Personal holding
companies
Yes
No
No
Yes

44. Andi Corp. issued $1,000,000 face amount of bonds
in 1985 and established a sinking fund to pay the debt at
maturity. The bondholders appointed an independent trustee
to invest the sinking fund contributions and to administer
the trust. In 1990, the sinking fund earned $60,000 in
interest on bank deposits and $8,000 in net long-term capital
gains. All of the trust income is accumulated with Andi’s
periodic contributions so that the aggregate amount will be
sufficient to pay the bonds when they mature. What amount
of trust income was taxable to Andi in 1990?
a. $0
b. $ 8,000
c. $60,000
d. $68,000

40. Which of the following requires filing a gift tax return,
if the transfer exceeds the available annual gift tax
exclusion?
a. Medical expenses paid directly to a physician on
behalf of an individual unrelated to the donor.
b. Tuition paid directly to an accredited university
on behalf of an individual unrelated to the donor.
c. Payments for college books, supplies, and
dormitory fees on behalf of an individual
unrelated to the donor.
d. C am paign expenses paid to a p o litical
organization.
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45. Par Corp. acquired the assets of its wholly owned sub
sidiary, Sub C orp., under a plan that qualified as a tax-free
complete liquidation of Sub. Which of the following of
Sub’s unused carryovers may be transferred to Par?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Excess charitable
contributions
No
Yes
No
Yes

50. Page Corp. owns 80% o f Saga Corp.’s outstanding
capital stock. Saga’s capital stock consists o f 50,000 shares
o f common stock issued and outstanding. Saga’s 1990 net
income was $70,000. During 1990, Saga declared and paid
dividends of $30,000. In conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles, Page recorded the following
entries in 1990:

Net operating
loss
Yes
No
No
Yes

Debit
Investment in Saga Corp.
common stock
Equity in earnings of
subsidiary

46. In a C corporation’s computation of the maximum
allowable deduction for contributions, what percentage
limitation should be applied to the applicable base amount?
a. 5%
b. 10%
c. 30%
d. 50%

Cash
Investment in Saga Corp.
common stock

$56,000
24,000
24,000

51. No penalty will be imposed on a corporation for
underpayment of estimated tax for a particular year if
a. The tax for that year is less than $500.
b. Estimated tax payments for the year equal at least
80% o f the tax shown on the return for that year.
c. The corporation is a personal holding company.
d. The alternative minimum tax is at least $1,000.

48. The costs of organizing a corporation
a. May be deducted in full in the year in which these
costs are incurred even if paid in later years.
b. May be deducted only in the year in which these
costs are paid.
c. May be amortized over a period of not less than
60 months even if these costs are capitalized on
the company’s books.
d. Are nondeductible capital expenditures.

52. The following information pertains to Wald Corp.’s
operations for the year ended December 31, 1990:
W orldwide taxable income
U .S. source taxable income
U .S. income tax before foreign tax credit
Foreign nonbusiness-related interest earned
Foreign income taxes paid on nonbusinessrelated interest earned
Other foreign source taxable income
Foreign income taxes paid on other foreign
source taxable income

49. W ould the following expense items be reported on
Schedule M -1 o f the corporation income tax return show
ing the reconciliation o f income per books with income per
return?

a.
b.
c.
d.

$56,000

In its 1990 consolidated tax return, Page should report divi
dend revenue of
a. $0
b. $ 4,800
c. $ 7,200
d. $24,000

47. In the case of a corporation that is not a financial
institution, which o f the following statements is correct
with regard to the deduction for bad debts?
a. Either the reserve method or the direct chargeoff method may be used, if the election is made
in the corporation’s first taxable year.
b. On approval from the IRS, a corporation may
change its method from direct charge-off to
reserve.
c. If the reserve method was consistently used in
prior years, the corporation may take a deduc
tion for a reasonable addition to the reserve for
bad debts.
d. A corporation is required to use the direct chargeoff method rather than the reserve method.

Interest incurred
on loan to carry
U.S. obligations
Yes
No
Yes
No

Credit

Provision fo r
state corporation
income tax
Yes
No
No
Yes

$300,000
180,000
96,000
30,000
12,000
90,000
27,000

W hat amount o f foreign tax credit may W ald claim for
1990?
a. $28,800
b. $36,600
c. $38,400
d. $39,000
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57. A corporation that has been an S corporation from its
inception may

53. Which of the following exempt organizations must
file annual information returns?
a . Those with gross receipts o f less than $5,000 in
each taxable year.
b. Private foundations.
c. Internally supported auxiliaries of churches.
d. Churches.

a.
b.
c.
d.

54. The basis to a partner of property distributed “ in
kind’’ in complete liquidation of the partner’s interest is the
a. Adjusted basis of the partner’s interest increased
by any cash distributed to the partner in the same
transaction.
b. Adjusted basis o f the partner’s interest reduced
by any cash distributed to the partner in the same
transaction.
c . Adjusted basis of the property to the partnership.
d. Fair market value of the property.

At-risk

_________As of June 30, 1990_________
Adjusted basis
Fair market value
$24,000
$30,000
After G ray’s contribution, Kag & G ray’s capital totaled
$150,000. W hat amount of gain was reportable in Gray’s
1990 return on the contribution of property to the
partnership?
a. $0
b. $ 6,000
c. $30,000
d. $36,000

Passive loss
No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

Be owned by a
bankruptcy estate
Yes
No
No
Yes

58. The following information pertains to property con
tributed by Gray on July 1 , 1990, for a 40% interest in the
capital and profits of Kag & Gray, a partnership:

55. Which of the following limitations will apply in deter
mining a partner’s deduction for that partner’s share of part
nership losses?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Have both passive
and nonpassive income
No
Yes
No
Yes

59. Which of the following should be used in computing
the basis of a partner’s interest acquired from another
partner?

56. Ola Associates is a limited partnership engaged in real
estate development. Hoff, a civil engineer, billed Ola
$40,000 in 1990 for consulting services rendered. In full
settlement of this invoice, Hoff accepted a $15,000 cash
payment plus the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cash paid by
transferee
to transferor
No
Yes
No
Yes

Transferee’s
share o f
partnership liabilities
Yes
No
No
Yes

Fair market Carrying amount
value
on O la’s books
3% limited partnership
interest in Ola
Surveying equipment

$10,000
7,000

60. The holding period of a partnership interest acquired
in exchange for a contributed capital asset begins on the date
a. The partner is admitted to the partnership.
b. The partner transfers the asset to the partnership.
c. The partner’s holding period of the capital asset
began.
d. The partner is first credited with the proportionate
share o f partnership capital.

N/A
$3,000

W hat amount should Hoff, a cash-basis taxpayer, report
in his 1990 return as income for the services rendered to
Ola?
a. $15,000
b. $28,000
c. $32,000
d. $40,000
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N um ber 4 (Estim ated tim e ----- 45 to 55 m inutes)
Tredoc Co. is engaged in the business o f seasonal tree-spraying and uses chemicals in its operations to prevent disease and
bug-infestation. Employees are guaranteed 165 hours o f work per month at $8 per hour and receive a bonus equal to 75% o f
their net favorable direct labor efficiency variance. The efficiency variance represents the difference between actual tim e con
sumed in spraying a tree and the standard time allowed for the height o f the tree (specified in feet), m ultiplied by the $8 standard
hourly wage rate. For budgeting purposes, there is a standard allowance o f one hour per custom er for travel, setup, and clearup
tim e. However, since several factors are uncontrollable by the employee, this one-hour budget allowance is excluded from the
bonus calculation. Employees are responsible for keeping their own daily tim e-cards.
Chemical usage should vary directly with the tree-footage sprayed. Variable overhead includes costs that vary directly with
the number o f custom ers, as well as costs that vary according to tree-footage sprayed. Customers pay a service charge o f $10
per visit and $1 per tree-foot sprayed.
The standard static budget and actual results for June are as follows:

Service calls
(200 customers)
Footage sprayed
(18,000 feet)
Total revenues
(1,800 gallons)
Chemicals
D irect labor:
(200 hours)
Travel, setup, and clearup
Tree-spraying
(900 hours)
Total direct labor
Overhead:
Variable based on number o f customers
Variable based on tree-footage
Fixed
Total overhead
Total costs
Gross profit before bonus

Static
budget
$ 2,000
18,000
20,000
4,500

(210 customers)
(21,000 feet)
(2,400 gallons)
(300 hours)
(910 hours)

$1,600
7,200

Actual
results
$ 2,100
21,000
23,100
5,880
$2,400
7,280

8,800

9,680

5,000
18,300
$ 1,700

5,400
20,960
$ 2,140

1,200
1,800
2,000

July’s demand is expected to be in excess of June’s and may be met by either paying a 25% overtime premium to current employees
or by hiring an additional employee. A new employee will cause fixed costs to increase by $100 per month. The potential increased
demand may be estimated by considering the impact of increases o f 20 and 30 custom ers, with probabilities o f 70% and 30% ,
respectively.
R equired:
a . Compute the following for June:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D irect m aterials price variance.
D irect m aterials usage (efficiency) variance.
Direct labor travel, setup, and clearup variance.
Direct labor bonus.
Overhead spending (flexible budget) variance.

Indicate whether each variance is favorable or unfavorable.
b . Assume that Tredoc accepts all orders for services in July. Should Tredoc hire an additional employee? Provide
supporting computations based on standard cost.
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April 3 0 , 1991 — A $7,000,000 contract was executed with
Caro Construction Corp., the general contractors, for
the major portion of the project. The contract provides
that Eden will withhold 4% of all billings pending
satisfactory completion of the project.

Number 5 (Estimated tim e----- 40 to 50 minutes)
The follow ing inform ation pertains to Eden
Township’s construction and financing of a new administra
tion center:
Estimated total cost of project
Project financing:
State entitlement grant
General obligation bonds:
Face amount
Stated interest rate
Issue date
M aturity date

May 9 , 1991 — $1,000,000 of the state grant was received.

$9,000,000

June 1 0 , 1991 — The $300,000 borrowed from the general
fund was repaid.

3,000,000

June 30, 1991 — Progress billing of $1,200,000 was
received from Caro.

6,000,000
6%
December 1, 1990
November 30, 2000

Eden uses encumbrance accounting for budgetary control.
Unencumbered appropriations lapse at the end of the year.

During Eden’s year ended June 3 0 , 1991, the follow
ing events occurred that affect the capital projects fund
established to account for this project:

R equired:
a. Prepare journal entries in the administration center
capital projects fu n d to record the foregoing transactions.

July 1, 1990 — The capital projects fund borrowed
$300,000 from the general fund for preliminary
expenses.

b. Prepare the June 3 0 , 1991, closing entries for the
administration center capital projects fund.

July 9, 1990 — Engineering and planning costs of
$200,000, for which no encumbrance had been
recorded, were paid to Napp Associates.

c. Prepare the administration center capital projects
fund balance sheet at June 30, 1991.

December 1, 1990 — The bonds were sold at 101. Total
proceeds were retained by the capital projects fund.
December 1, 1990 — The entitlement grant was formally
approved by the state.
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3.
Which of the following procedures would an auditor
most likely perform in planning a financial statement audit?
a. Reviewing investment transactions of the audit
period to determine whether related parties were
created.
b. Performing analytical procedures to identify
areas that may represent specific risks.
c . Reading the minutes of stockholder and director
meetings to discover whether any unusual trans
actions have occurred.
d . Obtaining a written representation letter from the
client to emphasize management’s responsi
bilities.

Number 1 (Estimated tim e----- 90 to 110 minutes)
Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following items.
Use a soft pencil, preferably No. 2, to blacken the
appropriate circle on the separate printed answer sheet to
indicate your answer. M ark only one answer for each
item. Answer all items. Your grade will be based on the
total number of correct answers.
The following is an example of the manner in which
the answer sheet should be marked:
Item

4. Before accepting an audit engagement, a successor
auditor should make specific inquiries of the predecessor
auditor regarding
a. Disagreements thepredecessor had with the client
concerning auditing procedures and accounting
principles.
b . The predecessor’s evaluation of matters of con
tinuing accounting significance.
c. The degree of cooperation the predecessor
received concerning the inquiry of the client’s
lawyer.
d. The predecessor’s assessments of inherent risk
and judgments about materiality.

96. One of the generally accepted auditing standards
specifies that the auditor should
a. Inspect all property and equipment acquired
during the year.
b. Charge fair fees based on cost.
c . Exercise due professional care in performing the
audit.
d. Count client petty cash funds.
Answer Sheet

96.

5. The audit work performed by each assistant should
be reviewed to determine whether it was adequately per
formed and to evaluate whether the
a. Audit has been performed by persons having
adequate technical training and proficiency as
auditors.
b. Auditor’s system of quality control has been
maintained at a high level.
c . Results are consistent with the conclusions to be
presented in the auditor’s report.
d . Audit procedures performed are approved in the
professional standards.

1. A CPA firm would be reasonably assured of meeting
its responsibility to provide services that conform with pro
fessional standards by
a. Adhering to generally accepted auditing
standards.
b. Having an appropriate system of quality control.
c . Joining professional societies that enforce ethical
conduct.
d. Maintaining an attitude of independence in its
engagements.
2. A violation of the profession’s ethical standards least
likely would have occurred when a CPA
a. Purchased another CPA’s accounting practice
and based the price on a percentage of the fees
accruing from clients over a three-year period.
b. Received a percentage of the amounts invested
by the CPA’s audit clients in a tax shelter with
the clients’ knowledge and approval.
c. Had a public accounting practice and also was
president and sole stockholder of a corporation
that engaged in data processing services for the
public.
d. Formed an association — not a partnership —
with two other sole practitioners and called the
association “ Adams, Betts and Associates.”

6. The existence of audit risk is recognized by the state
ment in the auditor’s standard report that the auditor
a. Obtains reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material
misstatement.
b . Assesses the accounting principles used and also
evaluates the overall financial statement
presentation.
c . Realizes some matters, either individually or in
the aggregate, are important while other matters
are not important.
d. Is responsible for expressing an opinion on the
financial statements, which are the responsibility
of management.
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12. Which of the following circumstances most likely
would cause an auditor to consider whether material
misstatements exist in an entity’s financial statements?
a. Supporting records that should be readily
available are frequently not produced when
requested.
b . Reportable conditions previously communicated
have not been corrected.
c. Clerical errors are listed on a monthly computergenerated exception report.
d. Differences are discovered during the client’s
annual physical inventory count.

7. The risk that an auditor will conclude, based on
substantive tests, that a material error does not exist in an
account balance when, in fact, such error does exist is
referred to as
a. Sampling risk.
b. Detection risk.
c. Nonsampling risk.
d. Inherent risk.
8. In developing a preliminary audit strategy, an auditor
should consider
a. Whether the allowance for sampling risk exceeds
the achieved upper precision limit.
b. Findings from substantive tests performed at
interim dates.
c . Whether the inquiry of the client’s attorney iden
tifies any litigation, claims, or assessments not
disclosed in the financial statements.
d. The planned assessed level of control risk.

13. Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review
Services establish standards and procedures for which of
the following engagements?
a. Assisting in adjusting the books of account for
a partnership.
b . Reviewing interim financial data required to be
filed with the SEC.
c. Processing financial data for clients of othe r
accounting firms.
d. Compiling an individual’s personal financial
statement to be used to obtain a mortgage.

9. Which of the following best describes what is meant
by the term generally accepted auditing standards?
a. Procedures to be used to gather evidence to sup
port financial statements.
b. Measures of the quality of the auditor’s
performance.
c. Pronouncements issued by the Auditing Stan
dards Board.
d. Rules acknowledged by the accounting profes
sion because of their universal application.

14. Which of the following general standards apply to
MAS engagements and consultations?

10. Which of the following statements describes why a
properly designed and executed audit may not detect a
material irregularity?
a. Audit procedures that are effective for detecting
an unintentional misstatement may be ineffective
for an intentional misstatement that is concealed
through collusion.
b. An audit is designed to provide reasonable
assurance of detecting material errors, but there
is no similar responsibility concerning material
irregularities.
c . The factors considered in assessing control risk
indicated an increased risk of intentional
misstatements, but only a low risk of uninten
tional errors in the financial statements.
d . The auditor did not consider factors influencing
audit risk for account balances that have effects
pervasive to the financial statements taken as a
whole.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Due
professional Independence in Planning and
care
mental attitude
supervision
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

15. Which of the following statements is correct concern
ing a CPA’s responsibility when the CPA uses taxpayer
estimates in preparing a tax return?
a. Tax preparation requires the CPA to exercise
judgment, but prohibits the CPA’s use of
estimates and approximations.
b. Use of taxpayer estimates in a tax return is pro
hibited unless they are specifically disclosed by
the CPA.
c. When all facts relating to a transaction are not
accurately known because records are missing,
reasonable estimates made by the taxpayer of the
missing data may be used by the CPA.
d. The CPA may prepare tax returns involving the
use of taxpayer estimates even if it is practical
to obtain exact data.

11. When an auditor becomes aware of a possible client
illegal act, the auditor should obtain an understanding of
the nature of the act to
a. Increase the assessed level of control risk.
b. Recommend remedial actions to the audit
committee.
c. Evaluate the effect on the financial statements.
d. Determine the reliability of management’s
representations.
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20. After issuing a report, an auditor has no obligation
to make continuing inquiries or perform other procedures
concerning the audited financial statements, unless
a. Information, which existed at the report date and
may affect the report, comes to the auditor’s
attention.
b. Management of the entity requests the auditor to
reissue the auditor’s report.
c. Information about an event that occurred after the
end of field work comes to the auditor’s attention.
d. Final determinations or resolutions are made of
contingencies that had been disclosed in the finan
cial statements.

16. An auditor may reasonably issue an ‘‘except for”
qualified opinion for a(an)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scope
limitation
Yes
No
Yes
No

Unjustified
accounting change
No
Yes
Yes
No

17. Helpful Co., a nonprofit entity, prepared its finan
cial statements on an accounting basis prescribed by a
regulatory agency solely for filing with that agency. Green
audited the financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and concluded that
the financial statements were fairly presented on the
prescribed basis. Green should issue a
a. Qualified opinion.
b . Standard three paragraph report with reference
to footnote disclosure.
c. Disclaimer of opinion.
d. Special report.

21. How does an auditor make the following represen
tations when issuing the standard auditor’s report on
comparative financial statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

18. The following explanatory paragraph was included
in an auditor’s report to indicate a lack of consistency:

Consistent
application o f
accounting principles
Explicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly

22. An auditor was unable to obtain sufficient competent
evidential matter concerning certain transactions due to an
inadequacy in the entity’s accounting records. The auditor
would choose between issuing a(an)
a. Qualified opinion and an unqualified opinion with
an explanatory paragraph.
b. Unqualified opinion with an explanatory
paragraph and an adverse opinion.
c. Adverse opinion and a disclaimer of opinion.
d. Disclaimer of opinion and a qualified opinion.

‘‘As discussed in note T to the financial statements,
the company changed its method of computing
depreciation in 1990.”
How should the auditor report on this matter if the auditor
concurred with the change?
Type o f
opinion
a. Unqualified
b. Unqualified
c. Qualified
d. Qualified

Examination o f
evidence on a
test basis
Explicitly
Implicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly

Location o f
explanatory paragraph
Before opinion paragraph
After opinion paragraph
Before opinion paragraph
After opinion paragraph

23. For an entity’s financial statements to be presented
fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles, the principles selected should
a. Be applied on a basis consistent with those
followed in the prior year.
b . Be approved by the Auditing Standards Board or
the appropriate industry subcommittee.
c . Reflect transactions in a manner that presents the
financial statements within a range of acceptable
limits.
d . Match the principles used by most other entities
within the entity’s particular industry.

19. When an auditor concludes there is substantial doubt
about an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern for
a reasonable period of time, the auditor’s responsibility is to
a. Prepare prospective financial information to
verify whether management’s plans can be effec
tively implemented.
b . Project future conditions and events for a period
of time not to exceed one year following the date
of the financial statements.
c . Issue a qualified or adverse opinion, depending
upon materiality, due to the possible effects on
the financial statements.
d. Consider the adequacy of disclosure about the
entity’s possible inability to continue as a going
concern.

24. Which of the following is not a major reason for main
taining an audit trail for a computer system?
a. Deterrent to irregularities.
b. Monitoring purposes.
c. Analytical procedures.
d. Query answering.
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29. An auditor may report on condensed financial
statements that are derived from complete audited finan
cial statements if the
a. Auditor indicates whether the information in the
condensed financial statements is fairly stated in
all material respects.
b . Condensed financial statements are presented in
com parative form with the prior year’s
condensed financial statements.
c. Auditor describes the additional review pro
cedures performed on the condensed financial
statements.
d. Condensed financial statements are distributed
only to management and the board of directors.

25. Financial statements of a nonpublic entity that have
been reviewed by an accountant should be accompanied by
a report stating that
a. The scope of the inquiry and analytical pro
cedures performed by the accountant has not
been restricted.
b. All information included in the financial
statements is the representation of the manage
ment of the entity.
c. A review includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements.
d. A review is greater in scope than a compilation,
the objective of which is to present financial
statements that are free of material misstatements.

30. In which of the following situations would a principal
auditor least likely make reference to another auditor who
audited a subsidiary of the entity?
a. The other auditor was retained by the principal
auditor and the work was performed under the
principal auditor’s guidance and control.
b. The principal auditor finds it impracticable to
review the other auditor’s work or otherwise be
satisfied as to the other auditor’s work.
c. The financial statements audited by the other
auditor are material to the consolidated financial
statements covered by the principal auditor’s
opinion.
d . The principal auditor is unable to be satisfied as
to the independence and professional reputation
of the other auditor.

26. How does an accountant make the following represen
tations when issuing the standard report for the compila
tion of a nonpublic entity’s financial statements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

The financial
statements have
n o t been audited
Implicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly
Explicitly

The accountant
has compiled the
financial statements
Implicitly
Explicitly
Explicitly
Implicitly

27. The objective of a review of interim financial infor
mation of a public entity is to provide the accountant with
a basis for
a. Determining whether the prospective financial
information is based on reasonable assumptions.
b. Expressing a limited opinion that the financial
information is presented in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
c. Deciding whether to perform substantive audit
procedures prior to the balance sheet date.
d . Reporting whether material modifications should
be made for such information to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.

31. If information accompanying the basic financial
statements in an auditor-submitted document has been sub
jected to auditing procedures, the auditor may include in
the auditor’s report on the financial statements an opinion
that the accompanying information is fairly stated in
a. Conformity with standards established by the
AICPA.
b. Accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards.
c. Conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
d. All material respects in relation to the basic finan
cial statements taken as a whole.

28. Miller Co. uses the first-in, first-out method of costing
for its international subsidiary’s inventory and the last-in,
first-out method of costing for its domestic inventory. Under
these circumstances, Miller should issue an auditor’s report
with an
a. “ Except for” qualified opinion.
b. Unqualified opinion.
c. Explanatory paragraph as to consistency.
d. Opinion modified as to consistency.

32. Which of the following is a general control that would
most likely assist an entity whose systems analyst left the
entity in the middle of a major project?
a. Grandfather-father-son record retention.
b. Input and output validation routines.
c. Systems documentation.
d. Check digit verification.
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33. Which of the following statements most likely
represents a disadvantage for an entity that keeps
microcomputer-prepared data files rather than manually
prepared files?
a. Random error associated with processing similar
transactions in different ways is usually greater.
b . It is usually more difficult to compare recorded
accountability with physical count of assets.
c. Attention is focused on the accuracy of the pro
gramming process rather than errors in individual
transactions.
d. It is usually easier for unauthorized persons to
access and alter the files.

37. As the acceptable level of detection risk decreases,
the assurance directly provided from
a. Substantive tests should increase.
b. Substantive tests should decrease.
c. Tests of controls should increase.
d. Tests of controls should decrease.
38. Mailing disbursement checks and remittance advices
should be controlled by the employee who
a. Approves the vouchers for payment.
b. Matches the receiving reports, purchase orders,
and vendors’ invoices.
c. Maintains possession of the mechanical checksigning device.
d. Signs the checks last.

34. After obtaining an understanding of the internal con
trol structure and assessing control risk of an entity, an
auditor decided not to perform tests of controls. The auditor
most likely decided that
a. The available evidential matter obtained through
tests of controls would not support an increased
level of control risk.
b . A reduction in the assessed level of control risk
is justified for certain financial statement
assertions.
c. It would be inefficient to perform tests of con
trols that would result in a reduction in planned
substantive tests.
d. The assessed level of inherent risk exceeded the
assessed level of control risk.

39.

The safeguarding of inventory most likely includes
a. Comparison of the information contained on the
purchase requisitions, purchase orders, receiv
ing reports, and vendors’ invoices.
b. Periodic reconciliation of detailed inventory
records with the actual inventory on hand by tak
ing a physical count.
c . Analytical procedures for raw materials, goods
in process, and finished goods that identify
unusual transactions, theft, and obsolescence.
d. Application of established overhead rates on the
basis of direct labor hours or direct labor costs.

40. The purpose of segregating the duties of hiring per
sonnel and distributing payroll checks is to separate the
a. Authorization of transactions from the custody
of related assets.
b . Operational responsibility from the record keep
ing responsibility.
c. Human resources function from the controllership function.
d. Administrative controls from the internal
accounting controls.

35. An auditor would most likely be concerned with
internal control structure policies and procedures that pro
vide reasonable assurance about the
a. Efficiency of management’s decision-making
process.
b. Appropriate prices the entity should charge for
its products.
c. Methods of assigning production tasks to
employees.
d. Entity’s ability to process and summarize finan
cial data.

41. Immediately upon receipt of cash, a responsible
employee should
a. Record the amount in the cash receipts journal.
b. Prepare a remittance listing.
c. Update the subsidiary accounts receivable
records.
d. Prepare a deposit slip in triplicate.

36. Which of the following most likely represents a
significant deficiency in the internal control structure?
a. The systems analyst reviews applications of data
processing and m aintains systems docu
mentation.
b. The systems programmer designs systems for
computerized applications and maintains output
controls.
c. The control clerk establishes control over data
received by the EDP department and reconciles
control totals after processing.
d. The accounts payable clerk prepares data for
computer processing and enters the data into the
computer.

42. Which of the following statements concerning
analytical procedures is correct?
a. Analytical procedures may be omitted entirely
for some financial statement audits.
b . Analytical procedures used in planning the audit
should not use nonfinancial information.
c . Analytical procedures usually are effective and
efficient for tests of controls.
d. Analytical procedures alone may provide the
appropriate level of assurance for some
assertions.
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43. Which of the following statements is correct concern
ing reportable conditions noted in an audit?
a. Reportable conditions are material weaknesses
in the design or operation of specific internal con
trol structure elements.
b . The auditor is obligated to search for reportable
conditions that could adversely affect the entity’s
ability to record and report financial data.
c . Reportable conditions should be recommunicated
each year, even if management has acknowl
edged its understanding of such deficiencies.
d. The auditor may separately communicate those
reportable conditions considered to be material
weaknesses.

November 1991
48. An auditor’s analytical procedures most likely would
be facilitated if the entity
a. Corrects material weaknesses in internal control
before the beginning of the audit.
b . Develops its data from sources solely within the
entity.
c . Segregates obsolete inventory before the physical
inventory count.
d. Uses a standard cost system that produces
variance reports.
49. If the objective of a test of details is to detect
overstatements of sales, the auditor should trace transactions
from the
a. Cash receipts journal to the sales journal.
b. Sales journal to the cash receipts journal.
c. Source documents to the accounting records.
d. Accounting records to the source documents.

44. To satisfy the valuation assertion when auditing an
investment accounted for by the equity method, an auditor
most likely would
a. Inspect the stock certificates evidencing the
investment.
b . Examine the audited financial statements of the
investee company.
c . Review the broker’s advice or canceled check for
the investment’s acquisition.
d. Obtain m arket quotations from financial
newspapers or periodicals.

50. When searching for unrecorded liabilities at year end,
an auditor most likely would examine
a. Cash receipts from related parties recorded
before year end.
b. Confirmation requests returned by creditors
whose accounts appear on a subsidiary trial
balance of accounts payable.
c . Cash disbursements recorded in the period subse
quent to year end.
d. Invoices dated a few days before and after year
end to ascertain whether they have been properly
recorded.

45. Cutoff tests designed to detect credit sales made
before the end o f the year that have been recorded in the
subsequent year provide assurance about management’s
assertion of
a. Presentation.
b. Completeness.
c. Rights.
d. Existence.

51. Which of the following procedures most likely would
justify the use of the negative form of accounts receivable
confirmation?
a. A small number of accounts may be in dispute
and the accounts receivable balance arises from
sales to a few major customers.
b. A small number of accounts may be in dispute
and the accounts receivable balance arises from
sales to many customers with small balances.
c. A substantial number of accounts may be in
dispute and the accounts receivable balance arises
from sales to a few major customers.
d. A substantial number of accounts may be in
dispute and the accounts receivable balance arises
from sales to many customers with small
balances.

46. Inquiries of warehouse personnel concerning possible
obsolete or slow-moving inventory items provide assurance
about management’s assertion of
a. Completeness.
b. Existence.
c. Presentation.
d. Valuation.
47. The objective of tests of details of transactions per
formed as substantive tests is to
a. Detect material misstatements in the financial
statements.
b. Evaluate whether management’s policies and
procedures operated effectively.
c. Identify specific financial statement assertions
that satisfy the audit objectives.
d . Verify that significant deficiencies in the account
ing system are discovered.

52. The audit working paper that reflects the major com
ponents of an amount reported in the financial statements
is the
a. Interbank transfer schedule.
b. Carryforward schedule.
c. Supporting schedule.
d. Lead schedule.
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57. An auditor issued an audit report that was dual dated
for a subsequent event occurring after the completion of
field work but before issuance of the auditor’s report. The
auditor’s responsibility for events occurring subsequent to
the completion of field work was
a. Extended to subsequent events occurring through
the date of issuance of the report.
b . Extended to include all events occurring since the
completion of field work.
c. Limited to the specific event referenced.
d. Limited to include only events occurring up to
the date of the last subsequent event referenced.

53. Which of the following is required documentation in
an audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards?
a. A written engagement letter formalizing the level
of service to be rendered.
b. A flowchart depicting the segregation of duties
and authorization of transactions.
c. A written audit program describing the necessary
procedures to be performed.
d. A memorandum setting forth the scope of the
audit.

54 An auditor should trace bank transfers for the last part
of the audit period and first part of the subsequent period
to detect whether
a. The cash receipts journal was held open for a few
days after the year end.
b. The last checks recorded before the year end were
actually mailed by the year end.
c. Cash balances were overstated because of kiting.
d. Any unusual payments to or receipts from related
parties occurred.

58. When providing limited assurance that the financial
statements of a nonpublic entity require no material
modifications to be in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, the accountant should
a. Understand the accounting principles of the
industry in which the entity operates.
b . Develop audit programs to determine whether the
entity’s financial statements are fairly presented.
c. Assess the risk that a material misstatement could
occur in a financial statement assertion.
d. Confirm with the entity’s lawyer that material
loss contingencies are disclosed.

55. To obtain evidence that user identification and
password controls are functioning as designed, an auditor
would most likely
a. Review the online transaction log to ascertain
whether employees using passwords have access
to data files and computer programs.
b. Examine a sample of assigned passwords and
access authority to determine whether password
holders have access authority incompatible with
their other responsibilities.
c. Extract a random sample of processed transac
tions and ensure that transactions are
appropriately authorized.
d. Observe the file librarian’s activities to discover
whether other systems personnel are permitted
to operate com puter equipm ent without
restriction.

59. Which of the following statements is correct concern
ing both an engagement to compile and an engagement to
review a nonpublic entity’s financial statements?
a. The accountant does not contemplate obtaining
an understanding of the internal control structure.
b . The accountant must be independent in fact and
appearance.
c. The accountant expresses no assurance on the
financial statements.
d . The accountant should obtain a written manage
ment representation letter.
60. Which of the following is not an audit procedure that
the independent auditor would perform concerning litiga
tion, claims, and assessments?
a. Obtain assurance from management that it has
disclosed all unasserted claims that the lawyer has
advised are probable of assertion and must be
disclosed.
b. Confirm directly with the client’s lawyer that all
claims have been recorded in the financial
statements.
c. Inquire of and discuss with management the
policies and procedures adopted for identifying,
evaluating, and accounting for litigation, claims,
and assessments.
d. Obtain from management a description and
evaluation of litigation, claims, and assessments
existing at the balance sheet date.

56. After identifying related party transactions, an auditor
most likely would
a. Substantiate that the transactions were consum
mated on terms equivalent to those prevailing in
arms-length transactions.
b . Discuss the implications of the transactions with
third parties, such as the entity’s attorneys and
bankers.
c. Determine whether the transactions were
approved by the board of directors or other
appropriate officials.
d. Ascertain whether the transactions would have
occurred if the parties had not been related.
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Number 2 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 25 minutes)

Number 3 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 25 minutes)

Toxic Waste Disposal Co., Inc.(TWD) is a not-forprofit organization that receives grants and fees from
various state and municipal governments as well as grants
from several federal government agencies.
TWD engaged Hall & Hall, CPAs, to audit its financial
statements for the year ended July 3 1 , 1991, in accordance
with Government Auditing Standards. Accordingly, the
auditors’ reports are to be submitted by TWD to the grant
ing government agencies, which make the reports available
for public inspection.
The auditors’ separate report on compliance with laws
and regulations that was drafted by a staff accountant of Hall
& Hall at the completion of the engagement contained the
statements below. It was submitted to the engagement part
ner who reviewed matters thoroughly and properly con
cluded that no material instances of noncompliance were
identified.

Smith, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Reed, Inc., a publicly held retailing company.
Before assessing control risk Smith is required to obtain
an understanding of Reed’s control environment.
Required:
a. Identify additional control environment factors
(excluding the factor illustrated in the example below) that
establish, enhance, or mitigate the effectiveness of specific
policies and procedures.
b. For the control environment factors identified in
a, describe the components that could be of interest to the
auditor.
Use the following format:
M anagem ent Philosophy and O perating Style
M anagem ent philosophy and operating style
characteristics may include the following: management’s
approach to taking and monitoring business risks; manage
ment’s attitudes and actions toward financial reporting; and
management’s emphasis on meeting budget, profit, and
other financial and operating goals.

1. A statement that the audit was conducted in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards and with
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comp
troller General of the United States.
2.

A statement that the auditors’ procedures included tests
of compliance.

3.

A statement that the standards require the auditors to
plan and to perform the audit to detect all instances of
noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.

4.

A statement that management is responsible for com
pliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.

5.

A statement that the auditors’ objective was to provide
an opinion on compliance with the provisions of laws
and regulations equivalent to that to be expressed on
the financial statements.

6.

A statement of positive assurance that the results of the
tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested, the
entity complied, in all material respects, with the pro
visions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.

7.

A statement of negative assurance that, with respect
to items tested, nothing came to the auditors’ attention
that caused the auditors to believe that the entity had
not complied, in all material respects, with the provi
sions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants.

8.

A statement that the report is intended only for the
information of the specific legislative or regulatory
bodies, and that this restriction is intended to limit the
distribution of the report.

Required:
For each of the above statements indicate whether each
is an appropriate or inappropriate element within the report
on compliance with laws and regulations. If a statement is
not appropriate, explain why.
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Number 4 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 25 minutes)
Larkin, CPA, has been engaged to audit the financial
statements of Vernon Distributors, Inc., a continuing audit
client, for the year ended September 30, 1991. After
obtaining an understanding of Vernon’s internal control
structure, Larkin assessed control risk at the maximum level
for all financial statement assertions concerning in
vestments. Larkin determined that Vernon is unable to
exercise significant influence over any investee and none
are related parties.
Larkin obtained from Vernon detailed analyses of its
investments in domestic securities showing:
•

The classification between current and noncurrent
portfolios;

•

A description of each security, including the interest
rate and maturity date of bonds and par value and
dividend rate on stocks;

•

A notation of the location of each security, either in
the Treasurer’s safe or held by an independent
custodian;

•

The number of shares of stock or face amount of bonds
held at the beginning and end of the year;

•

The beginning and ending balances at cost and at
market, and the unamortized premium or discount on
bonds;

•

Additions to and sales from the portfolios for the year,
including date, number of shares, face amount of
bonds, cost, proceeds, and realized gain or loss;

•

Valuation allowances at the beginning and end of the
year and changes therein;

•

Accrued investment income for each investment at the
beginning and end of the year, and income earned and
collected during the year.

3.

Trace the beginning balances to the prior year’s work
ing papers.

4.

Obtain positive confirmation as of the balance sheet
date of the investments held by any independent
custodian.

5.

Determine that income from investments has been
properly recorded as accrued or collected by reference
to published sources, by computation, and by tracing
to recorded amounts.

7.

Determine that all transfers between the current and
noncurrent portfolios have been properly authorized
and recorded.

8.

Determine that any other-than-temporary decline in the
price of an investment has been properly recorded.

Primary
Assertion________________ Objective__________

b.
Describe three additional substantive auditing pro
cedures Larkin should consider in auditing Vernon’s
investments.

1. Foot and crossfoot the analyses.
Trace the ending totals to the general ledger and finan
cial statements.

For investments in nonpublic entities, compare carry
ing value to information in the most recently available
audited financial statements.

Required:
a.
Identify the primary financial statement assertion
relative to investments that would be addressed by each of
the procedures #4 through #8 and describe the primary audit
objective of performing that procedure. Use the format
illustrated below.

Larkin then prepared the following partial audit pro
gram of substantive auditing procedures:

2.

6.
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Baker’s objective was to ascertain whether Mill’s
shipments had been properly billed. Baker took a sample
of 100 invoices by selecting the first 25 invoices from the
first month of each quarter. Baker then compared the
invoices to the corresponding prenumbered shipping
documents.
When Baker tested the sample, eight errors were
discovered. Additionally, one shipment that should have
been billed at $10,443 was actually billed at $10,434. Baker
considered this $9 to be immaterial and did not count it as
an error.
In evaluating the sample results Baker made the initial
determination that a reliability level of 95% (risk of assess
ing control risk too low 5%) was desired and, using the ap
propriate statistical sampling table, determined that for eight
observed deviations from a sample size of 100, the achieved
UPL was 14%. Baker then calculated the allowance for
sampling risk to be 5%, the difference between the actual
sample deviation rate (8%) and the expected error rate (3%).
Baker reasoned that the actual sample deviation rate (8%)
plus the allowance for sampling risk (5%) was less than the
achieved UPL (14%); therefore, the sample supported a
low level of control risk.

Number 5 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 25 minutes)
Baker, CPA, was engaged to audit Mill Company’s
financial statements for the year ended September 3 0 , 1991.
After obtaining an understanding of Mill’s internal control
structure, Baker decided to obtain evidential matter about
the effectiveness of both the design and operation of the
policies and procedures that may support a low assessed
level of control risk concerning Mill’s shipping and bill
ing functions. During the prior years’ audits Baker used
nonstatistical sampling, but for the current year Baker used
a statistical sample in the tests of controls to eliminate the
need for judgment.
Baker wanted to assess control risk at a low level, so
a tolerable rate of deviation or acceptable upper precision
limit (UPL) of 20% was established. To estimate the
population deviation rate and the achieved UPL, Baker
decided to apply a discovery sampling technique of attribute
sampling that would use a population expected error rate
of 3% for the 8,000 shipping documents, and decided to
defer consideration of allowable risk of assessing control
risk too low (risk of overreliance) until evaluating the
sample results. Baker used the tolerable rate, the popula
tion size, and the expected population error rate to deter
mine that a sample size of 80 would be sufficient. When
it was subsequently determined that the actual population
was about 10,000 shipping documents, Baker increased the
sample size to 100.

Required:
Describe each incorrect assumption, statement, and
inappropriate application of attribute sampling in Baker’s
procedures.
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2.

Number 1 (Estimated tim e----- 110 to 130 minutes)
Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following items.
Use a soft pencil, preferably No. 2, to blacken the
appropriate circle on the separate printed answer sheet to
indicate your answer. Mark only one answer for each
item . Answer all item s. Your grade will be based on the
total number of correct answers.
The following is an example of the manner in which
the answer sheet should be marked:

When performing an audit, a CPA
a. Must exercise the level of care, skill, and judg
ment expected of a reasonably prudent CPA
under the circumstances.
b. Must strictly adhere to generally accepted
accounting principles.
c. Is strictly liable for failing to discover client
fraud.
d. Is not liable unless the CPA commits gross
negligence or intentionally disregards generally
accepted auditing standards.

3. Ford & C o., CPAs, issued an unqualified opinion on
Owens Corp.’s financial statements. Relying on these finan
cial statements, Century Bank lent Owens $750,000. Ford
was unaware that Century would receive a copy of the finan
cial statements or that Owens would use them to obtain a
loan. Owens defaulted on the loan.
To succeed in a common law fraud action against Ford,
Century must prove, in addition to other elements, that
Century was
a. Free from contributory negligence.
b. In privity of contract with Ford.
c. Justified in relying on the financial statements.
d. In privity of contract with Owens.

Item
98. Bridge Builders, Inc. sent the following letter to Allied
Steel Co.:
We offer to purchase 10,000 tons of No. 4 steel
pipe at today’s quoted price for delivery two
months from today. Your acceptance must be
received in five days.
Bridge Builders intended to create a (an)
a. Option contract.
b. Unilateral contract.
c. Bilateral contract.
d. Joint contract.

4. Hark, CPA, failed to follow generally accepted
auditing standards in auditing Long Corp.’s financial
statements. Long’s management had told Hark that the
audited statements would be submitted to several banks to
obtain financing. Relying on the statements, Third Bank
gave Long a loan. Long defaulted on the loan. In a jurisdic
tion applying the Ultramares decision, if Third sues Hark,
Hark will
a. Win because there was no privity of contract
between Hark and Third.
b. Lose because Hark knew that banks would be
relying on the financial statements.
c . Win because Third was contributorily negligent
in granting the loan.
d . Lose because Hark was negligent in performing
the audit.

Answer Sheet

98.

Items to be Answered
1.
Cable Corp. orally engaged Drake & C o., CPAs, to
audit its financial statements. Cable’s management
informed Drake that it suspected the accounts receivable
were materially overstated. Though the financial statements
Drake audited included a materially overstated accounts
receivable balance, Drake issued an unqualified opinion.
Cable used the financial statements to obtain a loan to
expand its operations. Cable defaulted on the loan and
incurred a substantial loss.
If Cable sues Drake for negligence in failing to discover
the overstatement, Drake’s best defense would be that
Drake did not
a. Have privity of contract with Cable.
b. Sign an engagement letter.
c . Perform the audit recklessly or with an intent to
deceive.
d . Violate generally accepted auditing standards in
performing the audit.

5. A CPA who fraudulently performs an audit of a cor
poration’s financial statements will
a. Probably be liable to any person who suffered a
loss as a result of the fraud.
b . Be liable only to the corporation and to third par
ties who are members of a class of intended users
of the financial statements.
c . Probably be liable to the corporation even though
its management was aware of the fraud and did
not rely on the financial statements.
d. Be liable only to third parties in privity of con
tract with the CPA.
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10. Which of the following statements is correct with
respect to ownership, possession, or access to a CPA firm’s
audit workpapers?
a. Workpapers are subject to the privileged com
munication rule which, in most jurisdictions,
prevents any th ird-party access to the
workpapers.
b . Workpapers may never be obtained by third par
ties unless the client consents.
c . Workpapers are the client’s exclusive property.
d. Workpapers are not transferable to a purchaser
of a CPA practice unless the client consents.

6.
Quincy bought Teal Corp. common stock in an
offering registered under the Securities Act of 1933. Worth
& Co., CPAs, gave an unqualified opinion on Teal’s
financial statements that were included in the registration
statement filed with the SEC. Quincy sued Worth under
the provisions of the 1933 Act that deal with omission of
facts required to be in the registration statement. Quincy
must prove that
a. There was fraudulent activity by Worth.
b . There was a material misstatement in the finan
cial statements.
c. Quincy relied on Worth’s opinion.
d. Quincy was in privity with Worth.

11.
7.
For a CPA to be liable for damages under the anti
fraud provisions of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, a plaintiff must prove all
of the following except that
a. The plaintiff relied on the financial statements
audited by the CPA.
b. The CPA violated generally accepted auditing
standards.
c. There was a material misrepresentation of fact
in the financial statements audited by the CPA.
d. The CPA acted with scienter.

12. When an agent acts for an undisclosed principal, the
principal will not be liable to third parties if the
a. Principal ratifies a contract entered into by the
agent.
b . Agent acts within an implied grant of authority.
c. Agent acts outside the grant of actual authority.
d. P rincipal seeks to conceal the agency
relationship.

8.
Jay, CPA, gave an unqualified opinion on Nast Power
C o.’s financial statements. Larkin bought Nast bonds in
a public offering subject to the Securities Act of 1933. The
registration statement filed with the SEC included Nast’s
financial statements. Larkin sued Jay for misstatements
contained in the financial statements under the provisions
of Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933. To prevail,
Larkin must prove

a.
b.
c.
d.

Scienter
Yes
Yes
No
No

Forming an agency relationship requires that
a. The agreement between the principal and agent
be supported by consideration.
b. The principal and agent not be minors.
c. Both the principal and agent consent to the
agency.
d. The agent’s authority be limited to the express
grant of authority in the agency agreement.

13. Orr gives North power of attorney. In general, the
power of attorney
a. Will be valid only if North is a licensed attorney
at law.
b. May continue in existence after O rr’s death.
c. May limit N orth’s authority to specific
transactions.
d. Must be signed by both Orr and North.

Reliance
No
Yes
No
Yes

14.
9.
A CPA who prepares clients’ federal income tax
returns for a fee must
a. File certain required notices and powers of
attorney with the IRS before preparing any
returns.
b. Keep a completed copy of each return for a
specified period of time.
c. Receive client documentation supporting all
travel and entertainment expenses deducted on
the return.
d. Indicate the CPA’s federal identification number
on a tax return only if the return reflects tax due
from the taxpayer.

A general partnership must
a. Pay federal income tax.
b. Have two or more partners.
c. Have written articles of partnership.
d. Provide for apportionment of liability for part
nership debts.

15. In a general partnership, the authorization of all
partners is required for an individual partner to bind the
partnership in a business transaction to
a. Purchase inventory.
b. Hire employees.
c. Sell goodwill.
d. Sign advertising contracts.
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22. Under the UCC Sales Article, a plaintiff who proves
fraud in the formation of a contract may
a . Elect to rescind the contract and need not return
the consideration received from the other party.
b. Be entitled to rescind the contract and sue for
damages resulting from the fraud.
c. Be entitled to punitive damages provided physical
injuries resulted from the fraud.
d . Rescind the contract even if there was no reliance
on the fraudulent statement.

16. In a general partnership, a partner’s interest in specific
partnership property is
a. Transferable to a partner’s individual creditors.
b. Subject to a partner’s liability for alimony.
c. Transferable to a partner’s estate upon death.
d. Subject to a surviving partner’s right of
survivorship.
17. On dissolution of a general partnership, distributions
will be made on account of:

23. Two individuals signed a contract that was intended
to be their entire agreement. The parol evidence rule will
prevent the admission of evidence offered to
a . Explain the meaning of an ambiguity in the writ
ten contract.
b. Establish that fraud had been committed in the
formation of the contract.
c. Prove the existence of a contemporaneous oral
agreement modifying the contract.
d. Prove the existence of a subsequent oral agree
ment modifying the contract.

I. Partners’ capital accounts
II. Amounts owed partners with respect to profits
III. Amounts owed partners for loans to the partnership
in the following order
a. III, I, II.
b. I, II, III.
c. II, III, I.
d. III, II, I.
18. Which of the following is not necessary to create an
express trust?
a. A trust corpus.
b. A successor trustee.
c. A valid trust purpose.
d. A beneficiary.

24. Yost contracted with Egan for Yost to buy certain real
property. If the contract is otherwise silent, Yost’s rights
under the contract are
a. Assignable only with Egan’s consent.
b. Nonassignable because they are personal to Yost.
c. Nonassignable as a matter of law.
d. Generally assignable.

19. A trustee’s fiduciary duty will probably be violated
if the trustee
a. Invests trust property in government bonds.
b. Performs accounting services for the trust.
c. Sells unproductive trust property.
d. Borrows money from the trust.

25. On May 2 5 , 1991, Smith contracted with Jackson to
repair Smith’s cabin cruiser. The work was to begin on
May 3 1 , 1991. On May 2 6 , 1991, the boat, while docked
at Smith’s pier, was destroyed by arson. Which of the
following statements is correct with regard to the contract?
a. Smith would not be liable to Jackson because of
mutual mistake.
b. Smith would be liable to Jackson for the profit
Jackson would have made under the contract.
c . Jackson would not be liable to Smith because per
formance by the parties would be impossible.
d. Jackson would be liable to repair another boat
owned by Smith.

20. An irrevocable spendthrift trust established for a
period of ten years will be terminated if the
a. Income beneficiaries die.
b. Trustee resigns.
c. Income beneficiaries agree to the trust’s
termination.
d. Grantor decides to terminate the trust.

26. Mane Bank lent Eller $120,000 and received securities
valued at $30,000 as collateral. At Mane’s request, Salem
and Rey agreed to act as uncompensated co-sureties on the
loan. Th e agreement provided that Salem’s and Rey’s max
imum liability would be $120,000 each.
Mane released Rey without Salem’s consent. Eller later
defaulted when the collateral held by Mane was worthless
and the loan balance was $90,000. Salem’s maximum
liability is
a. $30,000
b. $45,000
c. $60,000
d. $90,000

21. The intent, or scienter, element necessary to establish
a cause of action for fraud will be met if the plaintiff can
show that the
a. Defendant made a misrepresentation with a
reckless disregard for the truth.
b. Defendant made a false representation of fact.
c. Plaintiff actually relied on the defendant’s
misrepresentation.
d. Plaintiff justifiably relied on the defendant’s
misrepresentation.
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27. Wool, Inc. is a reporting company under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. The only security it has issued is
its voting common stock. Which of the following statements
is correct?
a. It is unnecessary for the required annual report
(Form 10K) to include audited financial
statements.
b. Any person who owns more than 5% of Wool’s
common stock must file a report with the SEC.
c. Because Wool is a reporting company, it is not
required to file a registration statement under the
Securities Act of 1933 for any future offerings
of its common stock.
d . Wool need not file its proxy statements with the
SEC because it has only one class of stock
outstanding.

32. Which of the following types of income is subject to
taxation under the provisions of the Federal Insurance Con
tributions Act (FICA)?
a. Interest earned on municipal bonds.
b. Capital gains of $3,000.
c. Car received as a productivity award.
d. Dividends of $2,500.

28. Which of the following statements is correct concern
ing the voluntary filing of a petition in bankruptcy?
a. If the debtor has 12 or more creditors, the
unsecured claims must total at least $5,000.
b. The debtor must be insolvent.
c. If the debtor has less than 12 creditors, the
unsecured claims must total at least $5,000.
d. The petition may be filed jointly by spouses.

34. Workers’ Compensation laws provide for all of the
following benefits except
a. Burial expenses.
b. Full pay during disability.
c. The cost of prosthetic devices.
d. Monthly payments to surviving dependent
children.

33. An unemployed CPA generally would receive
unemployment compensation benefits if the CPA
a. Was fired as a result of the employer’s business
reversals.
b. Refused to accept a job as an accountant while
receiving extended benefits.
c. Was fired for embezzling from a client.
d. Left work voluntarily without good cause.

35. Exemption from registration under the Securities Act
of 1933 would be available for
a. Promissory notes maturing in 12 months.
b. Securities of a bank.
c. Limited partnership interests.
d. Corporate bonds.

29. To file for bankruptcy under Chapter 7 of the Federal
Bankruptcy Code, an individual must
a. Have debts of any amount.
b. Be insolvent.
c. Be indebted to more than three creditors.
d. Have debts in excess of $5,000.
30. Which of the following claims would have the highest
priority in the distribution of a bankruptcy estate under the
liquidation provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bank
ruptcy Code if the petition was filed June 1, 1991?
a. Federal tax lien filed May 15, 1991.
b. A secured debt properly perfected on
February 10, 1991.
c. Trustee’s administration costs filed Sep
tember 30, 1991.
d. Employee wages due March 30, 1991.

36. When a common stock offering requires registration
under the Securities Act of 1933,
a. The registration statement is automatically
effective when filed with the SEC.
b . The issuer would act unlawfully if it were to sell
the common stock without providing the investor
with a prospectus.
c . The SEC will determine the investment value of
the common stock before approving the offering.
d. The issuer may make sales 10 days after filing
the registration statement.

31. By signing a reaffirmation agreement on April 15,
1991, a debtor agreed to pay certain debts that would be
discharged in bankruptcy. On June 2 0 , 1991, the debtor’s
attorney filed the reaffirmation agreement and an affidavit
with the court indicating that the debtor understood the con
sequences of the reaffirmation agreement. The debtor
obtained a discharge on August 2 5 , 1991. The reaffirma
tion agreement would be enforceable only if it was
a. Made after discharge.
b. Approved by the bankruptcy court.
c. Not for a household purpose debt.
d. Not rescinded before discharge.

37. Under the Securities Act of 1933, an initial offering
of securities must be registered with the SEC, unless
a. The offering is made through a broker-dealer
licensed in the states in which the securities are
to be sold.
b. The offering prospectus makes a fair and full
disclosure of all risks associated with purchas
ing the securities.
c. The issuer’s financial condition meets certain
standards established by the SEC.
d. The type of security or the offering involved is
exempt from registration.
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38. Brown was unable to repay a loan from Safe Bank
when due. Safe refused to renew the loan unless Brown pro
vided an acceptable surety. Brown asked King, a friend,
to act as surety on the loan. To induce King to agree to
become a surety, Brown fraudulently represented Brown’s
financial condition and promised King discounts on mer
chandise sold at Brown’s store. King agreed to act as surety
and the loan was renewed. Later, Brown’s obligation to Safe
was discharged in Brown’s bankruptcy. Safe wants to hold
King liable. King may avoid liability
a. Because the discharge in bankruptcy will prevent
King from having a right o f reimbursement.
b. Because the arrangement was void at the
inception.
c. If King was an uncompensated surety.
d. If King can show that Safe was aware of the
fraudulent representations.

Item s 42 through 45 are based on the following:
On February 2 8 , 1991, Master, Inc. had total assets with
a fair market value of $1,200,000 and total liabilities of
$990,000. On January 1 5 , 1991, Master made a monthly
installment note payment to Acme Distributors Corp., a
creditor holding a properly perfected security interest in
equipment having a fair market value greater than the
balance due on the note. On March 1 5 , 1991, Master volun
tarily filed a petition in bankruptcy under the liquidation
provisions of Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
One year later, the equipment was sold for less than the
balance due on the note to Acme.

42. If a creditor challenged Master’s right to file, the peti
tion would be dismissed
a. If Master had less than 12 creditors at the time
of filing.
b. Unless Master can show that a reorganization
under Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy
Code would have been unsuccessful.
c. Unless Master can show that it is unable to pay
its debts in the ordinary course of business or as
they come due.
d. If Master is an insurance company.

39. The reporting and registration provisions o f the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
a. Do not require registration by a corporation if
its stock was originally issued under an offering
exempt from registration under the Securities Act
of 1933.
b. Do not require registration by a corporation
unless its stock is listed on a national securities
exchange.
c. Require a corporation reporting under the Act to
register any offering of its securities under the
Securities Act of 1933.
d. Require a corporation reporting under the Act to
file its proxy statements with the SEC even if it
has only one class of stock outstanding.

43.

If Master’s voluntary petition is filed properly,
a. Master will be entitled to conduct its business as
a debtor-in-possession unless the court appoints
a trustee.
b. A trustee must be appointed by the creditors.
c. Lawsuits by Master’s creditors will be stayed by
the Federal Bankruptcy Code.
d. The unsecured creditors must elect a creditors’
committee of three to eleven members to consult
with the trustee.

44.

Master’s payment to Acme could
a. Be set aside as a preferential transfer because the
fair market value of the collateral was greater than
the installment note balance.
b. Be set aside as a preferential transfer unless Acme
showed that Master was solvent on January 15,
1991.
c. Not be set aside as a preferential transfer because
Acme was oversecured.
d. Not be set aside as a preferential transfer if Acme
showed that Master was solvent on March 15,
1991.

40. Kamp is offering $10 million of its securities. Under
Rule 506 of Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933,
a. The securities may be debentures.
b. Kamp must be a corporation.
c. There must be more than 35 purchasers.
d. Kamp may make a general solicitation in connec
tion with the offering.
41. Taso Limited Partnership intends to offer $400,000
of its limited partnership interests under Rule 504 of Regula
tion D of the Securities Act of 1933. Which of the follow
ing statements is correct?
a. The exemption under Rule 504 is not available
to an issuer of limited partnership interests.
b. The limited partnership interests may be sold only
to accredited investors.
c . The total number of nonaccredited investors who
purchase the limited partnership interests may not
exceed 35.
d. The resale of the limited partnership interests by
a purchaser generally will be restricted.
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48. For a person to be a holder in due course of a promis
sory note
a. The note must be payable in U.S. currency to the
holder.
b. The holder must be the payee of the note.
c. The note must be negotiable.
d . All prior holders must have been holders in due
course.

45. Which of the following statements correctly describes
Acme’s distribution from Master’s bankruptcy estate?
a. Acme will receive the total amount it is owed,
even if the proceeds from the sale of the collateral
were less than the balance owed by Master.
b. Acme will have the same priority as unsecured
general creditors to the extent that the proceeds
from the sale of its collateral are insufficient to
satisfy the amount owed by Master.
c. The total proceeds from the sale of the collateral
will be paid to Acme even if they are less than
the balance owed by Master, provided there is
sufficient cash to pay all administrative costs
associated with the bankruptcy.
d. Acme will receive only the proceeds from the sale
of the collateral in full satisfaction of the debt
owed by Master.

49. Cobb gave Garson a signed check with the amount
payable left blank. Garson was to fill in, as the amount, the
price of fuel oil Garson was to deliver to Cobb at a later
date. Garson estimated the amount at $700, but told Cobb
it would be no more than $900. Garson did not deliver the
fuel oil, but filled in the amount of $1,000 on the check.
Garson then negotiated the check to Josephs in satisfaction
of a $500 debt with the $500 balance paid to Garson in cash.
Cobb stopped payment and Josephs is seeking to collect
$1,000 from Cobb. Cobb’s maximum liability to Josephs
will be
a. $0
b. $ 500
c. $ 900
d. $1,000

Item s 46 and 47 relate to the following instrument:

May 19, 1991
I promise to pay to the order of A.B. Shark $1,000
(One thousand and one hundred dollars) with interest
thereon at the rate of 12% per annum.

50. A subsequent holder of a negotiable instrument may
cause the discharge of a prior holder of the instrument by
any of the following actions except
a . Unexcused delay in presentment of a time draft.
b. Procuring certification of a check.
c . Giving notice of dishonor the day after dishonor.
d. Material alteration of a note.

T. T. Tile________________
T. T. Tile
Guaranty

51. A tenant’s personal property will become a fixture and
belong to the landlord if its removal would
a. Increase the value of the personal property.
b. Cause a material change to the personal property.
c. Result in substantial harm to the landlord’s
property.
d . Change the use of the landlord’s property back
to its prior use.

I personally guaranty payment by T. T. Tile.
N. A. Abner______________
N. A. Abner
46.

47.

The instrument is a
a. Promissory demand note.
b. Sight draft.
c. Check.
d. Trade acceptance.

52. Konrad, Van, and Star own a parcel of land as joint
tenants with right of survivorship. Konrad’s interest was
sold to Dawson. As a result of the sale from Konrad to
Dawson,
a. Van and Star each own one-third of the land as
tenants in common.
b . Van, Star, and Dawson each own one-third of the
land as joint tenants.
c. Dawson owns one-third of the land as a joint
tenant.
d. Dawson owns one-third of the land as a tenant
in common.

The instrument is
a. Nonnegotiable even though it is payable on
demand.
b . Nonnegotiable because the numeric amount dif
fers from the written amount.
c. Negotiable even though a payment date is not
specified.
d. Negotiable because of Abner’s guaranty.
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53.

To be enforceable, a residential real estate lease must
a. Require the tenant to obtain liability insurance.
b . Entitle the tenant to exclusive possession of the
leased property.
c. Specify a due date for rent.
d. Be in writing.

54.

A purchaser who obtains real estate title insurance will
a. Have coverage for the title exceptions listed in
the policy.
b. Be insured against all defects of record other than
those excepted in the policy.
c. Have coverage for title defects that result from
events that happen after the effective date of the
policy.
d. Be entitled to transfer the policy to subsequent
owners.

58. Wyn bought real estate from Duke and gave Duke a
purchase money mortgage. Duke forgot to record the mort
gage. Two months later, Wyn gave a mortgage on the same
property to Goode to secure a property improvement loan.
Goode recorded this mortgage nine days later. Goode knew
about the Duke mortgage. If these events took place in a
notice-race statute jurisdiction, which mortgage would have
priority?
a. Duke’s, because it was the first mortgage given.
b. Duke’s, because Goode knew of the Duke
mortgage.
c. Goode’s, because it was the first mortgage
recorded.
d. Goode’s, because it was recorded within ten
days.

59. In 1985, Ring purchased a building for $90,000 and
insured it with a $90,000 fire insurance policy having a stan
dard 80% coinsurance clause. Ring never increased the
amount of the policy. In 1990, the building, worth
$120,000, was destroyed by fire. What amount could Ring
collect from the insurance company?
a. $0
b. $ 72,000
c. $ 90,000
d. $120,000

55. A mortgage on real property must
a. Be acknowledged by the mortgagee.
b. State the exact amount of the debt.
c. State the consideration given for the mortgage.
d. Be delivered to the mortgagee.

60. Mason Co. maintained two standard fire insurance
policies on one of its warehouses. Both policies included
an 80% coinsurance clause and a typical ‘‘other insurance’’
clause. One policy was with Ace Fire Insurance, Inc., for
$24,000, and the other was with Thrifty Casualty Insurance
C o., for $16,000. At a time when the warehouse was worth
$100,000, a fire in the warehouse caused a $40,000 loss.
What amounts can Mason recover from Ace and Thrifty,
respectively?
a. $0 and $0.
b. $10,000 and $10,000.
c. $12,000 and $8,000.
d. $24,000 and $16,000.

56. If a mortgagee fails to record its mortgage in a jurisdic
tion with a notice-race recording statute,
a. A subsequent recording mortgagee who has no
knowledge of the prior mortgage will have a
superior security interest.
b. A subsequent recording mortgagee who has
knowledge of the prior mortgage will have a
superior security interest.
c. A subsequent purchaser for value who has no
knowledge of the mortgage will take the p r o p e r t y
subject to the mortgage.
d. A subsequent purchaser for value who has
knowledge of the mortgage will take the property
free of the prior security interest.

57. Which o f the following is correct regarding
foreclosure of a purchase money mortgage by judicial sale
of the property?
a. The mortgagor has the right to any remaining sale
proceeds after the mortgagee is paid.
b. The purchaser at the sale is liable for any defi
ciency owed the mortgagee.
c. The court must confirm any price received at the
sale.
d. The mortgagor can never be liable for a
deficiency owed the mortgagee.
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Number 2 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 20 minutes)

Number 3 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 20 minutes)

Frost, Glen, and Bradley own 50%, 40%, and 10%,
respectively, of the authorized and issued voting common
stock of Xeon Corp. They had a written stockholders’
agreement that provided they would vote for each other as
directors of the corporation.
At the initial stockholders’ meeting, Frost, Glen,
Bradley, and three others were elected to a six-person board
of directors. The board elected Frost as president of the cor
poration, Glen as secretary, and Bradley as vice president.
Frost and Glen were given two-year contracts with annual
salaries of $50,000. Bradley was given a two-year contract
for $10,000 per year.
At the end of its first year of operation, Xeon was in
financial difficulty. Bradley disagreed with the way Frost
and Glen were running the business.
At the annual stockholders’ meeting, a new board of
directors was elected. Bradley was excluded because Frost
and Glen did not vote for Bradley. Without cause, the new
board fired Bradley as vice president even though 12 months
remained on Bradley’s contract.
Despite the corporation’s financial difficulties, the new
board, relying on the assurances of Frost and Glen and based
on fraudulent documentation provided by Frost and Glen,
declared and paid a $200,000 dividend. Payment of the divi
dend caused the corporation to become insolvent.

In a signed letter dated March 2 , 1991, Stake offered
to sell Packer a specific vacant parcel of land for $100,000.
Stake had inherited the land, along with several apartment
buildings in the immediate vicinity. Packer received the
offer on March 4. The offer required acceptance by
March 10 and required Packer to have the property
surveyed by a licensed surveyor so the exact legal descrip
tion of the property could be determined.
On March 6, Packer sent Stake a counteroffer of
$75,000. All other terms and conditions of the offer were
unchanged. Stake received Packer’s counteroffer on
March 8, and, on that day, telephoned Packer and accepted
it. On learning that a survey of the vacant parcel would cost
about $1,000, Packer telephoned Stake on March 11
requesting that they share the survey cost equally. During
this conversation, Stake agreed to Packer’s proposal.
During the course of the negotiations leading up to the
March communications between Stake and Packer, Stake
expressed concern to Packer that a buyer of the land might
build apartment units that would compete with those owned
by Stake in the immediate vicinity. Packer assured Stake
that Packer intended to use the land for a small shopping
center. Because of these assurances, Stake was willing to
sell the land to Packer. Contrary to what Packer told Stake,
Packer had already contracted conditionally with Rolf for
Rolf to build a 48-unit apartment development on the vacant
land to be purchased from Stake.
During the last week of March, Stake learned that the
land to be sold to Packer had a fair market value of
$200,000. Also, Stake learned that Packer intended to build
apartments on the land. Because of this information, Stake
sued Packer to rescind the real estate contract, alleging that:

•

Bradley sued Frost and Glen to compel them to follow
the written stockholders’ agreement and reelect Bradley
to the board.

•

Bradley sued the corporation to be reinstated as an
officer of the corporation, and for breach of the employ
ment contract.

•

Bradley sued each member of the board for declaring
and paying an unlawful dividend, and demanded its
repayment to the corporation.

Required:
State whether Bradley would be successful in each of
the above suits and give the reasons for your conclusions.

•

Packer committed fraud in the formation of the con
tract thereby entitling Stake to rescind the contract.

•

Stake’s innocent mistake as to the fair market value of
the land entitles Stake to rescind the contract.

•

The contract was not enforceable against Stake because
Stake did not sign Packer’s March 6 counteroffer.

Required:
State whether Stake’s allegations are correct and give
the reasons for your conclusions.
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Number 4 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 20 minutes)

Number 5 (Estimated tim e----- 15 to 20 minutes)

On October 10, Vesta Electronics contracted with Zap
Audio to sell Zap 200 18” stereo speakers. The contract
provided that the speakers would be shipped F.O.B. seller’s
loading dock. The contract was silent as to when risk of
loss for the speakers would pass to Zap. Delivery was to
be completed by November 10.
On October 18, Vesta identified the speakers to be
shipped to Zap and moved them to the loading dock. Before
the carrier picked up the goods, a fire on Vesta’s loading
dock destroyed 50 of the speakers. On October 20, Vesta
shipped, by common carrier, the remaining 150 18”
speakers and 50 16” speakers. The truck carrying the
speakers was involved in an accident resulting in damage
to 25 of the 16” speakers. Zap received the 200 speakers
on October 25, and on October 27 notified Vesta that 100
of the 18” speakers were being accepted but the rest of the
shipment was being rejected. Zap also informed Vesta that,
due to Vesta’s failure to comply with the terms of the con
tract, Zap would contest paying the contract price and would
sue for damages.
The above parties and transactions are subject to the
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).

Mead, a junior member of a CPA firm’s audit staff,
was assigned to assist in auditing Abco Electronics, Inc.’s
financial statements. Abco sells various brands of computer
equipment to the general public, and to distributors who
sell the equipment to retail customers for personal and
business use. One of Mead’s assignments was to evaluate
the following transactions:

Required:
Answer the following questions, and give the reasons
for your conclusions.
a. 1. Who bears the risk of loss for the 50 destroyed
18” speakers?
2.
Who bears the risk of loss for the 25 damaged
16” speakers?
b.

1. Was Zap’s rejection of the 16” speakers valid?
2. Was Zap’s acceptance of some of the 18”
speakers valid?

•

On September 1, Abco sold a CDM computer out of
its inventory to Rice, who intended to use it for business
purposes. Rice paid 25% of the purchase price and
executed and delivered to Abco a promissory note for
the balance. A security agreement was signed only by
the Abco sales representative. Abco failed to file a
financing statement. Rice is in default under the
promissory note. Rice claimed that Abco does not have
an effective security interest in the computer because
Rice did not sign the security agreement, and because
Abco did not file a financing statement.

•

On August 18, Abco sold a computer to Baker, who
intended to use it for business inventory and accounts
payable control, and payroll processing. Baker paid
20% of the purchase price and executed and delivered
to Abco a promissory note for the balance and a security
agreement covering the computer. Abco filed a financ
ing statement on August 27. On August 25, Baker
borrowed $5,000 from Condor Finance Co., giving
Condor a promissory note for the loan amount and a
security agreement covering the computer. Condor
filed a financing statement on August 26. Baker
defaulted on the promissory note given to Abco and
its obligation to Condor. Condor has asserted that its
security interest in the computer is superior to Abco’s.

Required:
State whether the claims of Rice and Condor are cor
rect and give the reasons for your conclusions.

c. Under the UCC, what duties are required of Zap
after rejecting all or part of the shipment?
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3.
According to FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting
fo r Income Taxes, justification for the method of determin
ing periodic deferred tax expense is based on the concept of
a. Matching of periodic expense to periodic
revenue.
b. Objectivity in the calculation of periodic expense.
c. Recognition of assets and liabilities.
d . Consistency of tax expense measurements with
actual tax planning strategies.

Number 1 (Estimated tim e----- 90 to 110 minutes)
Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following items
relating to a variety o f issues in accounting. Use a soft
pencil, preferably No. 2, to blacken the appropriate circle
on the separate printed answer sheet to indicate your answer.
M ark only one answer for each item. Answer all items.
Your grade will be based on the total number of correct
answers.
The following is an example of the manner in which
the answer sheet should be marked:

4.
At the end of year 1, Cody Co. reported a profit on
a partially completed construction contract by applying the
percentage-of-completion method. By the end of year 2,
the total estimated profit on the contract at completion in
year 3 had been drastically reduced from the amount
estimated at the end of year 1. Consequently, in year 2, a
loss equal to one-half of the year 1 profit was recognized.
Cody used the completed-contract method for income tax
purposes and had no other contracts. According to FASB
Statement No. 96, Accounting fo r Income Taxes, the year
2 balance sheet should include a deferred tax

Item
98. The financial statement that summarizes a company’s
financial position is the
a. Income statement.
b. Balance sheet.
c. Statement of cash flows.
d. Retained earnings statement.

Answer Sheet

a.
b.
c.
d.

98.

1. FASB’s conceptual framework explains both finan
cial and physical capital maintenance concepts. Which
capital maintenance concept is applied to currently reported
net income, and which is applied to comprehensive income?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Currently reported
net income
Financial capital
Physical capital
Financial capital
Physical capital

Asset

Liability

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

5.
During 1990, Tidal Co. began construction on a pro
ject scheduled for completion in 1992. At December 31,
1990, an overall loss was anticipated at contract comple
tion. What would be the effect of the project on 1990
operating income under the percentage-of-completion
method and the completed-contract method?

Comprehensive
income
Physical capital
Physical capital
Financial capital
Financial capital

a.
b.
c.
d.

2. For interim financial reporting, a company’s income
tax provision for the second quarter of 1991 should be deter
mined using the
a. Statutory tax rate for 1991.
b. Effective tax rate expected to be applicable for
the second quarter of 1991.
c. Effective tax rate expected to be applicable for
the full year of 1991 as estimated at the end of
the first quarter of 1991.
d. Effective tax rate expected to be applicable for
the full year of 1991 as estimated at the end of
the second quarter of 1991.

Percentage-ofcompletion

Completed-contract

No effect
No effect
Decrease
Decrease

No effect
Decrease
No effect
Decrease

For financial statement purposes, the installment
method of accounting may be used if the
a. Collection period extends over more than 12
months.
b. Installments are due in different years.
c. Ultimate amount collectible is indeterminate.
d. Percentage-of-completion method is inappro
priate.
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7.
Generally, which inventory costing method approx
imates most closely the current cost for each o f the
following?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cost o f
goods sold
LIFO
LIFO
FIFO
FIFO

11. Cedar Co.’s planned combination with Birch Co. on
January 1 , 1992, can be structured as either a purchase or
a pooling of interests. In a purchase, Cedar would acquire
Birch’s identifiable net assets for less than their book values.
These book values approximate fair values. Birch’s assets
consist of current assets and depreciable noncurrent assets.
How would the combined entity’s 1992 net income and
operating cash flows under purchase accounting compare
to those under pooling of interests accounting? Ignore costs
required to effect the combination and income tax expense.

Ending
inventory
FIFO
UFO
FIFO
U FO

8.
For which of the following reporting units is the
preparation of combined financial statements most
appropriate?
a. A corporation and a majority-owned subsidiary
with nonhomogeneous operations.
b. A corporation and a foreign subsidiary with
nonintegrated homogeneous operations.
c. Several corporations with related operations with
some common individual owners.
d. Several corporations with related operations
owned by one individual.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Purchase accounting
operating cash flow s
Greater than pooling
Equal to pooling
Greater than pooling
Equal to pooling

12. A business combination is accounted for as a pool
ing of interests. Costs of furnishing information to
stockholders related to effecting the business combination
should be
a. Deducted directly from retained earnings of the
combined corporation.
b. Deducted in determining net income of the com
bined corporation for the period in which the
costs were incurred.
c. Capitalized but not amortized.
d. Capitalized and subsequently amortized over a
period not exceeding forty years.

9.
Pride, Inc. owns 80% of Simba, Inc.’s outstanding
common stock. Simba, in turn, owns 10% of Pride’s out
standing common stock. What percentage of the common
stock cash dividends declared by the individual companies
should be reported as dividends declared in the consolidated
financial statements?
Dividends declared
by Pride
90%
90%
100%
100%

Purchase accounting
net income
Equal to pooling
Equal to pooling
Greater than pooling
Greater than pooling

13. Say Co. purchased Ivy Co. at a cost that resulted in
recognition of goodwill having an expected 10-year benefit
period. However, Say plans to make additional expenditures
to maintain goodwill for a total of 40 years. What costs
should be capitalized and over how many years should they
be amortized?

Dividends declared
by Simba

0%
20%
0%
20%

Costs capitalized
a. Acquisition costs only
b. Acquisition costs only
c. Acquisition and
maintenance costs
d. Acquisition and
maintenance costs

10. An investor uses the cost method to account for an
investment in common stock. Dividends received this year
exceeded the investor’s share of investee’s undistributed
earnings since the date of investment. The amount of
dividend revenue that should be reported in the investor’s
income statement for this year would be
a. The portion o f the dividends received this year
that were in excess of the investor’s share of
investee’s undistributed earnings since the date
o f investment.
b. The portion of the dividends received this year
that were not in excess of the investor’s share of
investee’s undistributed earnings since the date
o f investment.
c. The total amount o f dividends received this year.
d. Zero.

Amortization period
10 years
40 years
10 years
40 years

14. When the equity method is used to account for
investments in common stock, which of the following
affects the investor’s reported investment income?

a.
b.
c.
d.
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Goodwill amortization
related to purchase
Yes
No
No
Yes

Cash dividends
from investee
Yes
Yes
No
No

Examination Questions — November 1991
19. How would the proceeds received from the advance
sale of nonrefundable tickets for a theatrical performance
be reported in the seller’s financial statements before the
performance?
a. Revenue for the entire proceeds.
b. Revenue to the extent of related costs expended.
c . Unearned revenue to the extent of related costs
expended.
d. Unearned revenue for the entire proceeds.

15. The Flat and Iron partnership agreement provides for
Flat to receive a 20% bonus on profits before the bonus.
Remaining profits and losses are divided between Flat and
Iron in the ratio of 2 to 3, respectively. Which partner has
a greater advantage when the partnership has a profit or
when it has a loss?
Profit
a.
b.
c.
d.

Flat
Flat
Iron
Iron

Loss
Iron
Flat
Flat
Iron

20. Dee’s inventory and accounts payable balances at
December 31, 1990, increased over their December 31,
1989, balances. Should these increases be added to or
deducted from cash payments to suppliers to arrive at 1990
cost o f goods sold?

16. Earnings per share data should be reported on the in
come statement for

a.
b.
c.
d.
17.

Cumulative effect
o f a change in
accounting principle
Yes
Yes
No
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

Income before
extraordinary items
No
Yes
Yes
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

Excess o f treasury
stock acquisition
cost over sales
proceeds (cost method)
Yes
No
No
Yes

Bond discount
amortization
Yes
No
Yes
No

22. Bay Manufacturing Co. purchased a three-monthU.S.
Treasury bill. In preparing Bay’s statement of cash flows,
this purchase would
a. Have no effect.
b. Be treated as an outflow from financing activities.
c. Be treated as an outflow from investing activities.
d. Be treated as an outflow from lending activities.

18. Shore Co. records its transactions in U.S. dollars. A
sale o f goods resulted in a receivable denominated in
Japanese yen, and a purchase of goods resulted in a payable
denominated in French francs. Shore recorded a foreign
exchange gain on collection of the receivable and an
exchange loss on settlement of the payable. The exchange
rates are expressed as so many units of foreign currency
to one dollar. Did the number of foreign currency units
exchangeable for a dollar increase or decrease between the
contract and settlement dates?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Increase in
accounts payable
Deducted from
Added to
Deducted from
Added to

21. Would the following be added back to net income
when reporting operating activities’ cash flows by the
indirect method?

Successful use of leverage is evidenced by a
a. Rate of return on investment greater than the rate
o f return on stockholders’ equity.
b. Rate of return on investment greater than the cost
of debt.
c. Rate of return on sales greater than the rate of
return on stockholders’ equity.
d. Rate of return on sales greater than the cost of
debt.

Yen
exchangeable
f o r $1
Increase
Decrease
Decrease
Increase

Increase in
inventory
Added to
Added to
Deducted from
Deducted from

23. In 1990, Teller Co. incurred losses arising from its
guilty plea in its first antitrust action, and from a substantial
increase in production costs caused when a major supplier’s
workers went on strike. Which of these losses should be
reported as an extraordinary item?

Francs
exchangeable
fo r $1
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

a.
b.
c.
d.
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Antitrust action
No
No
Yes
Yes

Production costs
No
Yes
No
Yes

Accounting Theory
24. The effect of a change in accounting principle that is
inseparable from the effect of a change in accounting
estimate should be reported
a. By restating the financial statements of all prior
periods presented.
b. A s a correction of an error.
c. As a component of income from continuing
operations, in the period of change and future
periods if the change affects both.
d. As a separate disclosure after income from con
tinuing operations, in the period of change and
future periods if the change affects both.

28. When the double extension approach to the dollar
value LIFO inventory method is used, the inventory layer
added in the current year is multiplied by an index number.
Which of the following correctly states how components
are used in the calculation of this index number?
a. In the numerator, the average of the ending
inventory at base year cost and at current year
cost.
b. In the numerator, the ending inventory at current
year cost, and, in the denominator, the ending
inventory at base year cost.
c. In the numerator, the ending inventory at base
year cost, and, in the denominator, the ending
inventory at current year cost.
d. In the denominator, the average of the ending
inventory at base year cost and at current year
cost.

25. In single period statements, which of the following
should be reflected as an adjustment to the opening balance
of retained earnings?
a. Effect o f a failure to provide for uncollectible
accounts in the previous period.
b. Effect of a decrease in the estimated useful life
of depreciable equipment.
c. Cumulative effect of a change of income recogni
tion from the installment sale method to recogni
tion at point of sale.
d. Cum ulative effect o f a change from an
accelerated method to straight-line depreciation.

29. Compensatory stock options were granted to
executives on May 1, 1988, with a measurement date of
October 3 1 , 1989, for services rendered during 1988,1989,
and 1990. The excess o f the market value o f the stock over
the option price at the measurement date was reasonably
estimable at the date of grant. The stock options were
exercised on June 3 0 , 1991. Compensation expense should
be recognized in which of the following years?

26. In 1990, Brighton Co. changed from the individual
item approach to the aggregate approach in applying the
lower of FIFO cost or market to inventories. The cumulative
effect of this change should be reported in Brighton’s finan
cial statements as a
a. Prior period adjustment, with separate disclosure.
b. Component of income from continuing opera
tions, with separate disclosure.
c. Component of income from continuing opera
tions, without separate disclosure.
d. Component of income after continuing opera
tions, with separate disclosure.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

1990
No
No
Yes
Yes

30. Which of the following defined benefit pension plan
disclosures should be made in a company’s financial
statements?
I. A description o f the company’s funding policies and
types of assets held.
II. The amount of net periodic pension cost for the period.
III. The fair value of plan assets.

27. Thread Co. is selecting its inventory system in
preparation for its first year of operations. Thread intends
to use either the periodic weighted average method or the
perpetual moving average method, and to apply the lower
of cost or market rule either to individual items or to the
total inventory. Inventory prices are expected to general
ly increase throughout 1991, although a few individual
prices will decrease. What inventory system should Thread
select if it wants to maximize the inventory carrying amount
at December 31, 1991?
Inventory
method
Perpetual
Perpetual
Periodic
Periodic

1988
Yes
No
Yes
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

I and II.
I, II, and III.
II and III.
I only.

31. An employer sponsoring a defined benefit pension
plan is subject to the minimum pension liability recogni
tion requirement. An additional liability must be recorded
equal to the unfunded
a. Accumulated benefit obligation plus the
previously recognized accrued pension cost.
b. Accum ulated benefit obligation less the
previously recognized accrued pension cost.
c. Projected benefit obligation plus the previously
recognized accrued pension cost.
d. Projected benefit obligation less the previously
recognized accrued pension cost.

Cost or market
application
Total inventory
Individual item
Total inventory
Individual item
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Examination Questions — November 1991
36. An issuer of bonds uses a sinking fund for the retire
ment of the bonds. Cash was transferred to the sinking fund
and subsequently used to purchase investments. The sink
ing fund

32. On January 1 , 1990, Jambon purchased equipment
for use in developing a new product. Jambon uses the
straight-line depreciation method. The equipment could
provide benefits over a 10-year period. However, the new
product development is expected to take five years, and the
equipment can be used only for this project. Jambon’s 1990
expense equals
a. The total cost of the equipment.
b. One-fifth of the cost of the equipment.
c. One-tenth of the cost of the equipment.
d. Zero.

I. Increases by revenue earned on the investments.
II. Is not affected by revenue earned on the investments.
III.
Decreases when the investments are purchased.
a.
b.
c.
d.

33. During January 1990, Vail Co. made long-term
improvements to a recently leased building. The lease
agreement provides for neither a transfer of title to Vail nor
a bargain purchase option. The present value of the
minimum lease payments equals 85% of the building's
market value, and the lease term equals 70% of the
building’s economic life. Should assets be recognized for
the building and the leasehold improvements?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Building
Yes
No
Yes
No

I only.
I and III.
II and III.
III only.

37. Bonds with detachable stock warrants were issued by
Flack Co. Immediately after issue the aggregate market
value of the bonds and the warrants exceeds the proceeds.
Is the portion of the proceeds allocated to the warrants less
than their market value, and is that amount recorded as
contributed capital?

Leasehold
improvements
Yes
Yes
No
No

a.
b.
c.
d.

Less than warrants’
market value
No
Yes
Yes
No

Contributed
capital
Yes
No
Yes
No

38. Tem Co. issued rights to its existing stockholders
without consideration. A stockholder received a right to
buy one share for each 20 shares held. The exercise price
was in excess of par value, but less than the current market
price. Retained earnings decreases when

34. Jay’s lease payments are made at the end of each
period. Jay’s liability for a capital lease would be reduced
periodically by the
a. Minimum lease payment less the portion of the
minimum lease payment allocable to interest.
b. Minimum lease payment plus the amortization
of the related asset.
c. Minimum lease payment less the amortization of
the related asset.
d. Minimum lease payment.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Rights are issued
Yes
Yes
No
No

Rights are exercised
Yes
No
Yes
No

39. Posy Corp. acquired treasury shares at an amount
greater than their par value, but less than their original issue
price. Compared to the cost method of accounting for
treasury stock, does the par value method report a greater
amount for additional paid-in capital and a greater amount
for retained earnings?

35. The market price of a bond issued at a discount is the
present value of its principal amount at the market (effec
tive) rate of interest
a. Less the present value of all future interest
payments at the market (effective) rate of interest.
b. Less the present value of all future interest
payments at the rate of interest stated on the bond.
c. Plus the present value of all future interest
payments at the market (effective) rate of interest.
d. Plus the present value of all future interest
payments at the rate of interest stated cm the bond.

a.
b.
c.
d.
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Additional
paid-in capital
Yes
Yes
No
No

Retained
earnings
Yes
No
No
Yes

Accounting Theory
40. Grid Corp. acquired some of its own common shares
at a price greater than both their par value and original issue
price but less than their book value. Grid uses the cost
method of accounting for treasury stock. What is the impact
of this acquisition on total stockholders’ equity and the book
value per common share?
Total stockholders’
equity
a.
b.
c.
d.

41.

Book value
per share
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Decrease

46. When production levels are expected to decline within
a relevant range, and a flexible budget is used, what effect
would be anticipated with respect to each o f the following?

In a job cost system, manufacturing overhead is

a.
b.
c.
d.

42.

Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease

45. A single-product com pany prepares incom e
statements using both absorption and variable costing
methods. Manufacturing overhead cost applied per unit pro
duced in 1990 was the same as in 1989. The 1990 variable
costing statement reported a profit whereas the 1990
absorption costing statement reported a loss. The difference
in reported income could be explained by units produced
in 1990 being
a. Less than units sold in 1990.
b. Less than the activity level used for allocating
overhead to the product.
c. In excess of the activity level used for allocating
overhead to the product.
d. In excess o f units sold in 1990.

An indirect
cost o f jobs
No
No
Yes
Yes

A necessary element
in production
Yes
No
Yes
No

Variable costs
per unit
No change
Increase
No change
Increase

a.
b.
c.
d.

Fixed costs
per unit
No change
No change
Increase
Increase

47. In the budgeted profit/volum e chart below, EG
represents a two-product company’s profit path. EH and
HG represent the profit paths of products # 1 and #2,
respectively.

A standard cost system may be used in
a. Neither process costing nor job order costing.
b. Process costing but not job order costing.
c. Either job order costing or process costing.
d. Job order costing but not process costing.

Product #2
43. A direct labor overtime premium should be charged
to a specific job when the overtime is caused by the
a. Increased overall level of activity.
b . Customer’s requirement for early completion of
job.
c. M anagement’s failure to include the job in the
production schedule.
d. M anagement’s requirement that the job be com
pleted before the annual factory vacation closure.

Product# 1
Volume

Budgeted Profit/Volume Chart
Sales prices and cost behavior were as budgeted, actual total
sales equaled budgeted sales, and there were no inventories.
Actual profit was greater than budgeted profit. Which pro
duct had actual sales in excess of budget, and what margin
does OE divided by OF represent?

44. During June, Delta Co. experienced scrap, normal
spoilage, and abnormal spoilage in its manufacturing pro
cess. The cost of units produced includes
a. Scrap, but not spoilage.
b. Normal spoilage, but neither scrap n or abnor
mal spoilage.
c. Scrap and normal spoilage, but not abnormal
spoilage.
d. Scrap, normal spoilage, and abnormal spoilage.

a.
b.
c.
d.
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Product with
excess sales
#1
1#
#2
#2

OE/OF
Contribution margin
Gross margin
Contribution margin
Gross margin

Examination Questions — November 1991
48.

Probability (risk) analysis is
a. An extension of sensitivity analysis.
b. Incompatible with sensitivity analysis.
c . Used only for situations involving five or fewer
possible outcomes.
d. Used only for situations in which the summation
of probability weights is less than one.

52. If a city legally adopts its annual general fund budget
on the modified accrual basis of accounting, its estimated
revenues should be
a. Reported on the modified accrual basis of
accounting in the general fund statement of
revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund
balance—budget and actual.
b. Converted to the cash basis of accounting and
reported in the general fund statement of
revenues, expenditures, and other changes in
fund balance—budget and actual.
c. Reported as current assets in the general fund
balance sheet.
d . Reported as noncurrent assets in the general fund
balance sheet.

49. How are the following used in the calculation of the
internal rate of return of a proposed project? Ignore income
tax considerations.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Residual sales
value o f project

Depreciation
expense

Exclude
Include
Exclude
Include

Include
Include
Exclude
Exclude

53. Gold County received goods that had been approved
for purchase but for which payment had not yet been made.
Should the accounts listed below be increased?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Encumbrances
No
No
Yes
Yes

Expenditures
No
Yes
No
Yes

50. Which combination of changes in asset turnover and
income as a percentage of sales will maximize the return
on investment?

Asset turnover
a.
b.
c.
d.

Increase
Increase
Decrease
Decrease

54. In which of the following fund types of a city govern
ment are revenues and expenditures recognized on the same
basis of accounting as the general fund?
a. Nonexpendable trust.
b. Internal service.
c. Enterprise.
d. Debt service.

Income as a
percentage o f sales
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Decrease

55. An enterprise fund would be used when the govern
ing body requires that
51. One feature of state and local government accounting
and financial reporting is that fixed assets used for general
government activities
a. Often are not expected to contribute to the
generation of revenues.
b. Do not depreciate as a result of such use.
c. Are acquired only when direct contribution to
revenues is expected.
d. Should not be maintained at the same level as
those of businesses so that current financial
resources can be used for other government
services.

I.

Accounting for the financing of an agency’s services
to other government departments be on a costreimbursement basis.
II. User charges cover the costs of general public
services.
III. Net income information be provided for an activity.
a.
b.
c.
d.
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I only.
I and II.
I and III.
II and III.

Accounting Theory
56. On June 28, 1991, Silver City’s debt service fund
received funds for the future repayment of bond principal.
As a consequence, the long-term debt account group
reported
a. An increase in the amount available in debt
service funds and an increase in the fund balance.
b. An increase in the amount available in debt
service funds and an increase in the amount to
be provided for bonds.
c. An increase in the amount available in debt
service funds and a decrease in the amount to be
provided for bonds.
d. No changes in any amount until the bond prin
cipal is actually paid.

60. A nonprofit performing arts organization receives a
donation that is restricted to its endowment and another
donation that is restricted for use in acquiring a perform
ing arts center. How should these donations be reported in
the year received, assuming neither donation is expended
in that year?

a.
b.
c.
d.

57. Funds received by a college from donors who have
stipulated that the principal is nonexpendable but that the
income generated may be expended by current operating
funds would be accounted for in the
a. Endowment fund.
b. Term endowment fund.
c. Agency fund.
d. Quasi-endowment fund.

58. Clover City’s comprehensive annual financial report
contains both combining and combined financial statements.
Total columns are
a. Required for both combining and combined
financial statements.
b . Optional, but commonly shown, for combining
financial statements and required for combined
financial statements.
c. Required for combining financial statements and
optional, but commonly shown, for combined
financial statements.
d. Optional, but commonly shown, for both com
bining and combined financial statements.

59. Dee City’s community hospital, which uses enterprise
fund reporting, normally includes proceeds from sale of
cafeteria meals in
a. Patient service revenues.
b. Other revenues.
c. Ancillary service revenues.
d. Deductions from dietary service expenses.
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Donation fo r
endowment
Deferred capital
additions
Deferred capital
additions
Capital additions
Capital additions

Donation fo r
performing arts
center
Deferred capital
additions
Capital additions
Capital additions
Deferred capital
additions

Examination Questions — November 1991
Num ber 2 (Estimated tim e ----- 15 to 25 minutes)

N um ber 3 (Estimated tim e ----- 15 to 25 minutes)

On September 3 0 , 1989, Industrial Machinery Co. sold
a machine and accepted the customer’s noninterest-bearing
note. Industrial normally makes sales on a cash basis. Since
the machine was unique, its sales price was not determinable
using Industrial’s normal pricing practices.
After receiving the first o f two equal annual
installments on September 3 0 , 1990, Industrial immediately
discounted the note with recourse. On October 9, 1991,
Industrial received notice that the note was dishonored, and
it paid all amounts due. At all times prior to default, the
note was reasonably expected to be paid in full.

Portland Co. uses the straight-line depreciation method
for depreciable assets. All assets are depreciated
individually except manufacturing machinery, which is
depreciated by the composite method.
During the year, Portland exchanged a delivery truck
with Maine Co. for a larger delivery truck. It paid cash equal
to 10% of the larger truck’s value.
Required:
a. What factors should have influenced Portland’s
selection of the straight-line depreciation method?

Required:
b. How should Portland account for and report the
truck exchange transaction?
a . 1. How should Industrial determine the sales
price of the machine?
2.
How should Industrial report the effects of the
c. 1. What benefits should Portland derive from
noninterest-bearing note on its income statement for the year
using the composite method rather than the individual basis
ended December 3 1 , 1989? Why is this accounting presen
for manufacturing machinery?
2.
How should Portland have calculated the
tation appropriate?
manufacturing machinery’s annual depreciation expense
in its first year of operation?
b. What are the effects of the discounting of the note
receivable with recourse on Industrial’s income statement
for the year ended December 3 1 , 1990, and its balance sheet
at December 31, 1990?
c. How should Industrial account for the effects of
the note being dishonored?
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Accounting Theory
N um ber 4 (Estimated tim e ----- 15 to 25 minutes)

N um ber 5 (Estimated tim e ----- 15 to 25 minutes)

Supey Chemical Co. encountered the following two
situations in 1990:

Barnet Co. has several reportable industry segments
that account for 90% of its operations. It has no foreign
operations, sales, or major individual customers. On
August 1 , 1991, Barnet signed a formal agreement to sell
its boating segment for considerably less than its carrying
amount. Small profits were realized on the boating segment
throughout 1991 and are expected to continue until final
disposition on February 2 8 , 1992. The sum o f the 1991 and
1992 boating profits is expected to be less than the disposal
loss.

•

Supey must pay an indeterminate amount for toxic
waste cleanup on its land. An adjoining land owner,
Gap Toothpaste, sold its property because of possible
toxic contamination by Supey of the water supply and
resulting potential adverse public reaction towards its
product. Gap sued Supey for damages. There is a
reasonable possibility that Gap will prevail in the suit.

•

At December 31, 1990, Supey had a noncancellable
purchase contract for 10,000 pounds of Chemical XZ,
for delivery in June 1991. Supey does not hedge its
contracts. Supey uses this chemical to make Product
2-Y. In December 1990, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration banned the sale of Product 2-Y in
concentrated form. Supey will be allowed to sell
Product 2-Y in a diluted form; however, it will take
at least five years to use the 10,000 pounds of Chemical
XZ. Supey believes the sales price of the diluted
product will not be sufficient to recover the contract
price of Chemical XZ.

Required:
a. What is the purpose of segment disclosure?
b. What tests should Barnet apply in determining its
reportable segments?
c. How should Barnet report discontinued boating
operations on its 1991 income statement?

Required:
a. 1. In its 1990 financial statements, how should
Supey report the toxic waste cleanup? Why is this report
ing appropriate?
2. In its 1990 financial statements, how should
Supey report Gap’s claim against it? Why is this reporting
appropriate?
b. In its 1990 financial statements, how should Supey
report the effects of the contract to purchase Chemical XZ?
Why is this reporting appropriate?
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QUESTION 2

QUESTION
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1

6

11

16

2

7

12

17

3

8

13

18

4

9

14

19

5

10

15

20

21

26

31

36

22

27

32

37

23

28

33

38

24

29

34

39

25

30

35

40

41

46

51

56

42

47

52

57

43

48

53

58

44

49

54

59

45

50

55

60
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6
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8½

9

9½
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6

6½

7

8½

9

9½
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2½

3

3½

4

4½

5

5½

0
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1
2

2

3

4

5

6

2½

3

3½

4
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0
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1

2

3

4

5

6

3

3½

4

4½

5

5½

7
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10 11
7½
8

20
10 10

Accounting Practice — Part I
Answer 4 (10 points)

Uniform Certified Public Accountant Exam ination
Accounting Practice — P a rt I
November 1991

a.

Account Title
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Machinery & equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation & amort.
Accounts payable
Payroll taxes withheld
Dey, drawings
Dey, capital

C andidate No. ______
State________________
Question No. 4 Page

Dey Toys
W ORKSHEET TO CONVERT
TRIAL BALANCE TO ACCRUAL BASIS
December 31, 1990

Cash Basis
Dr.
Cr.
8,200
9,000
40,000
70,000
28,800
18,000
9,600
1,700
—

67,300

Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Prepaid insurance
Prepaid rent
Accrued expenses
Estimated liability from lawsuit
Sales
Purchases
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Dey’s living expenses
Rent
Utilities
Income summary — inventory
Depreciation & amortization
Uncollectible accounts
Estimated loss from lawsuit

Adjustments
Cr.
Dr.
(1)
(3)

8,800
6,000

(6)
(7)
(10) 55,800
(8)
1,600 (5)
(4)
(2)
(4)
1,200
(5) 12,600
(8)
(9)

2,520
35,000

2,520
35,000

(1)

8,800

382,800

374,000
165,400
107,000
5,800
4,800
7,800
16,800
7,000

470,600

(7)
(8)
(8)

(8)
(3)
(6)
(2)
(9)
470,600
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11,500
9,000

Accrual Basis
Dr.
Cr.
8,200
17,800
46,000
70,000
28,800
29,500
18,600
1,700
55,800
78,030

11,250
1,080
2,100

1,200
12,600

9,000
270 (10) 48,000
300
(4)
120
(10) 7,800
(5)
1,350
350
40,000 (3) 46,000
11,500
2,100
35,000
184,520

2,100

184,520

174,400
59,270
6,100
4,680
15,450
7,350
6,000
11,500
2,100
35,000
556,250

556,250

Examination Answers — November 1991
[9] To record lawsuit liability at 12/31/90.
Attorney ’s estimate of probable loss
Amount covered by insurance
Dey’s estimated liability

Answer 4 (continued)
Explanations o f Adjustments
[1] To convert 1990 sales to accrual basis.
Accounts receivable balances:
December 31, 1990
December 31, 1989
Increase in sales

[10] To record Dey’s drawings for 1990.
Salary
Living expenses

$17,800
9,000
$ 8,800

$135,000
100,000
$ 35,000

$48,000
7,800
$55,800

[2] To record provision for uncollectible accounts.
b.

[3] To record increase in inventory from 12/31/89 to
12/31/90.
Inventory balances:
December 31, 1990
$46,000
December 31, 1989
40,000
Increase in inventory
$ 6,000
[4] To adjust prepaid insurance.
Prepaid balances:
December 31, 1990 ($4,800x3/12 )
December 31, 1989 ($4,320 x 3/12)
Decrease in insurance expense

Dey, capital, December 31, 1989
Add net income for the year
Deduct drawings for the year
Dey, capital, December 31, 1990

$1,200
1,080
$ 120

[1 ] Dey, capital, 12/31/89 after adjustment to accrual
basis per worksheet.
[2 ] Computation of net income on accrual basis for the
year ended 12/31/90. (Per worksheet)
Sales
Purchases
Income summaryinventory
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Insurance
Rent
Utilities
Depreciation
Uncollectible accounts
Provision for lawsuit
Net income

To record 1990 depreciation and amortization expense.
Cost of leasehold improvement
$28,800
Estimated life limited to lease term
8 years
Amortization ($28,800x ⅛ x ¼)
900
Depreciation expense on machinery
and equipment
10,600
$11,500

[7] To convert 1990 purchases to accrual basis.
Accounts payable balances:
December 31, 1990
$18,600
December 31, 1989
9,600
Increase in purchases
$ 9,000
[8] To convert expenses to accrual basis.

Utilities
Salaries
Payroll taxes

Balances
December 31,
1990
1989
$ 850
$ 500
770
500
900
600
$2,520
$1,600

$ 78,030 (1)
72,950 (2)
150,980
55,800
$ 95,180

Explanation o f Amounts

[5] To adjust prepaid rent.
Prepaid balances:
December 31, 1990 ($16,800 x 9/12) $12,600
December 31, 1989 ($15,0 0 0 x 9/12) 11,250
Decrease in rent expense
$ 1,350
[6]

Dey Toys
STATEMENT O F CHANGES IN
DEY, CAPITAL
For the Year Ended December 31, 1990

Increase in
expenses
$350
270
300
$920
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$382,800
$174,400
( 6 , 000)

59,270

6,100
4,680
15,450
7,350
11,500
2,100
35,000

309,850
$ 72,950

Accounting Practice — Part I
Answer 5 (10 points)

a.

Pine Corp.
JOURNAL ENTRIES
March 31, 1990
Dr.
5,400,000

Account
Investment in Strand, Inc.
Common stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings of subsidiary
To record issuance of 200,000 shares of
common stock for all the outstanding
common stock of Strand, Inc., in a business
combination accounted for by the pooling-ofinterests method.

Cr.
[1]
2 , 000,000

970,000
2,430,000

720,000

Expenses of business combination
Cash
To record payment of the expenses relating to
the business combination with Strand, Inc.

720,000

Explanations o f Amounts
[1] Investment in Strand, Inc.
Carrying amount of Strand’s
stockholders’ equity, March 31, 1990
Capital stock
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Total

$2,500,000
470,000
2,430,000
$5,400,000

[2] Additional paid-in capital
Strand, Inc. additional paid-in capital,
March 31, 1990
Par value of Strand, Inc. common stock acquired
Par value of Pine Corp. common stock issued
(200,000 shares x $10)
Excess added to additional paid-in capital
Total

$ 470,000
$2,500,000
2 , 000,000

500,000
$ 970,000
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Answer 5 (continued)
Pine Corp.
INVESTMENT IN STRAND, INC. - AT EQUITY
December 3 1 , 1990

b.

$5,400,000

Balance at date of acquisition, 3/31/90
Net income of Strand, Inc.
for period 4/1 through 12/31/90
Less: Elimination of intercompany profit in
Strand’s inventory
Balance, 12/31/90

$1,060,000

[3]

200,000

Explanation o f Amounts
[3] Net income of Strand, Inc.
for period 4/1 through 12/31/90
Retained earnings, 12/31/89
Net income for 1990
Less: Dividend paid, 3/10/90
Net increase in 1990 retained earnings
Retained earnings, 12/31/90
Retained earnings, 3/31/90
Net income for period 4/1 through 12/31/90

860,000
$6,260,000

$2,290,000
$1,450,000
(250,000)
1,200,000

3,490,000
(2,430,000)
$1,060,000

Pine Corp. and Subsidiary
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT O F CHANGES IN
RETAINED EARNINGS
For the Year Ended December 31, 1990

c.

Balance, December 31, 1989:
$ 6,820,000

As originally reported
Adjustment for pooling of interests
with Strand, Inc.
As restated

2 ,290,000
9 , 110,000

Net income

3,490,000
12,600,000

Dividends paid:
By Strand, Inc., before combination
By Pine Corp., after combination

(250,000)
(1,500,000)
(1,750,000)
$10,850,000

Balance, December 31, 1990
Explanation o f Amounts
[4] Consolidated net income for 1990
Pine Corp.’s income before considering
equity in Strand’s net income
Strand, Inc.’s separate net income

$2,240,000
1,450,000
3,690,000

Elimination of intercompany
profit in Strand’s inventory ( ¼ x $800,000)
Consolidated net income for 1990

(200 , 000)

$3,490,000
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UNIFORM CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT EXAMINATION
NOVEMBER 1991 ANSWER SHEET

ACCOUNTING PRACTICE PART II
S T A T E ____________________________
Q U E S T IO N S 1 - 3 , P A G E 1

WRITE YOUR 7-DIGIT CANDIDATE NUMBER IN THE BLOCKS TO THE
LEFT: ONE DIGIT PER BLOCK.
THEN COMPLETELY BLACKEN THE CIRCLE IN THE COLUMN WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE DIGIT YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN THE BOX AT
THE TOP OF THE COLUMN. MARK ONLY ONE CIRCLE PER COLUMN.

CANDIDATE NUMBER

IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
•
•
•
•
EXA M P LES:

Use a No. 2 pencil only.
Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely.
Erase clearly any answer you wish to change.
Make no stray marks on this answer sheet.
WRONG
WRONG
WRONG

____________ 1

2

3

RIGHT

4

CAUTION: A nsw er sh eets may vary from examination to examination. It is
important to pay strict attention to the manner in which your answ er sheet is
structured. As you proceed w ith the examination, be absolutely certain th at the
space in which you have indicated your answer corresponds directly in number
w ith the item in your question booklet.

QUESTION 3

QUESTION 2

QUESTION 1

IT WOULD BE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANSW ER ALL QUESTIONS
1

6

11

16

2

7

12

17

3

8

13

18

4

9

14

19

5

10

15

20

21

26

31

36

22

27

32

37

23

28

33

38

24

29

34

39

25

30

35

40

41

46

51

56

42

47

52

57

43

48

53

58

44

49

54

59

45

50

55

60

The scores for the multiple choice questions were determined in accordance with the following scales:
Answer 1
Correct

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Score

0

2½

3

3½

4

4½

5

5½

6

6½

7

7½

8

8½

9

9½

10

10

10

10

10

Correct

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Score

0

2½

3

3½

4

4½

5

5½

6

6½

7

7½

8

8½

9

9½

10

10

10

10

10

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2½

3

3½

4

4½

5

5½

6

6½

7

7½

8

8½

9

9½

10

10

10

10

Answer2

Answer3
Correct
Score

0

2
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Answer 4 (10 points)
a. 1.

DIRECT M ATERIALS PR IC E VARIANCE
2 ,400 gallons @ $2.45 per gallon
2.400 gallons @ $2.50 per gallon

Actual cost
Standard cost
Price variance

a. 2.

DIRECT M ATERIALS USAGE VARIANCE

Actual usage

2,400 gallons

Standard usage:
1,800
x 21,000 feet =
18,000
Usage variance

2,100 gallons

a. 3.

$5,880
6,000
$ 120 Favorable

300 gallons @ $2.50

$ 750 Unfavorable

DIRECT LABOR TRAVEL, SETUP, AND
CLEARUP VARIANCE

Actual cost
Standard cost:
210 customers
x 1 hour each
Variance

300 hours @ $8.00 per hour

$2,400

210 hours @ $8.00 per hour

1,680
$ 720 Unfavorable

a. 4.

DIRECT LABOR BONUS

Actual direct labor (tree-spraying)
Standard direct labor:

910 hours @ $8.00 per hour

$7,280

1,050 hours @ $8.00 per hour

8,400

— — x 21,000 feet =
18,000
Direct labor efficiency variance
Incentive
Bonus

a. 5.

$1,120 Favorable
X .75
$ 840

OVERHEAD SPENDING VARIANCE
$5,400

Actual overhead
Standard overhead:
Variable
210 customers x ($1,200/200)
21,000 feet
x ($1,800/18,000)
Fixed
Spending variance

$1,260

2,100
2,000
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5,360
$ 40 Unfavorable

Accounting Practice — Part II
Answ er 4 (continued)

b.

ANALYSIS TO DETERM INE
ADVISABILITY OF HIRING
AN ADDITIONAL EM PLOYEE

Direct labor costs of overtime for current employees
Estimated increase in volume:
20 additional customers with 70% probability
30 additional customers with 30% probability

14
_9

Weighted average number of new customers

23

Travel, setup, and clearup
1 hour for each of 23 new customers

23.0

Tree-spraying
4.5 hours for each of 23 new customers

103.5

Total overtime hours

126.5

Total direct labor overtime costs
126.5 hours x $8 per hour x 1.25 (for 25% overtime premium)

$1,265

vs.
Costs of hiring an additional employee
Variable (165 hours at $8 per hour)
Fixed
Total costs of hiring an additional employee

$1,320
100
$1,420

This analysis demonstrates that it would not be cost effective for Tredoc to hire an additional employee.
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Answer 5 (10 points)
Eden Township
ADMINISTRATION CENTER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
Journal Entries
July 1, 1990 to June 3 0 , 1991

a.

Credit

Debit
1990
July

1

9

Dec. 1

1

$

Cash
Due to general fund
To record loan received from general fund

300,000
$

300,000

200,000

Expenditures
Cash
To record unencumbered expenses

200,000

Cash
Other financing sources
To record sale of bonds

6,060,000

Due from state government
Revenues
To record grant due from state

3,000,000

Encumbrances
Reserved for encumbrances
To record encumbrance for contract

7,000,000

Cash
Due from state government
To record receipt of grant

1,000,000

6,060,000

3,000,000

1991
Apr. 30

May 9

June 10

7,000,000

1,000,000

Due to general fund
Cash

300,000
300,000

To record payment of loan
30

Reserved for encumbrances
Encumbrances

1,200,000
1,200,000

To reverse encumbrance for progress billing on
contract
30

Expenditures
Contracts payable
Retainage payable

1,200,000
1,152,000
48,000

To record expenditures on construction contract and
retained amount
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Accounting Practice — Part II
Answer 5 (continued)
Eden Township
ADMINISTRATION CENTER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
Closing Entries
June 3 0 , 1991

b.

Debit

Credit

( 1)

Fund balance
Encumbrances
Expenditures
To close

$7,200,000
$5,800,000
1,400,000

(2)

Revenues
Other financing sources
Fund balance
To close

c.

3,000,000
6,060,000
9,060,000

Eden Township
ADMINISTRATION CENTER CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
BALANCE SHEET
June 3 0 , 1991

Assets
$6,860,000

Cash
Due from state government
Total assets

2 , 000,000

$8,860,000
Liabilities and Fund Balance

Liabilities:
Contracts payable
Retainage payable
Total liabilities
Fund balance:
Reserved for encumbrances
Unreserved — designated
for construction
Total fund balance
Total liabilities and fund balance

$1,152,000
48,000
$ 1,200,000
5,800,000
1,860,000
7,660,000
$8,860,000
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AUDITING
STATE________________
QUESTION 1, PAGE 1
W RITE YOUR 7-DIGIT CANDIDATE NUMBER IN THE BLOCKS TO THE
LEFT: ONE DIGIT PER BLOCK.
THEN COMPLETELY BLACKEN THE CIRCLE IN THE COLUMN WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE DIGIT YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN THE BOX AT
THE TOP OF THE COLUMN. MARK ONLY ONE CIRCLE PER COLUMN.

CANDIDATE NUMBER

IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
• Use a No. 2 pencil only.
• Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely.
• Erase clearly any answer you wish to change.
• Make no stray marks on this answer sheet.
EXA M P LES:
WRONG
WRONG
WRONG

________________1

________ 2

________ 3

RIGHT

_______ 4

CAUTION: A nswer sheets may vary from examination to examination. It is
important to pay strict attention to the manner in which your answ er sheet is
structured. As you proceed with the examination, be absolutely certain that the
space in which you have indicated your answ er corresponds directly in number
w ith the item in your question booklet.
IT WOULD BE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANSW ER ALL QUESTIONS
1

6

11

16

2

7

12

17

3

8

13

18

4

9

14

19

5

10

15

20

21

26

31

36

22

27

32

37

23

28

33

38

24

29

34

39

25

30

35

40

41

46

51

56

42

47

52

57

43

48

53

58

44

49

54

59

45

50

55

60

The scores for themultiple choice questions were determined in accordance withthefollowing scales:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

5

6

7

8

9

10

8
11

9

4

12

13

14

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Correct

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Score

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Correct

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

Score

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

60

60

60

Correct
Score

0
0
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Auditing
Answer 2 (10 points)
1.

Statement 1 is appropriate.

2.

Statement 2 is appropriate.

negative assurance required by Government Auditing Stan
dards.
6.

3. Statement 3 is not appropriate because the auditors are
required to plan and perform the audit to provide reasonable
assurance of detecting instances of noncompliance having
a direct and material effect on the financial statements, not
all instances of noncompliance.
4.

Statement 6 is appropriate.

7. Statement 7 is not appropriate because negative
assurance applies to items not tested.
8. Statement 8 is not appropriate because Government
Auditing Standards require that, unless restricted by law
or regulation, copies of the reports should be made available
for public inspection.

Statement 4 is appropriate.

5. Statement 5 is not appropriate because rendering an
opinion is a higher level of reporting than the positive and
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Management Control Methods
These methods affect management’s direct control over
the exercise of authority delegated to others and its ability
to effectively supervise overall company activities. Manage
ment control methods include consideration of—

Answer 3 (10 points)
The control environment factors (excluding the factor
illustrated in the example) that establish, enhance, or
mitigate the effectiveness of specific policies and pro
cedures, and their components are

•
Organizational Structure
An entity’s organizational structure provides the
overall framework for planning, directing, and controlling
operations. An organizational structure includes
consideration of the form and nature of an entity’s organiza
tional units, including the data processing organization, and
related management functions and reporting relationships.
In addition, the organizational structure should assign
authority and responsibility within the entity in an
appropriate manner.

•

•

•

Audit Com m ittee/Board o f Directors
An effective audit committee takes an active role in
overseeing an entity’s accounting and financial reporting
policies and practices. The committee should assist the
board of directors in fulfilling its fiduciary and
accountability responsibilities and should help maintain a
direct line of communication between the board and the
entity’s external and internal auditors.

Personnel Policies and Practices
These policies and practices affect an entity’s ability
to employ sufficient competent personnel to accomplish its
goals and objectives. Personnel policies and practices in
clude consideration of an entity’s policies and procedures
for hiring, training, evaluating, promoting, and compen
sating employees, and giving them the resources necessary
to discharge their assigned responsibilities.

M ethods of Assigning Authority and Responsibility
These methods affect the understanding of reporting
relationships and responsibilities established within the
entity. Methods of assigning authority and responsibility
include consideration of—
•

•

•
•

Establishing planning and reporting systems that set
forth management’s plans and the results of actual per
formance. Such systems may include business plan
ning; budgeting, forecasting, and profit planning; and
responsibility accounting.
Establishing methods that identify the status of actual
performance and exceptions from planned perfor
mance, as well as communicating them to the appro
priate levels of management.
Using such methods at appropriate management levels
to investigate variances from expectations and to take
appropriate and timely corrective action.
Establishing and monitoring policies for developing
and modifying accounting systems and control pro
cedures, including the development, modification, and
use of any related computer programs and data files.

External Influences
These are influences established and exercised by
parties outside an entity that affect an entity’s operations
and practices. They include monitoring and compliance
requirements imposed by legislative and regulatory bodies,
such as examinations by bank regulatory agencies. They
also include review and follow-up by parties outside the
entity concerning entity actions. External influences are
ordinarily outside an entity’s authority. Such influences,
however, may heighten management’s consciousness of and
attitude towards the conduct and reporting of an entity’s
operations and may also prompt management to establish
specific internal control structure policies or procedures.

Entity policy regarding such matters as acceptable
business practices, conflicts of interest, and codes of
conduct.
Assignment of responsibility and delegation of
authority to deal with such matters as organizational
goals and objectives, operating functions, and
regulatory requirements.
Employee job descriptions delineating specific duties,
reporting relationships, and constraints.
Computer systems documentation indicating the pro
cedures for authorizing transactions and approving
system changes.

Internal Audit Function
The internal audit function is established within an
entity to examine and evaluate the adequacy and effec
tiveness of other internal control structure policies and
procedures. Establishing an effective internal audit function
includes consideration of its authority and reporting
relationships, the qualifications of its staff, and its resources.
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Auditing
b . Larkin should consider applying the following addi
tional substantive auditing procedures in auditing Vernon’s
investments:

Answ er 4 (10 points)
a.
Primary
Assertion________________ Objective
4. Existence or
To determine that the custodian
occurrence
holds the securities as identified in
the confirmation.
5. Completeness

To determine that all income and
related collections from the invest
ments are properly recorded.

6. Valuation or
allocation

To determine that the market or
other value of the investments is
fairly stated.

7. Presentation
and disclosure

To determine that the financial state
ment presentation and disclosure of
investments is in conformity with
generally accepted accounting prin
ciples consistently applied.

8. Valuation or
allocation

To determine that the m arket or
other value of the investments is
fairly stated and the loss is properly
recognized and recorded.
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•

Inspect securities on hand in the presence of the
custodian.

•

Examine supporting evidence (broker’s advices, etc.)
for transactions between the balance sheet date and the
inspection date.

•

Obtain confirmation from the issuers or trustees for
investments in nonpublic entities.

•

Examine contractual term s of debt securities and
preferred stock.

•

Determine that sales and purchases were properly
approved by the Board of Directors or its designee.

•

Examine broker’s advices in support of transactions
or confirm transactions with broker.

•

Determine that gains and losses on dispositions have
been properly computed.

•

Trace payments fo r purchases to canceled checks, and
proceeds from sales to entries in the cash receipts
journal.

•

Determine that the amortization of premium and dis
count on bonds has been properly computed.

•

Determine that market value for both current and long
term portfolios has been properly computed by tracing
quoted market prices to competent published or other
sources.

•

Compute the unrealized gains and losses on both cur
rent and long-term portfolios for marketable equity
securities.

•

Determine that the unrealized gains and losses on the
current portfolio have been properly classified in the
income statement, and the unrealized gains and losses
on the noncurrent portfolio have been properly
classified in the equity section of the balance sheet.

•

Ascertain whether any investments are pledged as
collateral or encumbered by liens, and, if so, are prop
erly disclosed.

Examination Answers — November 1991
Answer 5 (10 points)

1.

Statistical sampling does not eliminate the need for
professional judgment.

2.

The tolerable rate of deviation or acceptable upper
precision limit (UPL) is too high (20%) if Baker plans
to assess control risk at a low level (substantial
reliance).

7.

The population from which the sample was chosen
(invoices) was an incorrect population.

8.

The sample selected was not randomly selected.

3.

Discovery sampling is not an appropriate sampling
technique in this attribute sampling application.

9.

Baker failed to consider the difference of an im
material amount to be an error.

4.

The sampling technique employed is not discovery
sampling.

10.

The allowance for sampling risk was incorrectly
calculated.

5.

The increase in the population size has little or no
effect on determining sample size.

11.

Baker’s reasoning concerning the decision that the
sample supported a low assessed level of control risk
was erroneous.

6.

Baker failed to consider the allowable risk of assessing

control risk too low (risk of overreliance) in deter
mining the sample size.
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BUSINESS LAW
(COMMERCIAL LAW)

s t a t e ________________

QUESTION 1, PAGE 1
WRITE YOUR 7-DIGIT CANDIDATE NUMBER IN THE BLOCKS TO THE
LEFT: ONE DIGIT PER B LO C K .
THEN COMPLETELY BLACKEN THE CIRCLE IN THE COLUMN WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE DIGIT YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN THE BOX AT
THE TOP OF THE COLUMN. MARK ONLY ONE CIRCLE PER COLUMN.

CANDIDATE NUMBER

IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
•
•
•
•
EXA M P LES:

Use a No. 2 pencil only.
Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely.
Erase clearly any answer you wish to change.
Make no stray marks on this answer sheet.
WRONG
WRONG
WRONG

________________ 1

________ 2

________ 3

RIGHT

________ 4

CAUTION: Answer sheets may vary from examination to examination. It is
important to pay strict attention to the manner in which your answer sheet is
structured. As you proceed with the examination, be absolutely certain that the
space in which you have indicated your answ er corresponds directly in number
w ith the item in your question booklet.
IT WOULD BE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANSW ER ALL QUESTIONS

1

6

11

16

2

7

12

17

3

S

13

18

4

9

14

19

5

10

15

20

21

26

31

36

22

27

32

37

23

28

33

38

24

29

34

39

25

30

35

40

41

46

51

56

42

47

52

57

43

48

53

58

44

49

54
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Examination Answers — November 1991
Answer 2 (10 points)

Answer 3 (10 points)

Bradley would be successful in the suit against Frost and
Glen for failing to vote Bradley to the board of directors.
The stockholders have the right to elect the directors of a
corporation. The stockholders have the right to agree among
themselves on how they will vote. Therefore, the voting
provision of the stockholders’ agreement between Bradley,
Frost, and Glen is enforceable.

Stake’s first allegation, that Packer committed fraud in the
formation of the contract, is correct and Stake may rescind
the contract. Packer had assured Stake that the vacant parcel
would be used for a shopping center when, in fact, Packer
intended to use the land to construct apartment units that
would be in direct competition with those owned by Stake.
Stake would not have sold the land to Packer had Packer’s
real intentions been known. Therefore, the elements of
fraud are present:

Bradley would be unsuccessful in attempting to be reinstated
as vice president. A corporation’s board oversees the opera
tions of the business, which includes hiring officers and,
at its discretion, dismissing officers with or without cause.
Bradley would be successful in collecting some damages
for the breach of the employment contract because there
was no demonstrated cause for Bradley’s dismissal.
Bradley would be successful in having Frost and Glen held
personally liable to the corporation for declaring and paying
the dividend because payment of a dividend that threatens
a corporation’s solvency is unlawful. Ordinarily, directors
who approve such a dividend would be personally liable
for its repayment to the corporation. However, the
directors, other than Frost and Glen, in relying on the
assurances and information supplied by Frost and Glen, as
corporate officers, are protected by the business judgment
rule. Therefore, only Frost and Glen would be held per
sonally liable.

•

A false representation;

•

Of a fact;

•

That is material;

•

Made with knowledge of its falsity and intention to
deceive;

•

That is justifiably relied on.

Stake’s second allegation, that the mistake as to the fair
market value of the land entitles Stake to rescind the con
tract, is incorrect. Generally, mistakes as to adequacy of
consideration or fairness of a bargain are insufficient
grounds to entitle the aggrieved party to rescind a contract.
Stake’s third allegation, that the contract was not
enforceable against Stake because Stake did not sign the
counteroffer, is correct. The contract between Stake and
Packer involves real estate and, therefore, the Statute of
Frauds requirements must be satisfied. The Statute of
Frauds requires that a writing be signed by the party against
whom enforcement is sought. The counteroffer is unen
forceable against Stake, because Stake did not sign it. As
a result, Stake is not obligated to sell the land to Packer
under the terms of the counteroffer.
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Business Law
Answer 4 (10 points)

Answer 5 (10 points)

a . 1. Vesta Electronics would bear the risk of loss for
the 18” speakers destroyed by the fire on its loading dock.
Even though Vesta identified and segregated the goods on
its loading dock, the risk of loss remained with the seller
because the contract’s shipping terms “ F.O.B. seller’s
loading dock” made it a shipping contract. Thus, risk of
loss does not pass to Zap until the goods are delivered to
the carrier.
2. The risk of loss for the 16” speakers also remained
with Vesta. Even though the goods were delivered to the
common carrier, risk of loss did not pass because Vesta
shipped nonconforming goods.

Rice’s assertion that Abco does not have an effective
security interest in the CDM computer purchased by Rice
is correct. For Abco to have an enforceable security interest
in the collateral, the security interest claimed must have
attached. Attachment requires that:

b. 1. Zap may validly reject the 16” speakers because
any buyer may reject nonconforming goods. To avoid
potential liability, the rejection must be made within a
reasonable time of receipt and must be communicated to
the seller.
2. Zap may also validly accept some of the 18”
speakers. A buyer may accept none, all, or any commer
cial unit of a shipment when nonconforming goods are
shipped.

In this case, all but one of the requirements are met. The
security agreement is ineffective because it was not signed
by the debtor (Rice). Abco’s failure to perfect its security
interest by filing a financing statement would have no effect
on the enforceability of the security interest against Rice.

•

The secured party (Abco) has given value;

•

The debtor (Rice) has rights in the collateral; and

•

The debtor (Rice) has executed and delivered to the
creditor (Abco) a security agreement covering the
collateral.

Condor’s assertion that its security interest in the computer
is superior to Abco’s is incorrect. Both Condor’s and
Abco’s security interests are perfected. Condor’s security
interest was perfected when it filed its financing statement
on August 26. Because Abco’s security interest was a
purchase money security interest in collateral other than
inventory, its security interest was perfected at the time of
the sale to Baker (August 18), provided it filed a financing
statement at the time Baker took possession of the computer
or within the UCC time period for perfection. Abco’s
security interest was perfected on August 18 before
Condor’s was perfected (on August 26), because Abco filed
a financing statement within the applicable UCC time
period. Therefore, Abco’s security interest is superior to
Condor’s.

c. To be entitled to damages, Zap must comply with the
UCC by notifying Vesta of the rejection of the goods within
a reasonable time; acting in good faith with respect to the
rejected goods by following any reasonable instructions of
the seller; and giving Vesta the opportunity to cure until
the contract time of performance expires.
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U N IFO R M C E R T IF IE D P U B L IC A C C O U N T A N T E X A M IN A T IO N
N O V E M B E R 1991 A N S W E R S H E E T

ACCOUNTING THEORY
(THEORY OF ACCOUNTS)

s t a t e ________________

QUESTION 1, PAGE 1
WRITE YOUR 7-DIGIT CANDIDATE NUMBER IN THE BLOCKS TO THE
LEFT: ONE DIGIT PER BLOCK.
THEN COMPLETELY BLACKEN THE CIRCLE IN THE COLUMN WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE DIGIT YOU HAVE WRITTEN IN THE BOX AT
THE TOP OF THE COLUMN. MARK ONLY ONE CIRCLE PER COLUMN.

CANDIDATE NUMBER

IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
• Use a No. 2 pencil only.
• Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely.
• Erase clearly any answer you wish to change.
• Make no stray marks on this answer sheet.
EXAMPLES:
WRONG
WRONG
WRONG

____________1

______ 2

______ 3

RIGHT

______ 4

CAUTION: Answer sheets may vary from examination to examination. It is
important to pay strict attention to the manner in which your answ er sheet is
structured. As you proceed w ith the examination, be absolutely certain that the
space in which you have indicated your answ er corresponds directly in number
with the item in your question booklet.
IT WOULD BE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANSW ER ALL QUESTIONS
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The scores for the multiple choiceportion were determinedusing the following scale:
Correct
Score

0
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Correa
Score

21 22 23 24 23 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

Correa
Score

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
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Accounting Theory
Answer 2 (10 points)

Answer 3 (10 points)

a. 1. It was not possible to determine the machine’s fair
value directly, so the sales price of the machine is reported
at the note’s September 30, 1989, fair value. The note’s
September 3 0 , 1989, fair value equals the present value at
that date of the two installments discounted at the buyer’s
September 3 0 , 1989, market rate of interest from their due
dates of September 30, 1990, and September 30, 1991.
2. Industrial reports 1989 interest revenue determined
by multiplying the note’s carrying amount at September 30,
1989, times the buyer’s market rate of interest at the date
of issue, times three-twelfths. Industrial should recognize
that there is an interest factor implicit in the note, and this
interest is earned with the passage of time. Therefore,
interest revenue for 1989 should include three months’
revenue. The rate used should be the market rate established
by the original present value, and this is applied to the
carrying amount of the note.

a. Portland should have selected the straight-line deprecia
tion method when approximately the same amount of an
asset’s service potential is used up each period. If the reasons
for the decline in service potential are unclear, then the
selection of the straight-line method could be influenced
by the ease of recordkeeping, its use for similar assets, and
its use by others in the industry.

b. To report the discounting of the note receivable with
recourse, Industrial should decrease notes receivable by the
carrying amount of the discounted note, increase cash by
the amount received, and report the difference as a loss or
gain as part of income from continuing operations. The con
tingent liability with respect to a possible customer default
should be disclosed in notes to the financial statements.

c. 1. By associating depreciation with a group of
machines instead of each individual machine, Portland’s
bookkeeping process is greatly simplified. Also, since
actual machine lives vary from the average depreciable life,
unrecognized net losses on early dispositions are expected
to be offset by continuing depreciation on machines usable
beyond the average depreciable life. Periodic income does
not fluctuate as a result of recognizing gains and losses on
manufacturing machine dispositions.
2. Portland should divide the depreciable cost
(capitalized cost less residual value) of each machine by its
estimated life to obtain its annual depreciation. The sum
of the individual annual depreciation amounts should then
be divided by the sum of the individual capitalized costs
to obtain the annual composite depreciation rate.

b. Portland should record depreciation expense to the date
of the exchange. If the original truck’s carrying amount is
greater than its fair value, a loss results. The truck’s
capitalized cost and accumulated depreciation are
eliminated, and the loss on trade-in is reported as part of
income from continuing operations. The newly acquired
truck is recorded at fair value. If the original truck’s carrying
amount is less than its fair value at trade-in, then there is
an unrecognized gain. The newly acquired truck is recorded
at fair value less the unrecognized gain. Cash is decreased
by the amount paid.

c. Industrial should decrease cash, and increase its notes
(accounts) receivable past due for all payments caused by
the note’s dishonor. The note (account) receivable should
be written down to its estimated recoverable amount (or
an allowance for uncollectibles established), and a loss on
uncollectible notes should be recorded for the difference.
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Examination Answers — November 1991
Answer 4 (10 points)

Answer 5 (10 points)

a. 1. Notes to Supey’s 1990 financial statements should
disclose the nature of the loss on cleanup and indicate that
an estimate of the loss, or range of the loss, cannot be made.
No accrual should be made because the loss cannot be
reasonably estimated and accrual of an uncertain amount
would impair the integrity of the financial statements.
2. Supey should disclose the nature of Gap’s claim
in the notes to the 1990 financial statements. Disclosure
should include an estimate of the potential loss. Supey
should not accrue the loss because it is only reasonably
possible that it will have to pay for Gap’s losses.

a. Segment disclosures assist in analyzing and under
standing financial statements by permitting better
assessment of past performance and future prospects.
Disaggregated information provides more precise details
of the uncertainties surrounding the timing and the amount
of expected cash flows, because the various segments may
have different rates of profitability, degrees and types of
risk, opportunities for growth, and future capital demands.
b. Barnet should have reported an industry segment that
satisfies one or more of the following tests:
1. The segment’s revenue, including both sales to
unaffiliated customers and intersegment sales or transfers,
is 10% or more of the combined revenue of all Barnet’s
industry segments.
2. The segment’s absolute amount of operating profit
or loss is 10% or more of the greater in absolute amount of:
• The combined operating profit of all industry
segments with operating profits, or

b. An estimated loss on the purchase commitment, equal
to the unrecoverable amount of the contract price, should
be reported as part of 1990 income from continuing opera
tions and as a current liability at December 3 1 , 1990. The
net loss on the purchase commitment should be measured
and recognized in the period in which it occurs. Since Supey
did not hedge this contract, reporting this loss recognizes
the commitment’s impact on future cash flows.

• The combined operating loss of all industry
segments with operating losses.
3. The segment’s identifiable assets are 10% or more
of the combined identifiable assets of all industry segments.
c. Barnet’s 1991 income statement should report the
results of discontinued boating operations separately and
immediately below income from continuing operations.
Discontinued boating operations should be composed of the
following two categories, with each category shown net of
income taxes:
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•

Profit from operations for the period January 1 to
July 31, 1991.

•

Loss on disposal equal to the expected loss on the
boating asset sale, less the profits earned and expected
to be earned for the period August 1, 1991, through
February 28, 1992.
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Welsch and Zlatkovich, Intermediate Accounting, 8th ed.
(Irwin, 1989).

AICPA, Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 29,
Accounting fo r Nonmonetary Transactions
(AICPA, 1973), pars. 21-2.
Chasteen, Flaherty, and O’Connor, Intermediate Account
ing, 3d ed. (Random House, 1989), pp. 508-9,
534-5, 541-4, 546.
Nikolai and Bazley, Intermediate Accounting, 5th ed.
(PWS-Kent, 1991), pp. 427-9,434,471,473-4,
482-5.
Smith and Skousen, Intermediate Accounting, comp. vol.,
10th ed. (South-Western, 1990), pp. 489,494-5,
500-2, 514-8.

Num ber 4
AICPA, Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, Restatement
and Revision o f Accounting Research Bulletins
(AICPA, 1953), chap. 4, par. 17.
Chasteen, Flaherty, and O ’Connor, Intermediate Account
ing, 3d ed. (Random House, 1989), pp. 672-4.
FASB, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No.
5, Accounting fo r Contingencies (FASB, 1975),
pars. 8, 10.
Kieso and Weygandt, Intermediate Accounting, 6th ed.
(Wiley, 1989), pp. 407-8, 603-5.
Nikolai and Bazley, Intermediate Accounting, 5th ed.
(PWS-Kent, 1991), pp. 385-6, 586-8.
Welsch and Zlatkovich, Intermediate Accounting, 8th ed.
(Irwin, 1989), pp. 391-2, 620-3.

Num ber 5
AICPA, Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 30,
Reporting the Effects o f Disposal o f a Segment
o f a Business (AICPA, 1973), pars. 8, 14-6.
Beams, Advanced Accounting, 4th ed. (Prentice-Hall,
1988), pp. 641-6, 658-9.
FASB, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No.
14, Financial Reporting fo r Segments o f a
Business Enterprise (FASB, 1976), pars. 5,15,
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Fischer, Taylor, and Leer, Advanced Accounting, 4th ed.
(South-Western, 1990), pp. 39-47, 766-9.
Pahler and Mori, Advanced Accounting, 3 d ed. (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1988), pp. 510-1, 516-21.

Num ber 2
AICPA, Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 21,
Interest on Receivables and Payables (AICPA,
1971), pars. 12-3.
Chasteen, Flaherty, and O ’Connor, Intermediate Account
ing, 3d ed. (Random House, 1989), pp. 297-8,
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FASB, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No.
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INDEX - QUESTIONS
HOW TO USE THIS INDEX: This index presents examination question number references for the four sections of the CPA
examination — Accounting Practice Parts I and II, Auditing, Business Law, and Accounting Theory. Each examination section
has been organized according to its content specification outline, with questions indexed according to the areas and groups tested.
The question references listed in the right-hand column are designated as follows: The question numbers for the Accounting Prac
tice section are followed by I for Part I and II for Part II . The letter M following question numbers indicates a multiple choice
item. For example, the reference 17M-I means multiple choice item number 17 for Accounting Practice Part I; the reference 5-I
means problem number 5 for Accounting Practice Part I. For the Auditing, Business Law, and Accounting Theory sections, absence
of the letter M indicates an essay question number.

Accounting Practice — Content Specification Outline
I.

Presentation of Financial Statements or Worksheets.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

II.

Measurement, Valuation, Realization, and Presentation
of Assets in Conformity With Generally Accepted Account
ing Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

III.

Cash, Marketable Securities, and Investm ents__
Receivables and A ccruals.......................................
Inventories .................................................................
Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased
Intangibles and Other A ssets..................................

3M-I,8M-I,9M-I
10M-I , 11M-I ,17M-I
12M-I,13M-I
14M-I,15M-I ,16M-I ,18M-I,19M-I
4M-I,20M-I

Valuation, Recognition, and Presentation of Liabilities
in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

IV.

Balance S h e e t.................................................................... 1M-I
Income Statem ent............................................................. 2M-I
Statement of Cash F lo w s.................................................5M-I,6M-I,7M-I
Statement of Owners’ E q u ity ..........................................4-I
Consolidated Financial Statements or W orksheets....... 5-I

Payables and A ccruals........................................
Deferred Revenues..............................................
Deferred Income Tax Liabilities........................
Capitalized Lease L iability..................................
Bonds Payable......................................................
Contingent Liabilities and Com m itments..........

21M-I,22M-I,23M-I,25M-I,26M-I
27M-I,29M-I
30M-I,32M-I,35M-I,38M-I
33M-I,34M-I
24M-I,28M-I,36M-I,37M-I
39M-I

Ownership Structure, Presentation, and Valuation of
Equity Accounts in Conformity With Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Preferred and Common S to ck ............................ ............ lM-n,3M-II
Additional Paid-in C apital...............................................
Retained Earnings and D ividends...................................2M-II,4M-II,5M-II,6M-II,9M-n
Treasury Stock and Other Contra A ccounts.................. 7M-II,13M-II
Stock Options, Warrants, and R ig h ts............................
Reorganization and Change in E n tity ............................8M-II,10M-II
Partnerships ....................................................................... 11M-II,12M-II
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Index

Accounting Practice — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
V.

Measurement and Presentation of Income and Expense
Items, Their Relationship to Matching and Periodicity,
and Their Relationship to Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles.
A. Revenues and G a in s..........................................................31M-I,40M-I,41M-I,42M-I,43M-I,44M-I,
46M-I,49M-I,52M-I,58M-I
B. Expenses and L o sses........................................................ 47M-I,50M-I,53M-I,54M-I,55M-I,57M-I
C. Provision for Income T a x ................................................48M-I,59M-I
D. Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions and
Events .................................................................................45M-I,51M-I
E. Accounting C hanges..........................................................56M-I
F. Earnings Per S h a re ...........................................................60M-I

VI.

Other Financial Topics.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Disclosures in Notes to the FinancialStatements..........
Accounting Policies.........................................................
Nonmonetary Transactions..............................................
Interim Financial Statem ents...........................................
Historical Cost, Constant Dollar Accounting, and
Current C o s t......................................................................
Gain Contingencies...........................................................
Segments and Lines of B usiness....................................
Employee B enefits............................................................ 20M-II
Analysis of Financial Statem ents..................................... 18M-II,19M-II
Development Stage Enterprises......................................
Personal Financial Statem ents........................................ 14M-II,15M-II,16M-II
Combined Financial Statem ents...................................... 17M-II

VII. Cost Accumulation, Planning, and Control.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Nature of Cost Elem ents.................................................
Process and Job Order C osting......................................
Standard C osting...............................................................
Joint and By-Product Costing, Spoilage,
Waste, and S c ra p .............................................................
Absorption and Variable C osting...................................
Budgeting and Flexible B udgeting................................. 5-H
Breakeven and Cost-Volume-Profit A nalysis...............
Capital Budgeting Techniques........................................
Performance A nalysis......................................................
Other ..................................................................................

VIII. Not-for-Profit and Governmental Accounting.
A. Fund A ccounting...............................................................4-II
B. Types of Funds and Account G roups............................ 4-II
C. Presentation of Financial Statements for Various
Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations..........4-II
D. Various Types of Not-for-Profit and
Governmental Organizations...........................................
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Accounting Practice — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
IX.

Federal Taxation — Individuals, Estates, and Trusts.
A. Inclusions for Gross Income and Adjusted Gross
Income .......................................................................
B. Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at Adjusted
Gross Incom e............................................................
C. Gain or Loss on Property Transactions.................
D. Deductions from Adjusted Gross Incom e.............
E. Filing Status and Exem ptions.................................
F. Tax Computations and C red its...............................
G. Statute of Lim itations..............................................
H. Estate and Gift Taxation and Income Taxation of
Estates and T ru s ts ...................................................

28M-II,30M-II,31M-II

33M-II
21M-II,29M-II,32M-II,34M-II,35M-II,36M-II
22M-II

23M-II,24M-II,25M-II,26M-II,27M-II,37M-II,
38M-II,39M-II,40M-II

X. Federal Taxation — Corporations, Partnerships, and
Exempt Organizations.
A. Determination of Taxable Income or L o s s .......
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.

P.

Q.
R.
S.
T.

Tax Computations and C red its...........................
S Corporations.....................................................
Personal Holding Com panies.............................
Accumulated Earnings T a x ................................
Distributions ..........................................................
Tax-Free Incorporation.......................................
Reorganizations .....................................................
Liquidations and Dissolutions............................
Formation of Partnership....................................
Basis of Partner’s In terest...................................
Determination of Partner’s Taxable Income and
Partner’s Elections...............................................
Accounting Periods of Partnership and Partners
Partner Dealing With Own Partnership.............
Treatment of Liabilities.......................................
Distribution of Partnership A ssets.....................
Termination of Partnership ..
Types of Organizations.......
Requirements for Exemption
Unrelated Business Income .
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41M-II,42M-II,43M-II,44M-II,45M-II,46M-II,
47M-II,48M-II,49M-II,50M-II
51M-II,52M-II
57M-II

58M-II
56M-II
59M-II,60M-II
55M-II

54M-II

53M-II

Index

Auditing — Content Specification Outline
I.

Professional Responsibilities.
A. General Standards and Code of Professional Conduct .2M,9M
B. Control of the A u d it......................................................... 1M,3M,4M,5M,6M,7M,8M
C. Other Responsibilities...................................................... 10M,11M,12M,13M,14M,15M

II.

Internal Control.
A.
B.
C.
D.

III.

32M,33M
34M,35M,36M,3-34
38M,39M,40M,41M
43M.5-36

Evidence and Procedures.
A.
B.
C.
D.

IV.

Definitions and Basic C oncepts.........................
Consideration of the Internal Control Structure
C y c le s......................................................... .
Other Considerations................................

Audit Evidence..........................................
Specific Audit Objectives and Procedures
Other Specific Audit T o p ics....................
Review and Compilation Procedures......

.37M,42M,44M,45M,46M,47M,48M,60M,4-35
,49M,50M,51M,52M,53M,54M,4-35
,24M,55M,56M,57M
58M,59M

Reporting.
A. Reporting Standards and Types of R eports.................. 16M,17M,18M,19M,21M,22M,23M,25M,26M,27M,
28M,29M,2-34
B. Other Reporting Considerations...................................... 2 0 M , 3 0 M , 3 1 M
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Index
Business Law — Content Specification Outline
I.

The CPA and the Law.
A. Common Law Liability to Clients
and Third P erso n s............................................................1M,2M,3M,4M,5M
B. Federal Statutory L iability.............................................. 6M,7M,8M,9M
C. Workpapers, Privileged Communication, and
Confidentiality.................................................................... 10M

II.

Business Organizations.
A.
B.
C.
D.

III.

2
18M,19M,20M

Contracts.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

IV.

11M,12M,13M
14M,15M,16M,17M

A g en cy ........................................
Partnerships and Joint Ventures
Corporations ...............................
Estates and T ru sts....................

Offer and A cceptance..............
Consideration .............................
Capacity, Legality, and Public Policy
Statute of F ra u d s.................................
Statute of Lim itations.........................
Fraud, Duress, and Undue Influence .
Mistake and M isrepresentation..........
Parol Evidence R u le ............................
Third Party R ights...............................
Assignments..........................................
Discharge, Breach, and Remedies ....

3
,3
3,21M,22M
.3
23M
24M
25M

Debtor-Creditor Relationships.
26M,38M
28M,29M,30M,31M,42M,43M,44M,45M

A. Suretyship
B. Bankruptcy
V.

Government Regulation of Business.
32M,33M,34M
27M,35M,36M,37M,39M,40M,41M

A. Regulation of Employment
B. Federal Securities Acts ...
VI.

Uniform Commercial Code.
A.
B.
C.
D.

VII.

Commercial P a p e r............
Documents of Title and Investment Securities
S a le s .....................................................................
Secured Transactions........................................

,46M,47M,48M,49M,50M
4
.5

Property.
A. Real and Personal P roperty............................................51M,52M,53M,54M
B. Mortgages ..........................................................................55M,56M,57M,58M
C. Fire and Casualty Insurance.......................................... 59M,60M
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Index
Accounting Theory — Content Specification Outline
I.

General Concepts, Principles, Terminology, Environment,
and Other Professional Standards.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

II.

Measurement, Valuation, Realization, and Presentation
of Assets in Conformity With GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

I II.

Payables and A ccruals.....................................................31M
Deferred R evenues........................................................... 19M
Deferred Income Tax Liabilities.....................................4M
Capitalized Lease Liability.............................................. 34M
Bonds Payable ................................................................... 35M,37M
Contingent Liabilities and Commitments.......................4

Ownership Structure, Presentation, and Valuation of
Equity Accounts in Conformity With GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

V.

Cash, Marketable Securities, and Investm ents............2,3,36M
Receivables and A ccruals.............................................. 2,6M
Inventories ........................................................................ 27M,28M
Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or L eased......3,33M
Intangibles and Other A ssets.........................................13M

Valuation, Recognition, and Presentation of Liabilities
in Conformity With GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

IV.

Authority of Pronouncements.................. ......................
Conceptual Fram ew ork.................................................. 1M
Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles.................. 2,3,4,5
Nature and Purpose of Basic Financial Statements......2,3,4,5
Consolidated Financial Statements................................ 9M
Historical Cost, Constant Dollar, Current Cost, and
Other Accounting C oncepts........................................... 7M

Preferred and Common S to ck .........................................40M
Additional Paid-in C apital...............................................
Retained Earnings and D ividends................................... 25M
Treasury Stock and Other Contra A ccounts................. 39M
Stock Options, Warrants, and Rights ............................ 38M
Reorganization and Change in E n tity ............................
Partnerships ....................................................................... 15M

Measurement and Presentation of Income and Expense
Items, Their Relationship to Matching and Periodicity,
and Their Relationship to GAAP.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Revenues and G a in s......................................................... 2,5M,10M,14M,20M
Expenses and L osses....................................................... 2,3,4,18M,29M,32M
Provision for Income T a x ................................................3M
Recurring Versus Nonrecurring Transactions and
Events ................................................................................. 5,23M
E. Accounting C hanges......................................................... 26M
F. Earnings Per S h a re ..........................................................16M
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Index
Accounting Theory — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
VI.

Other Financial Topics.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

VII.

Statement of Cash F lo w s................................................. 21M,22M
Accounting Policies.........................................................
Accounting C hanges......................................................... 24M
Nonmonetary Transactions.............................................. 3
Business Combinations......................................................11M,12M
Interim Financial Statements............................................2M
Gain Contingencies..........................................................
Segments and Lines of Business.....................................5
Employee B enefits............................................................ 30M
Analysis of Financial Statements..................................... 17M
Development Stage Enterprises......................................
Personal Financial Statements........................................
Combined Financial Statements......................................8M

Cost Accumulation, Planning, and Control.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Nature of Cost Elem ents................................................. 41M
Process and Job Order C osting...................................... 43M
Standard C osting............................................................... 42M
Joint and By-Product Costing, Spoilage, Waste, and
Scrap .................................................................................. 44M
Absorption and Variable C osting................................... 45M
Budgeting and Flexible Budgeting..................................46M
Breakeven and Cost-Volume-Profit A nalysis................47M
Capital Budgeting Techniques .........................................49M
Performance A nalysis.......................................................50M
Other .................................................................................. 48M

VIII. Not-for-Profit and Governmental Accounting.
A.
B.
C.
- D.

Conceptual Fram ew ork.................................................... 51M
Fund Accounting............................................................... 52M,53M
Types of Funds and Account G roups...................... ...54M,55M,56M,57M
Presentation of Financial Statements for Various
Not-for-Profit and Governmental Organizations.......... 58M
E. Various Types of Not-for-Profit and
Governmental Organizations............................................59M,60M
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION
The Board of Examiners expresses its gratitude to the following contributors of questions appearing in the
November 1991 examination.

*ELAINE K. HENDERSON, Topeka, KS
REBECCA S. SAWYER, University o f North Carolina, Wilmington

* Question submitted while a student of Professor Walter F. James, Washburn University of Topeka.

FUTURE CPA EXAMINATION DATES
1992
1993
1994

May 6, 7, 8
November 4, 5, 6
May 5, 6, 7
November 3, 4, 5
May 4, 5
November 2, 3

1995 — May 3, 4
November 1, 2
1996 — May 8, 9
November 6, 7
1997 - May 7, 8
November 5, 6

1998 — May 6, 7
November 4 ,5
1999 — May 5, 6
November 3 ,4
2000 — May 3, 4
November 1, 2

Beginning with the May 1994 Examination, the Examination testing time is scheduled to be shortened to two days.

Candidates can facilitate their study of past CPA examination questions by using the index on pages 84
through 90 in conjunction with the five-year index contained in Selected Questions & Unofficial Answers
Indexed to Content Specification Outlines.

SELECTED QUESTIONS & UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS INDEXED
TO CONTENT SPECIFICATION OUTLINES MAY 1987 - MAY 1991
This new study aid offers today’s CPA
candidate an extremely effective way
to prepare for the CPA examination.
It includes virtually all of the multiple
choice questions, problems and essays
contained in the ten examinations that
were given from May 1987 through
May 1991—along with unofficial
answers.
■ The questions were selected
by the sta ff o f the AICPA Examinations
Division on the basis o f current value
and pertinence.
■ The unofficial answers were
prepared by the sta ff and reviewed by
the AICPA Board o f Examiners.
$55.00

To help you focus on specific sub
ject areas, material in nine of the
examinations has been organized into
four sections which correspond to the
four parts of the CPA examination
itself—Accounting Practice . . . Ac
counting Theory . . . Auditing . . .
and Business Law.
And to facilitate study and review,
the material in each section has been
organized and indexed by area and
group in accordance with its content
specification outline.

tively by making it easier for you to
concentrate more heavily on those
subject areas where you feel greater
effort is required.
As an added advantage, the
November 1991 CPA examination is
presented in its entirety . . . along
with unofficial answers and content in
dex. This will give you an opportunity
to familiarize yourself with recent
examinations as they were actually
given . . . and see how well you fare.

This area and content approach
will enable you to study more effec

P E R C O PY

DISCO U N T P R IC E T O STUDENTS

$38.50

ORDER FORM
Selected Questions & Unofficial Answers Indexed to
Content Specification Outlines May 1987 — May 1991
Please send me a copy of the above title (079245)
□

□ Payment enclosed

□ MasterCard

Regular price $55.00
Account No.

□

□ VISA

Exp. date

Educational discount price $38.50*
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School (if part of mailing address)
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Postage and handling fees are required:

City

State

$25.01 - $ 50.00
$50.01 - $150.00

Zip code

*School

$5.45
$6.55

Please add 8¼% sales tax in New York City. Elsewhere in New
York State add 4% state tax plus local tax if applicable. In Washington,
DC add 6% tax and in Vermont add 5% state tax.

♦Instructor

Make checks payable to:

AICPA
Order Department — American Institute of CPAs
P.O. Box 1003, New York, NY 10108-1003
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